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STATE SERVICE DONATIONS IN BUDGETARY
SHUTDOWNS

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1995

House of Representatives,
Committee on Resources,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 10:05 a.m., in room

1324, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. J.D. Hayworth
(Member of the Committee) presiding.

STATEMENT OF HON. J.D. HAYWORTH, A U.S.

REPRESENTATIVE FROM ARIZONA
Mr. Hayworth. The Committee on Resources will come to order.

Under Rule 6-F of the committee rules, any oral opening state-

ments at hearings are limited to the Chairman and Ranking Mi-
nority Member. This will allow us to hear from our witnesses soon-
er and help Members keep their schedules. Therefore, if any Mem-
bers have opening statements, they can be included in the hearing
record.

Last month's partial government shutdown effectively closed
down the entire National Park System and National Wildlife Ref-
uge System. In the process, it locked out thousands of park visitors

and hunters, fishermen and bird watchers seeking to enjoy their
national parks and wild refuges.

The economy of my State was greatly impacted by the closure of

Grand Canyon National Park and other park units. As a result.

Governor Fife Symington, who will testify in several minutes, made
a common sense proposal which would have allowed Grand Canyon
National Park to operate during the shutdown down with State
employees. Unfortunately, this proposal was rejected by the Inte-

rior Department so visitors from around the world and across the
Nation who came to see the grandeur were locked out.

Arizona was not alone in its efforts to keep Federal lands open.
The States of Arkansas and Mississippi had an agreement with
their Regional Director of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to op-

erate certain national wildlife refuges during the shutdown down.
Unfortunately, this agreement was rejected by the Department's
lawyers in the Washington office. This resulted in deer hunters on
the refuges being forced to leave their tree stands.
Today's hearing is on two bills from both sides of the aisle, which

would allow States to help keep parks and refuges open. H.R. 2677,
introduced by Chairman Young, and which I am proud to cospon-
sor, would allow State employees to perform all authorized func-

(1)



tions within the entire National Park System and National Refuge
System during government shutdowns.

H.R. 2706, introduced by Representative Blanche Lambert Lin-
coln of Arkansas, is very similar to Chairman Young's bill. How-
ever, it is limited to hunting activities within the National Refuge
System. The lady from Arkansas will testify before us later this

morning.
[The bills may be found at end of hearing.]

Mr. Hayworth. H.R. 2732, introduced by Congressman Bob
Stump, who we are pleased to have here with us today, and cospon-
sored by the entire Arizona delegation, also deals with allowing
States to operate units of the National Park System during govern-
ment shutdowns. Unfortunately, because this bill was only intro-

duced 2 days ago, committee rules prohibited it from being added
to today's hearing schedule.
However, I expect that its sponsor will work with Chairman

Young to get concepts of that bill embodied into any legislation on
this issue which moves through the legislative process.

I look forward to hearing from, all of today's witnesses, to provide
some common ground toward keeping our parks and refuges open
during any future government shutdown.
And accordingly, the Chair now recognizes the Ranking Minority

Member, Mr. Vento, for any opening statement that he might have.
[The statement of Mr. Young follows:]

Statement of Hon. Don Young, a U.S. Representative from Alaska, and
Chairman, Committee on Resources

I am pleased to convene this hearing today on my bill, H.R. 2677, the National
Parks and National Wildlife Refuge Systems Freedom Act of 1995.
The purpose of this legislation is to ensure that our national parks and wildlife

refuges are not closed in the future because of a lack of Federal funding to operate
them.
During this past month, we witnessed the sad spectacle of the Department of the

Interior closing our Nation's 369 parks and 504 national wildlife refuge units.

These lands, which comprise about 181 million acres, were acquired through the
hard work of millions of American taxpayers, who paid for them with entrance fees,

excise taxes, duck stamps, and income tax payments.
It is terribly wrong to close these facilities and to deny the American people the

right to enjoy their beauty, splendor, and various recreational opportunities.

In the State of Arizona, Governor Fife S3miington offered to operate and keep the
Grand Canyon open by using the State National Guard personnel. Regrettably, the
Governor's generous request was denied by the Department of the Interior and the
Grand Canyon, which is visited by about 8,000 individuals a day, was closed for the
first time in its history. By so doing, the Federal Government lost up to $15,000
each day in entrance fees and businesses in Arizona lost at least $1 million each
day.

In the State of Arkansas, Americans were denied the opportunity to hunt deer in

the Felsenthal National Wildlife Refuge, despite the fact that they had paid for their

lottery-based permits and the State had volunteered to manage the hunt for free.

Sadly, these are just two vivid illustrations of the disaster that was caused by the

closure of our parks and wildlife reftiges. Instead of trying to avoid or alleviate this

crisis by accepting the offers of Governor Symington and others, the Department of

the Interior simply slammed the door in the faces of millions of Americans.
The National Parks and Wildlife Refuge Systems Freedom Act will require the

Secretary of the Interior to accept the services of State employees to operate any
parks or refuge units when the Federal Government is in a period of a budgetary
shutdown.
Under the terms of H.R. 2677, a State would not be forced to operate any park

or refuge within its geographic boundaries, but would simply be given the oppor-

tunity to offer their services, like Governor Symington.



Furthermore, the term "government budgetary shutdown" has been narrowly de-

fined to only cover those circumstances when there is a failure to enact a timely

appropriations bill for the Department of the Interior and there is a lack of tem-

porary or continuing appropriation funds.

Our national parks and wildlife refuge systems must never be closed again in the

future. This legislation will ensure that if there is ever another budgetary melt-

down, the American people will not be denied the chance to visit the Arizona Memo-
rial at Pearl Harbor, the Grand Canyon, the Kenai National Wildlife Refuge, the

Edwin B. Forsythe National Wildlife Refuge, Yellowstone National Park, or the

Washington Monument.
I look forward to the testimony of our witnesses and I want to compliment our

distinguished colleagues, Jim Hansen, Jim Saxton, Ken Calvert, and J.D. Hayworth
for joining with me in sponsoring H.R. 2677.

STATEMENT OF THE HON. BRUCE F. VENTO, A U.S.

REPRESENTATIVE FROM MINNESOTA

Mr. Vento. Thanks, Mr. Chairman.
I ask unanimous consent to put in the record a letter to Chair-

man Young from Mr. Miller, the Ranking Democrat on the commit-
tee, which expresses his concern about scheduling this bill for Floor

consideration next week. I think the Chairman
Mr. Hayworth. Without objection, that is so ordered.

[The information may be found at end of hearing.]

Mr. Vento. Mr. Chairman, this hearing today, I don't know, is

almost like a bad joke. The fact is, it reminds me of the story about

the Boy Scout that was so eager to earn a merit badge that when
crisis and problems didn't occur fast enough, they went out and
created them for him. So they found out pushing people off of drop-

offs to save them from drowning, and after pushing someone over

in the street, picking them up and taking them out of harm's way.
The fact is that I understand the good intentions that might be

behind some of this in terms of trying to help, but the fact is, we
have to look at—we cannot on a step-by-step basis try to reverse

the Antideficiency Act and the effect of not doing our job with re-

gard to Interior appropriations with regard to the other five or six

appropriations bills that are not being acted on by the Congress or

resolved with the administration.

So the effects, while regrettable and while obviously highly in-

convenient and having an adverse effect on communities, is some-
thing that all of us are concerned about. The fact is that the source

of this is not going to be remedied on a step-by-step basis by trying

to, as it were, to farm out or to disseminate what are essential Fed-
eral responsibilities to the States or to local governments or to the

private sector, to necessarily carry out those functions because of

the inaction and the inability to come to agreement with regard to

fundamental Federal responsibilities.

These measures, I think, are really a feeble attempt to try to

cover up the inaction or the inability of Congress, the Federal Gov-
ernment, to get its job done. And that job should have been done
October 1st of this year. And clearly, if we are going to go through
this on a piecemeal-by-piecemeal basis, what about the health pro-

grams and the education programs and many others?

What about the passports that were not issued? What about the

social security recipients who were unable to begin to apply, those

that were eligible, for their benefits?



As you go through it, you can create a long list of issues and tres-

passes that exist with regard to the inability to fund the govern-
ment.
Now, beyond all of this, of course, there are many, many, serious

questions in terms of the very powers of Congress. And as I sit

here, it sort of amazes me that Congress, which has kept such a
careful control of the monetary flow, all of a sudden is willing to

find all sorts of excuses to let any administration circumvent the
basic laws.

Now, of course, I know many of my colleagues have raised con-
cerns about this with regard to the executive powers and with re-

gard to the use of the Armed Forces, but nevertheless, this is one
more major invasion in terms of congressional responsibility and
power that would be frittered away for what I think are not sub-
stantial enough reasons.

Is it important? Yes. Is it national security? Does it really meet
that particular test in terms of, again, the winnowing away of the
powers of the United States Congress?
Now, as you know, the Majority party, I am not in the Majority

party. Why do I care about this? Because inherent in our Constitu-
tion is a condition in terms of powers that are not necessarily allo-

cated to one particular individual in that situation, to the execu-
tive.

And what you are doing by virtue of this is weakening, with all

the best intentions, I suppose I could say, that particular role of

the Antideficiency Act. So I think that you may say, well, this is

a selected issue, but why not have a laundry list, then, of these
particular issues where you can find out serious problems?

I have already enumerated some of this in my opening state-

ment. But that is really where you are going. There is no excuse.

And when you look at the very substance of what has taken place
here at the Interior appropriations bill, which is the subject of our
attention or should be this morning, it has been the extraneous
matters added to that particular bill that have no relationship to

the appropriation process and should be the domain of this particu-

lar committee that are holding up that bill. It is the Saguaro For-

est. It is the mining moratorium issues. It is many other issues

that hold no relationship to the appropriation process.

It is wrong. In other words, in doing the business and conducting
the business of the House, it hasn't been done properly. The end
result is that we have these types of problems with our national
parks and serious concerns across the range, not just with parks,

but with all of the various and important programs that are within
the Department of Interior that need to be dealt with.

And with—some which apparently have been categorized as po-

litically correct as exempt and nonexempt, as opposed to the
phrases that were being used before. But that is going to happen
again.

But the way to deal with that is to get the Interior appropriation
cleaned up, to compromise on the issues, to remove the policy mat-
ters from it and to move forward with the legislation, not to try to

make up for the person that you throw out of the boat and then
try to save them from drowning and claiming that you are helping
somebody.



This is a serious mistake and I think a misunderstanding of the

whole role that you have here.

I don't think you are going to make up for the problems that you
caused by trying to cover it up with this particular fig leaf.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hayworth. And I thank the Ranking Minority Member for

his opening statement.
[The statements of Messrs. Geren, Miller, and Saxton follow:]

Statement of Hon. Pete Geren, a U.S. Representative from Texas

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I appreciate the opportunity to

share my thoughts with you on this important issue.

Mr. Chairman, as you know, I have the pleasure of co-chairing the Congressional

Sportsmen's Caucus with you. The Caucus cvu-rently boasts 201 Members in the

House and 47 in the Senate.
As co-chairman of the Caucus, I would like to commend both you, Mr. Chairman,

and Congresswoman Lincoln for your leadership on this issue and for all that you
do for the sportsmen and women of America.
One of the objectives of the CSC is to ensure that Americans will continue to

enjoy access to public lands to enjoy outdoor pursuits. Since its creation in 1989,

the Caucus has worked to protect this right on various individual refuges around
the nation. However, the recent government shutdown threatened this access on a

far greater scale. Our entire refuge system was closed, and as a result, many Ameri-
cans found that they could not enjoy the very lands that they have bought and paid

for with their tax dollars. There are currently 508 refuges in our nation's inventory.

Hunting is allowed on 273 of these refuges and fishing on 263. In discussing this

issue with the Fish and Wildlife Service, I have been told that agreements are in

place with states on less than 10 of these refuges to continue hunting and fishing

in the event of a shutdown.
Hunting and fishing are distinct American traditions. It has been part and parcel

of American culture from the very beginning. In my part of the world, as in many
parts of our country, hunting and fishing remain very much ingrained in our herit-

age. For many, the only opportunities that they have to enjoy these piirsuits is on
public lands. Unfortunately, many sportsmen recently found themselves at the

mercy of their government. Both of these proposals will ensure that this will not

happen again and will preserve these great American traditions.

However, these proposals are not only important for that reason. Many Americans
rely on the economic contribution of hunting and fishing to their local economy and
the national economy.
American sportsmen and women spend over $48 billion each year. These expendi-

tures support 1.3 million jobs; $28.1 billion in salaries and wages; $4.5 billion in

state and Federal tax revenue. In total, these expenditures have a $104 billion mul-
tiplier effect on the U.S. economy.
Let me illustrate just how large this economic contribution really is. U.S. sports-

men and women's expenditures exceed total U.S. exports in dollars of corn, ciga-

rettes, soybeans, meat, lumber and metal ore combined. U.S. hunters and anglers

spend more than the total gasoline expenditures of the entire Northeastern United
&;ates. In Texas alone, sportsmen and women spend more each year than all the

U.S. grocery sales of beer and ale combined. And finally, more people hunt and fish

in the U.S. than attend NFL football, major league baseball, and NHL hockey
games combined.

Preserving the right of Americans to hunt and fish on public lands is not only

crucial because of their importance to American tradition, but also because of the

impact that these activities have on our economy.
Again, I applaud the efforts of both Chairman Young and Congresswoman Lincoln

and I look forward to working with them on this initiative.

Thank you for granting me the opportunity to share my thoughts with you on this

Statement of Hon. George Miller, a U.S. Representative from Californl\

Mr. Chairman, the only reason we are here today is that the Republican Majority

failed to do its job and pass an acceptable appropriations bill to fund our National

Parks and Wildlife Refuges. This bill is nothing but an attempt to deflect criticism

from the Republican failure to do its job.



H.R. 2766 has been titled the "National Park and Wildlife Refuge System Free-
dom Act of 1995". Freedom from what? The Republican inability to pass an accept-
able Interior Appropriations Act? This bill doesn't free our National Parks or Ref-

uges from anytning. Instead, it raises more concerns than it answers. What parks
or refuges would be opened? What services would be provided? Who would be liable

to accidents to visitors or damage to resources? If you were really serious about this,

we would be better off passing a law declaring all National Park and Wildlife Ref-

uge employees as emergency employees for the duration of a shutdown.
I appreciate Governor Symington's interest in keeping Grand Canyon National

Park open. The shutdown was a serious matter. It was serious for the many people
whose social security or disability checks were at risk, the children who depend on
head start, and those who could,n't get their passport applications processed. The
American public and other park visitors were certainly inconvenienced bv the Re-
publicans failure to get an appropriations bill passed to adequately fund our Na-
tional Parks and Wildlife Refuges.
However, H.R. 2677 and H.R. 2706 are really pretty poor solutions to this Repub-

lican failure. Now we are going to have states determine what parks and refuges
are open in a shutdown and what services will be provided. I note Governor Syming-
ton's offer to assist with Grand Canyon National Park, but what about Saguaro Na-
tional Park, Petrified Forest National Park, or any of the 17 other National Park
units in Arizona?

Instead of proposing band-aids to deal with a serious problem, we would be better

off focusing our efforts on getting an acceptable appropriations bill passed that the
President can sign.

Statement of Hon. Jim Saxton, a U.S. Representative from New Jersey

Mr. Chairman, as an original cosponsor of H.R. 2677, I am pleased that our Full
Committee has been convened to obtain testimony on the National Parks and Na-
tional Wildlife Refuge Systems Freedom Act.

Since coming to Congress in 1984, I have proudly represented New Jersey's Third
Congressional District, which includes the 40,000 acres of the Edwin B. Fors3rthe

National Wildlife Refuge.
This Refuge, which is predominantly an estuarine marsh habitat, is one of the fin-

est in our Nation, and over the years the size of this Refuge has increased because
of broad public support. Men and women in my district have provided the financial

resources to protect this barrier island ecosystem and to acquire the upland forest

and fields that have enhanced the biodiversity of the Refuge. In addition, thousands
of my constituents have enjoyed hunting and fishing on lands that comprise the
Edwin B. Forsythe National Wildlife Refuge for generations.
Tuesday, November 14th, was a bad day for America and for every person who

wanted to visit a National Park or National Wildlife Refuge unit. W^iile my pref-

erence would be to complete action on an appropriations bill for the Department of

the Interior, there must be a fail-safe or stop-gap procedure in place to avoid an-
other public lands meltdown.

In my judgment, it was ludicrous that the Department of the Interior was unable
or unwilling to accept the offer of Governor Symington to keep the Grand Canyon
open by using National Guard troops.

Mr. Chairman, this was just one example of where various State officials ex-

pressed willingness to operate our National Parks and Refuges with State employ-
ees. In almost all cases, these offers were rejected.

H.R. 2677 would provide a fail-safe measure and it would help to ensure that the

gates to the Edwin B. Forsythe are never again padlocked and shut in the faces of

those Americans who paid for these lands with their hard-earned tax dollars.

Mr. Chairman, I look forward to hearing from our distinguished witnesses and to

further action on H.R. 2677.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Hayworth. Let me now introduce our first panel, two of my
colleagues from the State of Arizona. Senator John Kyi, welcome
back to the U.S. House of Representatives; Governor Fife Syming-
ton, welcome to you, sir. You have testified before this committee
before and we are pleased to have you back with us today.

Senator Kyi, we know you are under time constraints in terms
of legislation that you must manage on the Floor of the other body,

so I would ask you to begin.



And let me just remind both of you gentlemen, and indeed all of

today's witnesses, that we encourage oral testimony be limited to

5 minutes, but we assure you that your entire statement will ap-

pear in the record.

Senator Kyi.

STATEMENT OF HON. JON KYL, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
ARIZONA

Mr. Kyl. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And thank you Members of

the committee. Since I don't have a statement, I will try to con-

dense everjrthing I have to say in the 5 minutes. And it is, indeed,

a pleasure to get back to the House and be with some old col-

leagues.
I remember when I had a problem dealing with the State of Ari-

zona, I came to Bruce Vento, then Chairman of the subcommittee,

and Bruce Vento and I worked together and solved the problem for

Arizona by finding a way to get it done rather than ways not to

get it done. And I think that is the approach we need to take with

regard to this problem here today.

Instead of finding excuses for not taking action, I think we have
to look for constructive and positive ways to try to solve the prob-

lem. And fortunately, the Governor of Arizona, I think has pointed

the way for us.

As the Chairman pointed out, there are a variety of bills pend-

ing, and I think it is important that the best features of all of those

bills be combined in order to bring this matter to the Floor of the

House as soon as possible, and we will do the same thing in the

Senate.
Both Senate McCain and I have introduced a bill in the Senate,

which I don't think, by the way, has some of the problems that

Representative Vento has noted.

We did not seek to amend the Antideficiency Act, although we
could have done that. We are looking for a more narrow approach
to the problem.

Representative Vento makes the point that there are other prob-

lems that we might try to solve as well, that this isn't the only one.

But borrowing the words of President Clinton in his address to the

Nation regarding Bosnia, I would say that we can do something
about this and what we can do, we should try to do.

There are other things that are more difficult. It would be very

difficult to have the State operate veterans' benefit programs, sign-

ing people up for social security and so on. But it is not at all hard

for the Federal Government to train State park personnel, for ex-

ample, how to collect fees at a national park. This is not hard.

Therefore, if Congress fails to do its job and the parks close down,

or if the President vetoes a Continuing Resolution and the parks

close down, the people shouldn't have to suffer. We ought to be able

to find a way to bring those State personnel to bear on the problem
of keeping the parks open.
Moreover, this is not exactly a new subject. There are intergov-

ernmental agreements entered into all the time between State lev-

els of government and between the Federal Government and the

States. As a matter of fact, the Park Service has intergovernmental
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agreements with elements of the State of Arizona, with the State
Highway Patrol, for example, to deal with law enforcement.
So intergovernmental agreements between the Interior Depart-

ment and the States are not at all something that has never been
done. They are done all the time and this is simply another kind
of intergovernmental agreement.
Now, Representative Vento makes the point that if the Federal

Government would do its job, this wouldn't happen, and I guess I

would say there is a converse to that. Why should people suffer just
because we don't do our job?
Whether it is the President's fault or the Congress' fault, the

Federal Government has failed to get a bill, an appropriation bill,

in place, and, therefore, we ask the American people to suffer. That
is wrong when we can do something about it, and the Governor of

Arizona has offered to do something about it. Why can't we take
yes for an answer?

Mr. Chairman, Members of the committee, I am going to read a
letter to you that was sent to me, to Governor Symington, as a
matter of fact, and to President Clinton:

"In 1992, my husband died of cancer at the age of 41. His dying
request was for his ashes to be distributed at Ribbon Falls in the
Grand Canyon. This was done, shortly after his death. For the past
3 years, his brothers and sisters and I and my children have
planned a memorial hike so that we could all visit this special site.

Family members from Connecticut, New Jersey, California and
friends from Washington, D.C., and Arizona came to join us in

what was to be an important part of our emotional healing.

"Instead, Congress and the President have turned this into an
emotional nightmare. My 13 year old has been crying because she
was looking forward to visiting Ribbon Falls with family and
friends. How do I explain to her what is happening in Washington?
"Family members paid hundreds of dollars for plane tickets, car

rentals and hiking gear. People have arranged time off from work.
For some, this is their only vacation this year.

"One teacher had to get special permission from the school super-
intendent to be here. We have been looking forward to being to-

gether as family and friends to celebrate Michael's life in a place
he loved, at the bottom of the Grand Canyon. Instead, we are
stranded at the top because the President and our elected rep-

resentatives in Congress didn't do their jobs. The Grand Canyon
didn't have to close."

Mr. Chairman, the Grand Canyon didn't have to close. And it

doesn't have to close in the future. And neither do other national
treasures. The States have the ability to provide the personnel to

keep these facilities open, and I don't understand why we can't

pass legislation that allows the Department of Interior to enter into

intergovernmental agreements with States who are willing to pay
the tab and accept the liability, to keep these national treasures
operating during times of emergency, especially when that emer-
gency is created by our inability to do our jobs.

It seems to me to be a very reasonable approach, a very narrow
and rational approach, and I commend Governor Symington and
the Members of this committee who have taken the time to care

enough about this issue to try to ensure that the problems that I
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arise again.

I appreciate the committee's consideration of the legislation and
I look forward to working with you on the Senate side on this im-

portant legislation.

And, Mr. Chairman, because I have been asked to manage a bill

beginning at 10:30, I am going to excuse myself part way through
Governor S3niiington's testimony.

Mr. Hayworth. That is fine. Thank you, Senator, we appreciate

your testimony.
Now we will call on the Governor of Arizona, Fife Symington.
Governor.

STATEMENT OF HON. FIFE SYMINGTON, GOVERNOR OF
ARIZONA

Governor Symington. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I wish to openly express my thanks to our congressional delega-

tion and to Senator Kyi and Senator McCain and you, Mr. Chair-

man, Congressman Shadegg, Congressman Stump, all Members of

our delegation who have been so responsive regarding this issue.

I appreciate the chance to come here today to discuss the merits

of H.R. 2677. I have had the chance to review this bill and bills

introduced by our delegation, H.R. 2732 and Senate bill 1451. I ap-

plaud both chambers for responding so quickly to this problem and
I am confident that we can keep the parks open in the event of a
second budget impasse.
Today I would like to outline for you the importance of the Grand

Canyon National Park to Arizona, recap the steps we took last

month in a bid to reopen the park and underscore some of the criti-

cal questions the legislation needs to answer.
In the wake of the Federal Government shutdown last month,

some folks asked in jest if the news media hadn't told you the gov-

ernment was closed, would you have noticed?

While this question reflects a healthy indifference toward both

Washington and the press, the answer unfortunately for us in Ari-

zona was definitely yes. The administration's decision to close the

Grand Canyon National Park on November 15th, 2 days after the

general government shutdown, was a jolt to many in my State.

We estimate that visitors to the Grand Canyon spend $250 mil-

lion a year in Arizona. This activity sustains communities in north-

ern Arizona. It generates about $12.5 million annually in sales tax

revenue for the State, which is roughly the cost to operate the park
on an annual basis.

Besides the economic consequences of the closure, I was dis-

turbed by the way it hit a number of individuals. Visitors come to

see the Canyon from around the country and all over the world. We
in Arizona pride ourselves on being good hosts. Thus, I was an-

noyed when a couple from New Zealand, for instance, who had
spent $10,000 to visit the park, was turned away at the gate. It is

a little arrogant, I think, to seal off one of the natural Wonders of

the World while our Federal Government squabbles over its con-

tinuing fiscal excess.

In response to the closure, Arizona asked the Federal Govern-
ment to let us reopen the park using State resources. We backed
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up our offer by going to the park the next day with the manpower
necessary to do the job. The caravan that I led on November 17th
included State park staff, employees from our Department of Public
Safety and unarmed National Guardsmen. We had come to work,
not to fight.

Upon arrival, I met with Park Superintendent Arenburger. He
was somewhat uneasy about our campaign. However, he relaxed
enough to point out to me a fact that clearly illustrates the absurd-
ity of this episode. He mentioned there is evidence of human habi-
tation in the Grand Canyon that goes back 4,000 years. So while
mother nature could not in 4 millennia keep people out of the Can-
yon, the Federal Government managed to drive them out last

month.
While we were at the park, the administration declined our offer

to reopen it. They cited several concerns. I urge you today to view
these as legitimate but surmountable obstacles. I think we can
craft legislation to keep the parks open that addresses these issues.

Please consider these points as you go into mark-up.
The first hurdle cited by the Interior Department in rejecting my

offer involved the responsibility of the Secretary to operate parks
in a safe and sound manner, consistent with Federal law and regu-
lations, and to manage their resources in such a way as to preserve
them for future generations.

Legislation should give States an option. Let us open parks by
paying the salaries and benefits of Federal employees or by using
State employees.

I am concerned that the Department is going to urge you to bar
the use of State employees by establishing arbitrary standards of

experience or training. Don't buy into this Washington-knows-best
mentality.

In connection with this issue, please also consider the opportuni-
ties we have to serve the public through partial reopenings of the
parks. Consider, for example, the possibilities at Grand Canyon
National Park. The Federal Government had the flexibility during
the first 2 days of the budget deadlock to keep the park open but
close the visitors center. In the event of a second budget impasse
this month, the State of Arizona might at a minimum reopen
Mather Point.

And I would like to put the pictures up here on the easel. Please
turn your attention to the map of the park that we provided.
These are a few of the pictures of the park from Mather Point,

which is the place that most people who come to the United States
or from within the United States when they go to the Grand Can-
yon, this is the view that they want to see. During last month's
budget impasse, the Federal Government blocked access to the

road that goes out to this overlook. You can see in red where they
put their blockade. If they had moved the blockade further to the
west where the blue line is, Mather Point would have been avail-

able to the public without much effort on the part of the Park Serv-

ice.

Removing this roadblock and allowing visitors to enjoy perhaps
the best view of the Canyon, as shown in this picture before you,

would not have been hard. It would not entail putting the full con-

tingent of 200 or so nonessential park employees back on-the-job.
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It would require only a handful of employees in relatively simple
positions.

A second objection raised by the Interior Department involves

the Antideficiency Act. Under this law, the Federal Government
cannot obligate funds that have not been appropriated. On the

basis of this, the Department rejected our offer to reopen the Grand
Canyon because we did not discuss covering the incremental cost

of things such as power and water supplies arising from an expan-
sion of park operations beyond the essential level. Well, we can
cover these items and correct that deficiency.

And finally, I would just like to say with regard to the liability

issue, I believe we can work those issues out. One acceptable solu-

tion that I understand is taking shape would involve indemnifica-

tion of a State for any liability to the United States arising from
the actions of a State employee.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I do appreciate the opportunity to say
these words to you today, because we in Arizona do never, ever

want to see the Grand Canyon National Park closed to the public

again.

Thank you very much.
[The statement of Governor Symington may be found at end of

hearing.]

Mr. Hayworth. Governor, I thank you for your testimony.

Reminding the Members that the committee Rule 2(i) imposes a
5-minute limit on questions, the Chair will now recognize Members
for any questions of the first panel.

Governor, again, thank you for your testimony. And we have
heard and seen in letters some concerns from some within this in-

stitution and about the financial and technical abilities of State

governments to administer park facilities. But doesn't Arizona have
park employees with similar duties and missions as National Park
Service employees?
Governor SYMINGTON. Mr. Chairman, that is correct. We have an

extensive park system in our State, well-trained personnel. It

would be not difficult at all for them to supplement national park
activities in times of crisis.

And, in fact, when the Grand Canyon was in trouble about a

year and a half ago, after a major flood event, many of our people

went in to help clean up the park. Our Conservation Corps was ac-

tually contracted for by the National Park System to rebuild the

pipeline that had broken that goes from the North Rim to the

South Rim.
And so we actually have a lot of experience in the park.

Mr. Hayworth. Governor, since last month's shutdown of the

Grand Canyon, has the State of Arizona come any closer to reach-

ing an agreement with the National Park Service to operate the

park during a future shutdown?
Governor Symington. We really have had no constructive nego-

tiations under way at this time. And, of course, that is my biggest

concern that with another shutdown looming, we do not seem to be
any further along than we were when they closed it in November.
Mr. Hayworth. Could you characterize the position of the other

governors you talked with last week at the Western Governors' As-
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sociation meeting regarding park and refuge closures in their State

during last month's shutdown?
Governor Symington. The Western Governors' Association,

which is a bipartisan organization, passed a resolution supporting
this effort to keep the parks open in times of crisis by the States
coming in with supplemental aid. And in the West, where we have
these tremendous national assets, most of them, there is great con-

cern on the part of the governors and the States that they will be
adversely impacted by this type of arbitrary action.

Mr. Hayworth. Governor, you documented here an interesting

episode in the entire closure of the park. And I guess it is sympto-
matic of an entire set of instances and incidents that occurred dur-

ing the shutdown. To you and in your capacity as chief executive

of the State of Arizona, what was the most surprising or most frus-

trating incident surrounding the shutdown of the Grand Canyon?
Governor SYMINGTON. The most frustrating aspect of the shut-

down was, as you can see on the chart, the fact that the blockade
of the park was done right at what we call the "T", when just to

the West is Mather Point, which is a very easy area to police and
patrol. In fact, the Coconino County Sheriff in Arizona has an
intergovernmental agreement with the Park Service and sometimes
is up there helping them when they have a real crunch in the sum-
mer. All they had to do was move that blockade further to the West
and not completely close the park to visitors worldwide.
That was really disturbing, because that spoke, I think, to the

really arbitrary nature of the closure of the park, and just dis-

appointed the 8,000 people a day that were being turned away un-
necessarily.

Mr. Hayworth. During your visit to the Canyon, discussing this

with Park Service officials on hand there, did they offer any reason
for that particular blockade at that particular juncture?
Governor SYMINGTON. Mr. Chairman, they said they were follow-

ing guidelines. We did have a discussion with the Chief of Staff of

the Interior Department by phone. Most of the leadership of north-

ern Arizona was in the room, and really there was no satisfactory

explanation given to us, except there was a comment made in that

conversation by the Interior Department which, in effect, said: Gov-
ernor, stay out of our park.

And there was a hush in the room and we all thought about that

remark and we came back and we advised the person from the In-

terior Department, you know, this park doesn't belong to you. This
park belongs to the American people. Nobody should shut this

park.

Mr. Hayworth. Governor, what else occurred—perhaps there are

other anecdotes you can offer us today, not humorous ones, to say
the least, but other things that happened during this entire episode

that perhaps would help us understand truly the impact upon
northern Arizona and, indeed, visitors from around the world and
people from the United States who wanted to see the Grand Can-
yon during this shutdown?
Governor Symington. When you have a park like this, which at-

tracts between 4 to 5 million visitors a year, on a daily basis that

is a tremendous number of people coming from all over the world
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to see it. And the quick and arbitrary nature of the closure just de-

stroyed people's travel plans from all over the world.

It had a huge negative impact on tourism in our State. And I

think just created a lot of unnecessary hardship, especially when
you consider that the park really pays for itself. That particular

park generates sufficient revenue to cover more than its operating
expenses on an annual basis. So it was not an economic decision

to close that park.

Mr. Hayworth. And we should note, although we are talking

specifically about the Grand Canyon, there are many other national

parks within the State of Arizona that felt the brunt of this shut-

down.
Governor SYMINGTON. That is correct, but I believe that the

Grand Canyon is considered to be the crown jewel of the parks,

something that people come from all over the world to see on an
annual basis, both in winter and summer. And it was a very dis-

tressing event for our State.

Mr. Hayworth. Governor, I thank you.

And now I turn to the Ranking Minority Member, Mr. Vento, for

questions.

Mr. Vento. Welcome, Governor.
Last time, I think you were looking to take over the BLM, now

it is the park system this time; right? The BLM lands—the people's

lands, and we certainly agree with that from Minnesota, as you
know. We certainly agree with that from Minnesota, Governor.

It is a pleasure to see you here, and my good friend and colleague

Jon Kyi, who we did work with in expanding Saguaro and dealing
with other problems in Arizona. As a matter of fact, we have got

quite a few sites based on the Udall legacy down there in Arizona,
of parks and monuments, almost 2 dozen sites, including
Tumacacori and a lot of other smaller sites, that might not be on
the national radar screen but may be important. There may be
someone from who knows where, from Switzerland or New Zea-

land, coming to Tumacacori.
Are we worried about that, too. Governor, keeping it open? That

would be an easy one; wouldn't it?

Governor SYMINGTON. Well, Congressman Vento, of course, in Ar-
izona, we worried about any effort to close any of the parks because
we are a great tourism State, and I think we really are a wonderful
symbol for the world in terms of the quality of the environment in

America. So I share your deep concern as far as keeping the parks
open.
Mr. Vento. I am glad to see that bipartisan support with the

Udall's in terms of that State, and of the special lands and places.

I agree they are. I worked a long time on it, and I know. Governor,

you have expressed an interest here today.

I don't know if I would fight it with the enthusiasm in terms of

whether or not—or the agreement whether or not the Grand Can-
yon pays for itself these days. I didn't see the particular budget
numbers. I would like to think we could make it on just entrance
fees, but I think that if you look at that more closely, we prob-

ably—maybe the way that you are computing it, it does it. But I

don't think that the way that we look at it, it makes the—the num-
bers, the numbers don't quite add up that well.
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But certainly I think we are aware that there was great incon-

venience visited on a major attraction to the State by virtue of the
close-down, the failure to pass the appropriation matters through
either the House and the Senate so the President could have the
opportunity to sign or veto the bill.

One of the issues here, though, is that, you know, for instance,

some of the employees were exempt from—and worked and contin-

ued to work, and others were nonexempt, and those are the ones
we are concerned about. But the issue is, for instance, just from a
law enforcement standpoint, do you have joint jurisdiction in the
Grand Canyon these days?
Governor SYMINGTON. That is correct.

Mr. Vento. And so you could actually go in there and provide
that service.

Were you providing services on that basis? Were you willing to

provide that service?

How many police officers do they have in the Grand Canyon or

squads do they have right now?
Governor SYMINGTON. Well, Congressman Vento, when we went

up there, we had 14 squads of Department of Public Safety officers.

We had more than sufficient individuals.

Mr. Vento. How many—for instance, I know they have almost
400 employees, over 300 on the South Rim. And how many State
park employees do you have totally?

Governor SYMINGTON. Actually, I don't know the specific number
of State park employees.
Mr. Vento. I have a number here. Governor, that says that the

State of Arizona has 24 operating parks and 2 more that are going
to open. Apparently, you like parks enough to designate your own
in Arizona and that you have 200 total employees, including ad-
ministrative employees.
Here we have 200 employees for the entire State of Arizona. The

South Rim has over 300. Some, of course, are public safety employ-
ees. Some are maintenance employees. You know, this—I mean, I

don't know. Maybe the Park Service has more people than they
need there. But I don't think that
Governor Symington. That is probably a good point I think you

just made.
Mr. Vento. Well, I think that
Governor Symington. Congressman
Mr. Vento. That is sort of the
Governor SYMINGTON. Congressman
Mr. Vento. That is sort of the attitude that exists if you are

going to serve people, I mean, you know, but that is sort—that is

fine. Probably the State of Arizona has too few. But I mean, the
point is that the issue is one of whether or not what you are going
to do and how you are going to run that park. How it is going to

be treated. How you are going to interpret it.

Governor Symington. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Vento, I

think I can answer those questions given the chance.
The force that we had up at the Canyon included 60 to 100 high-

ly skilled National Guardsmen that were part of the Special Police

Operations in the Guard, and they were meant to be involved in

the traffic control issues so that we could basically open up Mather
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Point, which was at issue—let me finish—and also we had some of

our top State park personnel there who could lend assistance.

In addition to that, we had 14 squads. Department of Public
Safety officers, who are very skilled at crowd control and helping
in critical areas. They were all at the disposal of the National Park
Service.

Mr. Vento. Were you going to run the concessions, too? I mean,
how were the concessions going to be functioning?
Governor Symington. The concessions—excuse me, Mr. Chair-

man, Congressman Vento, the concessions are run by private indi-

viduals and really aren't operated by the park personnel.
Mr. Vento. Do you have a contract with the private individuals?

I mean, they weren't there.

Do they have reservation systems, computer systems? You know,
they have all sorts—are you going to run the concession programs,
too?

Governor SYMINGTON. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Vento, as I

was saying, like the El Tovar Lodge, for instance, is run by a pri-

vate company. They were shut down basically.

Mr. Vento. Who is going to oversee that? Do you have someone
in your government, in your group there, that was going to be the
administrator and run the Visitors Center and run these conces-
sion contracts, or do you think that they can just amble along by
themselves?
Governor SYMINGTON. Congressman, hotel operators usually

know how to run hotels and the people who run the El Tovar Hotel
are capable of doing that.

Mr. Vento. They are capable people, but there is an oversight re-

sponsibility of the park within the park. For instance, there are
contracts that are ongoing, for instance, cleaning up trails in the

Grand Canyon. There are maintenance contracts. There are main-
tenance personnel that have to keep the power systems going
there. Do you have boilermakers and engineers in that group that
went up there with you that understood the systems of the Grand
Canyon?
Governor SYMINGTON. Congressman Vento, we find it very inter-

esting that when the park gets in trouble they usually call on the
State, like our State Conservation Corps which bailed them out of

trouble a year and a half ago. If your insinuation is that the park
is autonomous and can only be run by Federal people, I would beg
to differ with you, because the State for many, many years has
been in the business of operating parks.

Mr. Vento. I am not insinuating anything. I understand the co-

operation of the State and Federal Government on a range of ac-

tivities on law enforcement, fire, safety and health; and I commend
you, Governor, to continue that cooperation and collaboration. I am
just asking questions based on the fact that you have 200 park em-
ployees statewide and are going to take over an operation where
they have at least 300 of them on the rim.

Governor Symington. The Grand Canyon. National Park and the

Park Rangers had, about, I think 120 people still on duty in the

park. We were there with sufficient individuals, with the capability

to fill in, to at least open up Mather Point, which is nothing more
basically than a traffic policing operation.
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I think that what concerns me most is the arbitrary nature of

this closure and the fact that we have a history of cooperation with
the Park Service.

Mr. Vento. Well, we have
Governor SYMINGTON. Excuse me, Congressman, but I would like

to make this point.

The State of Arizona is drastically impacted when you close

something like the Grand Canyon National Park. There is no need
to do that in the future. We are willing to help. We are willing to

give money. We are willing to lend people. We are willing to set

out parameters to protect the United States Government from li-

ability.

And so I don't quite understand how in the face of that kind of

a generous offer, our country at the national level could spurn that
good-faith offer on the part of the sovereign State of Arizona.
Mr. Vento. Well, I think my time has expired.

But I mean, I certainly understand how they could still have

—

reserve questions. And I don't question your good faith. I just ques-
tion the feasibility about a piecemeal basis trying to keep the gov-

ernment operating, when you have this type of shutdown in terms
of no funds.

Mr. Hayworth. I thank the gentleman from Minnesota who cor-

rectly noted that his time has expired.

I would also pause here in my capacity as the Chair today to ac-

knowledge that Representative Lincoln, one of the sponsors of the
bill coming up next, has joined us in the audience. We look forward
to her testimony.
Now, the questions from Governor Symington will continue.

We will yield 5 minutes to the gentleman from Oregon, Mr.
Cooley.

Mr. Cooley. Governor, I don't have any questions to ask you. I

am just going to make a comment.
I think it would be to the benefit of the State of Arizona, and also

the Federal Government, if we just turn this park over to you to

manage.
Governor SYMINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Cooley. We would be

pleased to accept.

Mr. Cooley. I wish we could. In your previous statement, you
talked about arrogance put forth by people in the Federal Govern-
ment. The 104th Congress is here to downsize and change govern-
ment—get rid of some of the arrogant bureaucrats. One way to do
this is by giving it back to let you run it. I would certainly support
such a effort.

Thank you much for your time here.

Governor SYMINGTON. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Cooley,

thank you.

Mr. Hayworth. Now, the Chair would recognize my colleague

from the great State of Arizona, a gentleman who also serves on
this committee, and I am pleased to serve with him in this country,

Mr. Shadegg from the Fourth District.

Mr. Shadegg. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate that.

I have got to tell you. Governor, that I am absolutely awestruck,
and my colleague from Oregon used the word that I think is appro-

priate here. To me, it is the absolute height of arrogance to insinu-
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ate that for an American or a foreigner, anyone from around the

world, who comes to the United States to see one of the Seven
Wonders of the World, and to conceive that they cannot do that,

they cannot absorb the beauty and take in the beauty of the Grand
Canyon if they don't have a Federal bureaucrat standing at their

side, that is unbelievable to me.
I happened to be here during the shutdown because we remained

in Washington. I spoke by telephone to an audience in Phoenix,
and it was the day you were pursuing your effort to open up the
park both for the visitors who had come from around the world to

visit and around the Nation, and for people who have established

businesses and have economic lives at stake there.

And when I made that comment to that audience, I got a rather

loud, loud round of applause. They seemed to agree with me that

they didn't feel they needed a Federal bureaucrat standing beside
them in order to enjoy the Grand Canyon.

It also kind of amazed me, because I am a boater, that at the

same time the Federal Government also shut down Lake Powell. So
if I understand this, one cannot safely boat on Lake Powell unless
you have a Federal bureaucrat somewhere nearby to ensure that

you can do it properly.

I guess the other point of arrogance is the arrogance that I hear
that only the Federal Government can do this and that clearly the

State of Arizona, because it has fewer employees in its park, must
be doing it wrong and the Federal Government must be doing it

right.

I have to tell you that I believe Senator Kyi's letter illustrates

that this is not an issue of us rushing in to solve a problem that

doesn't exist or a problem that is being created so we can solve it.

I think that letter powerfully and dramatically and somewhat sadly

illustrated the pain that was suffered.

I also noticed in—I wasn't able to make an opening statement,
but in Mr. Vento's opening remarks, he talked about a couple of

things I want to deal with. One of them was—and he used the

words twice—he said this is an essential Federal Government re-

sponsibility and then he said it is a fundamental Federal respon-

sibility. I pulled out a copy of the Constitution, which I learned has
certain enumerated powers.

I can't find this as an enumerated power in there. It may well

be there. I did just a quick survey. But it is somewhat shocking to

me to believe that during such a break, at least the States couldn't

assume this responsibility because it is so essentially Federal in

character.

One of the points that Mr. Vento brought up goes to the issue

of the Antideficiency Act. I want to go to that. As I understand it.

Governor, what you are saying to us is that you are willing to enact

legislation in which the State would assume all responsibility for

the operation of the park, all cost for the operation of the park, if

that is what we have to do in order not to cross the Antideficiency

Act, and all liability.

Is that correct?

Governor Symington. That is correct.

Mr. Shadegg. OK.
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If you do all of that, I don't believe there is a problem with the
Antideficiency Act, and I think that is a very important point.

Let me ask a second question. One of the issues that is in the

two bills, and one in the delegation bill that we have written and
the other is Chairman Young's bill, I understand that the State
would be willing to have the language of the bill provide that you
would assume all responsibility, all costs and all liability, and also

not provide for any reimbursement. You would be willing to as-

sume the cost.

Governor SYMINGTON. Mr. Chairman, Congressman Shadegg,
that is correct. It is about—we estimated about $40,000 a day in

total expense, and we presumed that the shutdown wasn't going to

go on forever, but we were willing to bear that burden.
Mr. Shadegg. One of the ideas that I have mentioned to you is

perhaps what we ought to do with this issue of cost is to allow the
States to operate the parks during this time period and assume the
responsibility and the liability and the cost and allow them to

charge a fee or not charge a fee, but keep the fee. That is certainly

something that would be of some interest to you or some
attractiveness to you?
Governor SYMINGTON. Yes, Congressman, that would be. But,

again, we were trying to take the path of least resistance. We were
trying to make an offer which was really very much in favor of the
Federal Government, where we would come to their aid in this

time of budget impasse.
Mr. Shadegg. Mr. Vento went into the issue of contracts with

concessionaires. This legislation would allow you to enter into an
intergovernmental agreement with the Federal Government and
under such an intergovernmental agreement you could, for exam-
ple, assume the responsibility of supervising those concessionaires

during the time period that the Federal Government was not oper-

ating the park but rather the State was; couldn't it?

Governor Symington. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Shadegg, that would
be correct. The point I was trying to make about the conces-

sionaires is that the reason they are there is they know their busi-

ness better than people who work for the Federal Government, so

they are fully capable of operating a first-class operation with mini-

mal supervision.

Mr. Shadegg. I am really sorry that Senator Kyi had to leave

us because he brought us some important information.

On this issue of legislation which would have the States assum-
ing all liability, all responsibility and all cost, it is my understand-
ing that Senator Kyi had a conversation with Mr. Leshy, the solici-

tor for the Interior Department. I believe Mr. Leshy may be here

—

is he here? He is here. Mr. Leshy, how are you?
Perhaps we could ask you to—or ask the Governor to reiterate

Senator Kyi's conversation. My understanding is that Senator Kyi
said that a bill which had those provisions would, as I understand
it, and Senator Kyi reported to us, not be a showstopper, there

wouldn't be any reason why that couldn't be done legally?

Was that your advice, Mr. Leshy, to Senator Kyi?
Mr. Leshy. I am going to accompany Mr. Frampton, who is going

to testify in a minute.
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Mr. Shadegg. You will be testifying through Mr. Frampton in a
few minutes?
Mr. Leshy. Yes.
Mr. Shadegg. OK. Then I will ask the question at that time.

I just know that the Governor and I were present when Senator
Kyi reported that and it is an important fact.

My time has concluded.
I thank the Chairman.
Mr. Hayworth. I thank the gentleman from Arizona, and he is

correct in that statement.
Governor, with your indulgence, we realize you have a travel

schedule that will require your departure at 11:15, but there may
be a few more questions.
Again, we are glad to see our colleague from Minnesota rep-

resenting the Minority today, and I believe he has a couple more
questions. So, again, we would recognize the gentleman from Min-
nesota.

Mr. Vento. Mr. Chairman, I thought you wanted to ask some
questions. I will be brief. We all have travel plans. But I appreciate
the Governor coming here before the committee.

Obviously, one of the problems with this, and I might just say
for the Governor and others, is that you talked about the fact that
we are going to have a chance in committee to work on the legisla-

tion, but plans right now are to offer something on the Floor to an-
other bill without any amendment process or further deliberation
or consideration, and so that obviously is going to leave us in the
lurch.

Now, I don't doubt that we could probably write this so that it

could work out on a narrow basis and we could deal with the
Grand Canyon, but what about the parks in your area, Mr.
Shadegg, like Saguaro, what about Tumacacori, what about the
Petrified National Forest National Park? We have got a lot of parks
in Arizona and other places. We have got some that are split up
among States like Yellowstone.
Mr. Shadegg. Would the gentleman yield?

Mr. Vento. Well, I would in a minute, but I just think trying to

say well we can open up that—move that roadblock just a little fur-

ther back, people can get in there, we can get a view of the Grand
Canyon, we don't need 311 employees to run a park that has 4 mil-

lion people a year that come into it—which I don't think is the case
in most parks in Arizona. Maybe I am wrong, but I don't think it

is the case. Governor.
I mean, this park has a lot of problems. You say well, we will

indemnify any action by a State employee of any particular prob-
lem that they have. Well, is one of their actions going to be if some-
body makes a mistake and slips and injuries themselves seriously

or some other particular physical feature of the park where there
are steps or other things—I just read in the morning paper, one of

our colleague's spouse had a serious accident and all of a sudden
we have got court cases that flow out of it and, you know, these
things happen because this topography isn't obviously regular in

terms of its makeup.
So there are a lot of issue- ^hat go on here for us to say we can

step in the place of the Federal Government and we will just ab-
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sorb all of that particular responsibility. I mean, I think it seems
to me you are very guarded in what you are doing.

Oh, we can make an agreement to take over the concession con-

tracts, run them with a minimal amount. After all, I agree the con-

cessionaires and most of the folks there are expert. They know
what they are doing in terms of running some of these facilities.

But on the other hand, I think you give too little credit to the
expertise and the management ability, the interpretive ability, and
some of the other professionals in the National Park Service. These
aren't Democrats or Republicans, you know. They are professionals

that have been trained and hired and have decades of experience
in terms of what they are doing.

And today we sit here and make a mockery of the fact that they
have got 300 employees. I think that is a real mistake to do that.

Mr. Shadegg. Will the gentleman yield?

Mr. Vento. I yield to my colleague.

Mr. Shadegg. Thank you very much.
Quite frankly, I don't have any national parks in my district. I

wish I did. Saguaro National Park is not in my district.

Mr. Vento. Well, that is enough to claim credit and bragging
rights, I expect.

Mr. Shadegg. Well, actually, Saguaro National Park is near Tuc-
son. My district is metropolitan Phoenix. It is hundreds of miles
away, almost as far away as the Grand Canyon.
Mr. Vento. Well, OK.
Mr. Shadegg. It is neither here or there.

Let me simply respond to the point, and that is that I believe

that each of these issues is conceptual and that is if we can author-
ize, simply authorize the Federal Government to enter into these
agreements and give the Park Service or the Interior Department
the leeway to negotiate those provisions they think are necessary,
I see no difficulty. Indeed, I believe Mr. Leshy has said that could
be done.

Mr. Vento. I don't think he has.

Mr. Shadegg. On the issue of liability, if I might, the bill specifi-

cally provides that the State would assume all liability, including
the liability to which you just adverted.
Mr. Vento. Mr. Chairman, I just think it is a tremendous

amount of energy being expended on the predicate that we are
going to have, you know, shutdowns of government, that this is

going to be a regular—the regular order around here and somehow
we are going to have to deal with this. This is something that has
happened a couple of weeks in the last 20 years.

Now, of course, if it is your objective that you are going to have

—

I mean, if it is your interpretation, then I suppose we ought to

spend lots of time on this because this is going to be the normal
manner of operation. I just think it is sort of looking through the

looking glass, back through the looking glass the wrong way in

terms of what we are doing and where we are going.

Mr. Shadegg. Well, I think the family whose letter Senator Kyi
read
Mr. Vento. I would be happy to yield further to my colleague.

All right.
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But my concern is that, you know, you are trying to solve these
problems and you are going to get further and further into this,

and what are you solving in the end? I mean, the issue is there is

nothing in this bill about indemnifying the Feds, incidentally, on
liability, the bill that we have here right now. So, I mean, it is

—

being we are going to be responsible for what Federal or State em-
ployees are doing isn't quite—doesn't quite meet that particular

test as an example.
And as far as the Antideficiency Act, I mean, I am raising these

questions because I think there is a whole range of them. I mean,
I think you just scratched the surface here in terms of the types
of problems that you are dealing with in the legislation.

It just boggles—I mean, you know, the questions are very severe,

very significant in terms of—in terms of this type of action. And
they are not—they haven't been answered by the Governor.
The Governor, you suggest that you would—would you curtail op-

erations at the State parks in lieu of this, in terms of taking your
employees from the State parks to run this?

Governor Symington. Mr. Vento, the answer to that is definitely

not. And that is why we brought an augmentation force up to the
Canyon to help, through a temporary crisis at the Federal Govern-
ment.
You seem to resist the idea that we came with aid to help the

Park Service keep the park open. I thought that it was an ex-

tremely generous offer.

For some reason, at the Federal level you seem to resist the fact

that the State can actually make generous offers to the Federal
Government to keep one of the crown jewels of the park system
open, and I sit here absolutely amazed at that answer.
Mr. Vento. I am surprised at the misunderstandings and the

sort of shallow view or understanding. That is what amazes me.
I have been working on this subject for 10 years and I have a

Governor of a major State that has tourism and has a lot of other
good intentions, but I am surprised at the lack of understanding
of what the park system does.

Governor Symington. I think the people in Arizona are very sur-

prised at the lack of understanding by someone such as yourself of

the impact of the closure of the crown of the National Park System
in the State of Arizona and the impact that has on tourism in our
State and around the world. I don't think the Federal Government
should ever do that and that is why I am here testifying today.

Mr. Vento. I think it is very serious. I think the closure and the

failure to pass legislation is very, very significant. Governor. I re-

gret the inconvenience in the economy.
I don't usually sell parks, as I have worked in this area for many

years, on the basis of their economic impact, but it is there. It is

very, very important. It is very important to your State and that
is why I think it underlies the importance to pass it. If we were,
for instance, to completely facilitate this process through the look-

ing glass the wrong way sort of, so to speak-
Governor Symington. Mr. Vento, just because
Mr. Vento. We would—it would just take away any type of moti-

vation, in many respects, to get the legislation passed.
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Governor SYMINGTON. You know, I want to make this comment.
There isn't some sort of mystical transformation that takes place

that just because you become a Federal employee or you wear a
Park Service uniform that you have developed some sort of mysti-
cal standard of ability in managing an asset like the Grand Canyon
National Park.
There are many people in our State who would be well-qualified

to pitch in and help in time of an emergency. We were there to

offer our support, I thought a good-faith offer, and it appears to be
rejected out of hand. And this just doesn't need to happen in the
future and I regret that people on the other side feel that for some
reason this is an incorrect offer, to come to the aid of the Federal
Government when it has a budget impasse.
We are prepared to help. We came offering help. So if you want

to turn it down, that is your prerogative.

Mr. Hayworth. The time of the gentleman has expired.

Mr. Vento. The program of volunteerism and help, and help is

fine, but you have to answer the questions. The questions aren't

being answered today.
Mr. Hayworth. The time of the gentleman from Minnesota has

expired.

I would return to the gentleman from Oregon.
Mr. COOLEY. Governor, I want to give you some information that

you might find very interesting.

Our good gentleman from the other side of the aisle introduced
a bill in 1990 called the Minnesota Public Lands bill, H.R. 2783.
It became Public Law 101-442. He stated, when he was Chairman,
that he thought the State of Minnesota could better manage their

public lands than the Federal Government.
I think that the gentleman agrees with you in principal, since he

thought the lands within his State, when he was Chairman of this

committee, could be better run by the State of Minnesota than by
the Federal Government.
Governor SYMINGTON. Mr. Cooley, I always knew that in his

heart he had the right spirit.

Mr. Cooley. I don't think much has transpired since 1990—ex-

cept perhaps, the Federal Government has become less responsive
to State issues. Therefore, we should encourage the gentleman and
get him involved in the dialog. Then, maybe we can allow the State
of Arizona to run their property.

Mr. Vento. Would the gentleman yield, since he used my name?
Mr. Cooley. Yes, you may.
Mr. Vento. Well, I appreciate it.

It doesn't bother me so much what the gentleman thinks is cor-

rect. It is what he thinks is correct that isn't the fact that is the
concern of mine. And the issue here is, of course, some small tracks

of BLM land that remained in the State.

Mr. Cooley. No, no, no. It is my time, sir.

The small tracks is a minor issue. It is the idealism of the situa-

tion. You felt the State of Minnesota could better manage their

lands than the Bureau of Land Management which is a Federal
Agency.

Mr. Vento. Well, it wasn't that land. It was BLM public domain
land and there were scattered tracks arranged.
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Mr. COOLEY. Let's get down to the philosophy.

I think that the Governor of Arizona should be able to manage
the land in Arizona.
Mr. Vento. I don't want to get in the way of the gentleman's tor-

ture.

Governor Symington. Well, you know, Mr. Cooley, the Grand
Canyon has sometimes been referred to as a sort of a lengthy scat-

tered track also. It is a rather large chasm.
Mr. Cooley. Right. I just wanted to bring that to your attention.

Governor SYMINGTON. Thank you. I appreciate it.

Mr. Cooley. I think, in principle, the gentleman agrees with
you. Maybe we can introduce legislation to allow the State of Or-
egon and the State of Arizona to manage their public lands as they
see fit. I think that is consistent with his past legislative history.

Governor Symington. Thank you.

Mr. Cooley. You are welcome.
Mr. Hayworth. I thank the gentleman from Oregon.
We have been joined by our good friend and colleague from Ha-

waii, Mr. Abercrombie.
Mr. Abercrombie, do you have any questions for Governor Sy-

mington.
Mr. Abercrombie. No.
Mr. Hayworth. OK.
We thank you.

And we turn to the gentleman from Arizona, Mr. Shadegg.
Mr. Shadegg. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be very brief.

Governor, I want to commend you for bringing this bill forward.

I have a little speech that I give to all prospective employees, and
it goes like this, it says that you have got people in this world,

those who look for excuses for why you cannot get a particular task

or assignment or project done and those who look for ways to

achieve or get the project passed or assignment done. And it really

breaks into that.

And I like to hire those that say, wow, I have just been given

this task. I can do it and they think of six different ways around
the box to ultimately get the job done. I don't really like to hire em-
ployees who when given an assignment say well, I really can't do
it for this reason and we shouldn't do it for that reason, and this

is a bad idea for that reason, and I really shouldn't do it for that

reason, and I asked somebody and they say no. So I see an attitude

here, an attitude that we shouldn't be doing this because it might
require some bill. You might have to work on the bill and rewrite

it.

It seems to me that there is the issue of whether or not the Park
Service should have accepted your offer some time ago. I think it

is extremely responsible for you to have come forward, to have
sought legislation so that the next time this occurs, which could be

at any point, not only in this budget cycle but in budget cycles for

the remainder of the history of the Nation and perhaps for other

reasons. And it seems to me most appropriate that you are taking

that action.

I think, again, the letter written by the family who wanted to

visit the Canyon during the shutdown and the emotional trauma
that they went through illustrates the point beautifully.
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I commend you. I happen to have the, "yes, we can get it done
attitude."

I would ask you. Governor, the delegation bill, which we—is not
before us here today for a technical reason, does allow liability to

be assumed completely by the State, does it not?

So we get beyond the liability issue. I appreciate that very much.
Governor, and I thank you for coming.

I yield back the balance of my time.

Mr. Hayworth. We thank the gentleman from Arizona. And with
that. Governor Symington, we thank you for your appearance here
today and look forward to rejoining you back home at the conclu-

sion of the business day.

Governor SYMINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hayworth. Thank you. Governor.
Mr. Hayworth. The Chair would now call our second panel for-

ward, two of our colleagues from the great State of Arkansas, the
Honorable Blanche Lambert Lincoln and the Honorable Tim
Hutchinson, in bipartisan fashion, on H.R. 2706, authorizing the
Secretary of the Interior to accept from the State delegation State
employees for the purpose of hunting management.
With that, the Chair would recognize the gentlelady from Arkan-

sas.

STATEMENT OF HON. BLANCHE LAMBERT LINCOLN, A U.S.

REPRESENTATIVE FROM ARKANSAS
Mrs. Lincoln. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate your gra-

cious welcome to my colleague from Arkansas and myself, and I

thank you very much for allowing me to testify today before your
committee on my bill, H.R. 2706. I appreciate the quick response
to the events surrounding the recent Federal Government shut-

down and taking up the bill so expeditiously.

I would also like to add my special thanks to the Federal Fish
and Wildlife Service, the Arkansas Game and Fish Commission,
and the International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies for

working with me on this bill to resolve any of the problems that
we have, and I certainly want to say that I am looking forward to

continuing to work with them as we work through some of the
glitches that we may have but to make sure that we come through
with a bill that is going to be good for everyone.
Although many Americans did not directly experience the effects

of the shutdown, the inability of Congress to complete its house-
keeping chores certainly touched the lives of many Arkansans. We
have just heard from Governor Symington that tourists in Arizona
were turned away from the Grand Canyon and other National
Parks.

In Arkansas, the Government closure prevented hunters from en-

tering our national wildlife refuges during deer season. Hunting is

one of Arkansas's favorite pastimes. People take time off from
work, and families plan their vacations around hunting trips. It is

very much of a family event, and a part of our heritage that we
are very, very proud of.

Prior to the recent shutdown, refuge managers had scheduled
deer hunts at two of Arkansas's refuges. Hunting permits for these
hunts were sold under a competitive lottery system. Hunters in the
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Congressional District that I represent went through an extremely
competitive permit process. They paid $12.50 for each permit.

Many of them took days off from work. They drove up to 6 or 7

hours only to be turned away at the gates of the refuges. Needless
to say, the budget crisis in Washington was not of their choosing
and they were not happy about the results.

Weeks before the actual shutdown, the Fish and Wildlife Service

had worked with the Arkansas Game and Fish Commission on an
agreement to try and allow the State employees to volunteer their

services on the Federal wildlife refuges. This agreement was signed
and ready to implement in the event of a Federal Government
shutdown.
However, days before the actual shutdown, the Interior Depart-

ment determined that this agreement violated the Antideficiency

Act and would not be allowed to go into effect.

My bill very narrowly tried to codify this type of an arrangement
between the Federal and State governments. It is a very narrow
bill that only allows the States to manage hunting activities on
wildlife refuges during times of Federal Government shutdowns.
While I don't advocate such shutdowns, I do support the creation

of a contingency plan to protect our constituents from our action or,

better yet, sometimes our inaction.

Additionally, under H.R. 2706, States can only step in the shoes
of the Federal Government where they have entered into such
agreements. This is a purely voluntary action and only permitted
when certain criteria are met.

I believe that what happened in November should never happen
again. People at home who have played by the rules continually

should not be punished by Washington's inability to pass its annual
appropriations bills.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for working with me to address this

situation, and I certainly look forward to moving this issue for-

ward. I am available for any questions after the statements are

made, and I may apologize if I have to excuse myself early to catch

a flight.

Mr. Hayworth. Quite understandable. We thank the gentlelady

from Arkansas.
Now we would call our colleague, Mr. Hutchinson.

STATEMENT OF HON. TIM HUTCHINSON, A U.S.

REPRESENTATIVE FROM ARKANSAS
Mr. Hutchinson. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me first say I appreciate the opportunity to appear before

you today in support of H.R. 2677 and H.R. 2706, and I would par-

ticularly like to thank you. Chairman Hajrworth, and the other

members of the committee who have worked so diligently on this

legislation to move it forward quickly.

I commend Congresswoman Blanche Lincoln and sympathize
with what she went through during the shutdown. Short of a con-

stitutional amendment prohibiting shutdowns during deer hunting
season, her legislation is desperately needed.
Mr. Chairman, H.R. 2677, the National Parks and Wildlife Ref-

uge Systems Freedom Act of 1995, is what we in Arkansas would
refer to as just plain common sense. As has been stated, this legis-
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lation would require the Secretary of the Interior to accept the
services of State employees to operate any national park or refuge
within its boundaries during a Federal Government shutdown.

It is important, I think, to point out that H.R. 2677 would not
force or require any State to operate a park or refuge but would
simply grant the State the option of keeping its parks and refuges
open during a shutdown.
This legislation is important to the State of Arkansas for a num-

ber of reasons. It would not only allow the State to maintain oper-
ations at Pea Ridge National Park in my district and the Buffalo
Flat River in my district which are located in the beautiful Ozarks,
but it would also permit operations to continue at Fellsenthal Na-
tional Wildlife Refuge, which I think is in Congresswoman Lin-
coln's district, and the Hot Springs National Park in Congressman
Jay Dickey's district. So it has a great impact.
The State of Arkansas has a very rich tradition in the parks and

conservation business. We have almost 104,000 acres of flat park
land in our State, and the Arkansas Department of Parks and
Tourism oversees an additional 50,000 acres of State park land.

Our parks and facilities enjoy over 7 million visitors a year. It

might not be the crown jewel of the Grand Canyon, but it has a
tremendous economic impact upon our State. They contribute in

the neighborhood of $220 billion to the State and local economies.
Shutting down the parks during a Federal Government shutdown
is one area in which a dramatic ripple effect occurs, touching the
lives of many times more than the number of park employees who
might be directly impacted.
Mr. Chairman, while I commend you and the other members of

the Resources Committee for bringing this matter before the com-
mittee and hopefully the House, I must be honest and tell you that
I think it is very unfortunate that we are forced to solve this prob-
lem legislatively.

I was disappointed to learn that the Department of the Interior

did not—denied Governor Symington's offer to operate the Grand
Canyon by using State National Guard personnel. It is one thing
not to have the resources available to keep the parks open. If the
resources are offered and refused, as was the case in Arizona, it

simply defies logic, at least to me, and compounds the cost and
problems associated with a shutdown.
So while I join Congresswoman Lincoln in hoping that we don't

have another shutdown, in desiring, as we all do, an agreement on
a real balanced budget with honest numbers will be reached very
soon, a December shutdown would be averted, I think history

teaches us that these kinds of shutdowns will occur in the future.

They have occurred over the last decade.
There is a history of shutdowns, however brief they might be oc-

curring. It is not, I don't think, extraordinary to think that we may
have a shutdown of some length at some point in the future and
that the legislation that you are considering and that you are
bringing forward is wise and prudent for us to address that possi-

bility in the future.

Your legislation will alleviate such problems in the future, and
I am glad to be a cosponsor of this legislation, and look forward to

its expeditious consideration by both the House and the Senate.
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I thank you for the opportunity to be with you today.
Mr. Hayworth. And we thank both of our colleagues from Ar-

kansas for their testimony on both pieces of legislation.

We would turn now to the panel. Does anyone have a question?
Mr. Vento. I thank them, and I understand the concern, you

know, about only about 3 or 4 percent of the people that go to the
refuges are in fact going to hunt. About 96 percent are there for

other reasons, for recreation, for, you know, picnicking or whatever.
So you propose that they—that we stand at the entrances of these
refuges and complexes to see if somebody has got a duck stamp, or
what, to make this determination?
Mrs. Lincoln. Well, in most cases there are those Federal offi-

cials out there checking duck stamps and hunting permits, quite
frankly. We only have four
Mr. Vento. I am talking about, see, the whole problem is, you

are going to have all these other folks there that aren't going to be
hunting. So hunting becomes essential, and the other activity—

I

shouldn't say essential. That is politically incorrect. It is it exempt
or not exempt.
Mrs. Lincoln. Well, one of the biggest caveats for that is that

most of the hunters pay actual dollars for their permits, and they
plan for it ahead by going through, in our case, a lottery system.
Mr. Vento. Well, I appreciate that. I mean I hunt, I am an ac-

tive sportsperson in a variety of different ways, you know, and so

I understand that.

The question is of course here whether or not the refuge is going
to be open, closed, or how it is going to be managed, and how you
are going to deal with it. I am just trying to present to you ques-
tions that are going to arise.

Mrs. Lincoln. And that is one of the reasons that in my bill it

does mandate that there be a prior agreement made between the
State and the Federal
Mr. Vento. If we are just going to open it up and exempt the

parks and say the parks are all going to be exempt from this if we
don't pass the legislation.

But I mean obviously what you have here with the refuges or the
parks is a differential system than you have, you know—Governor
S3nTiington was here, who is eager to take over the public domain
lands. You have got my friend from Oregon who is eager to give

away the national parks.
I might say, Mr. Chairman, there has been a lot of debate, you

know, about where all of these notions come from with regards to

the shedding or stripping park designation or turning it over to the

States and others. Well, they come from right here, from the mem-
bers of this committee.

Earlier in the year Chairman Young had a committee hearing on
stripping park designation from Voyageurs, today we have got

statements again about sending the Grand Canyon back, and so if

you want to know where these ideas are coming from, they are

coming right here from this committee.
Now I understand that H.R. 260 took the brunt of it, and I am

a cosponsor of that bill, but I want to tell you where these notions

are coming from. They are coming from the mouths of the members
of the committee here. I just want to make that point, which is on
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a different matter than the—but I think the—my concern here is

that this isn't the regular way, Mr. Hutchinson, that we do busi-

ness and have in the past. In fact, there haven't been that many
days of shutdown; this is a very unusual circumstance.
You know, obviously if you want to have more of it, the way to

do it—I mean there is an argument here as legislators where we
are giving up our responsibility and handing it over to the execu-
tive or to the States so that they can—you know, they will be able

to continue to operate. We have some concerns about that with re-

gards to, for instance, some of the national security interests.

Mr. Hutchinson. If I may respond to that.

Mr. Vento. Surely. Why don't you respond to that.

Mr. Hutchinson. Well, I think clearly as I listened to your ques-
tions to Governor Symington, there is a very clear, fundamental,
philosophic difference in the role of the State, how we view the role

of the States and the capacity of the States.

I mean I simply agree with many on the Majority side who ex-

press the concern about the arrogance that all wisdom and all abil-

ity, all expertise, flows out of Washington, D.C.
We are simply—this legislation giving the States the option. I

think the State of Arkansas has the capacity to understand what
they are capable of handling and what they are not and where
their economic impacts will be, and if they should make an offer

with proper safeguards, as is included in this legislation, then I

think they ought to have the option to do that.

In fact, there have been—though those shutdowns have been
short, they have been fairly frequent over the years, and that it is

not unimaginable, that there will be shutdowns somewhere 10, 15
years down the road that will be of a greater length. What is, it

seems to me, the prudent thing as legislators is to prepare for

those kinds of eventualities.

Mr. Vento. Well, I don't know if I could quite—you know, I obvi-

ously disagree with you because I am asking questions, if that

translates into, you know, arrogance. I don't know that that does.

I don't necessarily believe that.

Mr. Hutchinson. I did not mean to imply that necessarily to

you. I think that that is a mentality in Washington, D.C.
Mr. Vento. It is a good argument, but I think the thing is that

these questions have to be answered. They are real questions. They
weren't answered by Governor Symington. They are not being an-

swered right here, right now, in terms of how you are going to

manage it, when you are going to manage it, which refuges are

going to be open, which are not, are all of them going to be open?
are all States equally capable of doing that? I don't think so. You
are going to open it just for hunters and not for others? I think
those are real questions.

Mrs. Lincoln. I would love to address that, and I would just sim-

ply say that in my bill we do address that. That would be taken
up in the agreement that would be agreed to prior to any shut-

down.
So I think it is important to know that there are precedents that

have been set from State agreements that have been made, as well

as I think it is important to note that there has been a very long-

standing and traditional relationship between the local game and
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fish commissions on the State level and the Federal Fish and Wild-

life; they work very closely together.

Mr. Vento. I agree. I think that is absolutely correct, Blanche.

I think that much of what has passed as being Federal arrogance,

really, when you begin looking it on the ground, whether it is in

law enforcement
Mrs. Lincoln. Well, you would probably be very much in favor

of my bill with those prior agreements.
Mr. Vento. With regard to fish and game management, with re-

gard to land management, with regard to fire fighting, all of this

is intergovernmental. In fact, it is much more efficient in terms of

what the American people—but I think now you are taking it to

a different level. You are taking it to the absolute administration

of parks and wildlife refuges. You are taking it to a different level,

and I think it gets—if you have those agreements all set up ahead
of time ready to go, it would be one thing.

Mrs. Lincoln. That is what my bill addresses though. I want to

make sure that is clear.

Mr. Vento. What frustrates me, we ought to be working more on
the other policies in this committee rather than preparing for a dis-

aster which might not occur. That is very frustrating to me in

terms of what this committee has done this year.

So your bill only deals with hunting, not with any other use, inci-

dentally. It doesn't deal with the 97 or 96 percent of the uses, as

I pointed out in my opening comments to you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hayworth. I thank the gentleman from Minnesota, whose

time has expired.

The Chair will also note, just to offer empirical data from the

Congressional Research Service, lapses in appropriations to fund

the Government are not uncommon. From fiscal year 1962 to fiscal

year 1981, the two decades immediately preceding the Civiletti de-

cision, the CRS found that interruptions in agency funding took

place 32 times. Such lapses appear to be the rule rather than the

exception.

So we offer that from Congressional Research to lend empirical

evidence to the observation by our friend from Minnesota.

Mr. Vento. Will the chairman yield? Maybe to put this in the

record or share it, I mean 32 times for the agency's situation, it

may be 1 appropriation, 2 hours or 1 day, or whatever it is for

those.

Mr. Hayworth. Well, if you would like that included in the

record.

Mr. Vento. I think we ought to, for the record.

Mr. Hayworth. I am very happy to accommodate my friend from

Minnesota as we will accommodate other Members from the Chair.

If anyone else has questions of our colleagues from Arkansas.

The gentleman from Hawaii.
Mr. Abercrombie. Just an observation, Mr. Chairman, because

I am sure each of us could bring something to the table with re-

spect to someone who is inconvenienced.

We had a situation in Hawaii in which people were unable to

bury veterans because of the National Cemetery being closed, so I

think it ranks at least up there with whatever inconvenience the

21-952 - 96 - 2
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governor of Arizona might have experienced, at least as far as
those people were concern. They came probably as great a distance
as most people.

My concern here is not the good faith either of the governor or

of yourself, certainly, but, having served on local government bod-
ies myself, what I can foresee in this situation is a local taxpayer
being upset.

And, parenthetically, I want to say I am not trying to make your
life more difficult or the thrust of your legislative offering here
more complicated than it need be. But having gone through the
agony of trying to get a park, a small local park, open, baseball dia-

mond, area communities that didn't have a park before and have
grown up where no one lived before, new communities, and just

trying to get a ball field open, I can see, Mr. Chairman, where you
would find local taxpayers saying, look, you are taking county
funds. State funds, village funds, city funds, to open up a national
park and expending money there when you don't take—when you
are not expending those funds where they should be expended on
county or city or State parks and/or other recreational facilities

that we have been denied because we have been told there wasn't
sufficient funding.

Now, I think that I don't—I have no idea, Mr. Chairman, what
the legal ramifications of that would be, whether someone would
actually go as far as to go into court and say, look, this isn't right,

because it may be the decision of an executive of a State or the leg-

islative body in Arkansas or any place else.

But I do think that if that does happen—and this is not so much
a question but an observation—I hope that would be pondered be-

fore we pass legislation like this, that we think seriously about
what the implications would be if local taxpayers felt that they
were being shortchanged when they had made a legitimate effort

on a community-wide basis to get funding and were told at that
point that there maybe wasn't sufficient funding or that the eco-

nomic interest was not great enough to be served.

So I think it might be more useful for us to find ways to deal
with funding our Federal agencies for the purposes under law for

which they were established than it would be, at least at this

stage, to concentrate on finding exceptions that might end up with
all taxpayers feeling themselves unfairly slighted.

Mr. Hayworth. I thank the gentleman from Hawaii.
We will turn to the Majority side.

Mr. Hutchinson. Mr. Chairman, can we respond?
Mr. Hayworth. Absolutely, indeed.

Mrs. Lincoln. I would just say to the gentleman that I don't dis-

agree. I think it is most important to look at a very fiscally respon-

sible way to fund the Government, to do it in a way that we can
balance the budget.

I myself have worked hard at putting together an alternative

budget that does that with a group that I work hard with, the Coa-
lition. We have offered a plan, and we think it is a good one. So
I don't disagree with the gentleman, and I also do realize that

there are places where we have got to work out in terms of liability

schemes and also in terms of enforcement authority.
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This is not to supersede what is most important, and that is put-
ting the Federal Government back into action. All it simply is, in

my bill, is to set parameters to put prior agreements together that,

in the event that a shutdown does happen, that there is a contin-

gency plan.

Mr. Hutchinson. And I would just like to say that, in my opin-

ion, we are not compelling the State governments to do anything.
We are giving them an option. If State officials would determine
that they could operate or should operate a park or a refuge to

keep it open, they then will be accountable, must be accountable,
to their constituents, and I think they are going to make those de-

cisions with great care, realizing that they have to face the wrath
of the voters should they misuse those State funds.

Mr. Hayworth. Thank you very much.
The Chair did want to move this along in an expeditious fashion,

and the Chair apologizes, though, and thanks the gentleman from
Arkansas for his entreaty to respond to the points made by the
gentleman from Hawaii.
Keeping that in mind, we will turn now to the Majority side for

questions.
Mr. Cooley, do you have anjrthing for our colleagues from Arkan-

sas?
Mr. Cooley. No, Mr. Chairman, I don't.

Mr. Hayworth. I thank the gentleman from Oregon and turn to

our good friend from Puerto Rico for any comments or questions he
would care to make.
Mr. Romero-Barcelo. I would just like to make a question to

Mrs. Lambert.
Is there any reason why—I was not here for the whole testimony,

so I must excuse myself if I am asking something that was already
said.

Mrs. Lincoln. That is quite all right.

Mr. Romero-Barcelo. But is there any reason why there is a
formal requirement instead of a formal request? In other words,
the proposed bill says "the Secretary shall accept" instead of saying
"the Secretary is hereby authorized to accept." Is there a reason for

making it a requirement?
Mrs. Lincoln. It is voluntary. Only if there is an agreement.
The whole premise of what my bill does is, it allows the States

to set up an agreement with the Federal Government. These agen-
cies have traditionally worked hand in hand anyway, the State

game and fish with the Federal Fish and Wildlife. If they choose

to set up an agreement, put it into place in the event of a shut-

down, they can then put it into application.

Mr. Romero-Barcelo. Let me suggest perhaps you should con-

sider changing the wording. Instead of saying "the Secretary shall

accept" as to something that "the Secretary is hereby authorized to

accept" in the beginning of the bill, the first section 2(a) says "re-

quirement." It says "the Secretary shall accept."

Mrs. Lincoln. It basically gives, though, the Secretary the option

of denying the agreement if, in fact, the State does not meet all the

requirements.
One of the things that I feel is very important in my bill is that

the States have to meet several requirements. The State employees
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must ensure resource and visitor protection. The State employees
must have adequate safety training. The State employees must
have knowledge of the terrain. They must have knowledge of and
adhere to Federal regulations, which I think is very important be-

cause we are dealing with Federal lands.

So basically it gives the Secretary the ability to deny the plan
from the State that is presented if they so choose and don't feel like

it meets the criteria.

Mr. Romero-Barcelo. Right. That is what I am suggesting, per-

haps you should consider changing the wording, instead of "shall

accept." "Shall accept" seems to be mandatory. When you read,

"The Secretary shall accept," which is the first sentence in the pro-

posed bill

Mrs. Lincoln. Right. I understand what your suggestion is. I

think if you look down in—under the agreements in general, it does
say that the Secretary may enter into the agreement. So in other
words, it behooves the Secretary, and they shall look at the agree-
ment that the State presents.
They still have the capability to deny the State if the agreement

does not meet the Federal regulations and the criteria that they
feel comfortable with in applying to Federal lands.

But I do think it is important that the Secretary at least enter
into negotiations of an agreement and take a look at what the
State has to propose.
Mr. Romero-Barcelo. Thank you.
Mrs. Lincoln. But I would definitely take into consideration and

love to work with all the members of the committee to improve the
bill if we can.

Mr. Hayworth. I thank the gentleman from Puerto Rico.

Now I turn to my colleagues.

Any questions for our friends from Arkansas?
Mr. Shadegg. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First I simply want to commend you for bringing this legislation

forward. I do have to say that I made a comment earlier about how
I will look for people who figure out how to solve a problem, not
for excuses for why you can't solve it.

I think your legislation is a step in the direction of how we solve

a problem. I am certainly willing to work on it. Obviously it is not
perfect. No bill is perfect when it is first introduced. I am not cer-

tain any are perfect when we finish enacting them.
I simply do want to make one other comment. That is, I listened

to my colleagues on the other side. I heard Mr. Vento avert to the
fact that, well, you know, this legislation assumes that States could
actually operate these parks, and it diminishes the expertise of the
Federal Government, and there was this thread of superiority in it

that, well, we have to decide whether or not the States can do it.

And now, with all due respect, the second line I hear is that, be-
fore we pass this legislation, we ought to decide whether or not
State officials ought to do this and spend State dollars to do it

since their constituents might get angry with them.
Well, you know, I guess I got elected too late in the cycle in

American politics, but I have this view that if the governor of the
State of Arizona or officials of Arkansas want to step in and solve

this kind of problem, you know, they got elected by people too.
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They know what those people think. They have a sense of whether
or not this is a priority and whether or not it is appropriate to

spend State and local dollars, and they are also, you know, adults,

and they can make these decision for themselves.
The notion that we shouldn't authorize it because some State of-

ficial might spend local dollars and then get his or her constituents

mad at him, once again, reflects this superiority that bothers me,
troubles me somewhat.

I really think we have adult officials at State and local levels. I

think we ought to trust them and maybe decentralize some power
in this country and recognize that the Federal Government doesn't

do everything perfectly or isn't always—doesn't always have the
right answers.
So I hope we will continue to look at Federal legislation with the

notion that others in America have judgment and can make proper
decisions for their own lives, including, gee. State and local officials

are even citizens.

So with that, Mr. Chairman, I will give back the balance of my
time.
Mr. Hayworth. I Thank the gentleman from Arizona.
If there are no further questions of our friends from Arkansas,

we thank both of you for your testimony. And just in conclusion,

as we bid you farewell, and you have your travel plans, we just

simply ask you to visit with your fellow Arkansan at the other end
of Pennsylvania Avenue in your capacity of sharing the same home
State and perhaps prevail upon him to come to an expeditious con-

clusion of some of these questions that are still out there.

Mrs. Lincoln. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hutchinson. We want another shot. The Razorbacks want

another shot at Arizona before the end of the season.

Mr. Hayworth. That may come next year in something we all

know as March madness.
Thanks to both of you for trying to help us end some of the mad-

ness that has accompanied some of the recent occurrences in Amer-
ican history.

Mr. Hayworth. With that, we thank our friends from Arkansas,
and we call now upon our third panel, Bruce O'Connell of the Na-
tional Park Hospitality Association in Waynesville, North Carolina,

and our friend George Frampton, assistant secretary of fish and
wildlife and parks, U.S. Department of Interior here in Washing-
ton.

Again, gentlemen, we appreciate the fact that you are here this

morning. The Chair would urge you to limit your comments to 5

minutes commensurate with the rules, and of course you have our
assurance that your full testimony will be entered into the record.

With that in mind, Mr. O'Connell, please begin.

STATEMENT OF BRUCE O'CONNELL, NATIONAL PARK HOSPI-
TALITY ASSOCIATION, WAYNESVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA

Mr. O'Connell. Thank you.

My name is Bruce O'Connell, and I am general manager of the

Pisgah Inn, a National Park concession operation on the Blue
Ridge Parkway near Waynesville, North Carolina. Our visitors

services consist of a 51-room lodge, 2 restaurants, a campground.
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a camp store, a gas station, a gift shop, plus we house 60 employ-
ees in the park. We are members of the National Park Hospitality
Association. This is the organization that represents concessioners
in the National Park System. So I am also giving this testimony
on behalf of this association and its many members.

It was truly regrettable that the recent Government shutdown
resulted in the closure of not only our National Parks but also pri-

vately operated concession operations. I am not appearing here to

assess blame, but I do feel that the full weight of this experience
may not have fully been assessed and evaluated by the Park Serv-
ice nor the Congress.
Let me describe for you what occurred at the Pisgah Inn during

this period of shutdown so you can better understand the problems
it presented.
Like most people, we were aware that the Government was shut

down. Being a concessioner in a National Park, I had a particular
interest in this situation. Even though the Pisgah Inn is a privately
operated facility, I knew that the Blue Ridge Parkway was feder-

ally maintained. Therefore, I was prepared for some reduction in

service; i.e., ranger patrols, maintenance, and visitor interpreta-

tion. But never in my wildest dreams did I consider the possibility

of the Federal Government telling me, a private businessman,
"Shut your doors; Close."

It was Wednesday, early evening, when I got a call from my con-
cession specialist who officially directed me to, quote, cease all op-

erations effective 6 p.m. the following Friday. That was 2 days
later, unquote.

In a state of shock, I asked him what would happen if I refused
to close, and he replied jokingly that a Federal marshal would be
sent to ensure my compliance.
As we have a great relationship and my concession specialist

went on to explain for me that the safety and security on the park-
way could not be maintained, thus we were being directed to cease
operations.

I went on to ask him when I could expect to reopen for business.

He could not give me anything definitive.

At this point, I began to meet with my department heads in an
effort to formulate a plan based on several different scenarios. One
scenario was that we were closed for the remainder of the season,

never to reopen; another scenario is that we would be able to re-

open soon for the upcoming Thanksgiving holidays; and the final

scenario was that we could reopen immediately, that I would get

a call and we could open right away.
Based on these possible scenarios, we then discussed the impact

on the visitors and the best course of action to take to reduce the

visitor inconvenience. Next, my department heads and I discussed
the impact on our employees who were out of work and likely to

quit their jobs if the shutdown was prolonged. Finally, we dis-

cussed operational problems such as perishable food stuffs in the
restaurants, fixed costs, and other uncertainties.

We were obliged ultimately to call all incoming guests who had
reservations for the upcoming weekend and offer them blanket re-

funds. Luckily, we were able to reach most of these guests in time
for them to make other arrangements.
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We had a small conference booked from the University of Ten-
nessee as well as a small wedding group booked. To say the least,

these two groups were the toughest to deal with, with the mother
of the bride being extremely difficult.

Our scramble continued with offering free room and board to all

of my employees who would hopefully hang in there in the hopes
that the Government would eventually reopen and we could reopen
soon.

Our purveyors assisted us by picking up all the perishable food
and taking it back, and then our operation basically ground to a
halt. Now the waiting game started.

When and if we were told we could reopen, how fast could we get
back up and running? Would the employees still be here? How long
would it take to rebuild all the restaurant food items? What effect

would the shutdown have on our previously made Thanksgiving
reservations? Would those guests have made other plans? How
many turkeys would you cook if you were in the restaurant busi-

ness?
I believe it was on Monday morning that I got official notice that

we could reopen, but it would take us until Wednesday at 5 p.m.
to gear back up just in time for the Thanksgiving holiday weekend.
Though we did reopen, it turned out that many of our reserved

guests had covered themselves and made reservations elsewhere.
The financial impact was felt by Pisgah Inn as well as by all my

employees who hung in there. My employees will not get any back
pay nor any other fonii of reimbursement. Pisgah Inn will not be
compensated for their loss.

How can we concessioners be expected to maintain visitors serv-

ices in the parks under this type of uncertainty?
The scenario of Pisgah Inn was probably repeated many times

throughout the National Park System with other concessioners. Be-
cause of the short time for preparation for this hearing, it has not
been possible to compile a comprehensive description of the prob-

lems the closure presented, but many of our experiences were prob-

ably happening elsewhere with similar effects.

National Park Concessions, Incorporated, operators of the conces-

sion services at Big Bend National Park in Texas, has compiled a
summary of economic effects of the closure on their operations, and
it is attached as exhibit A to my statement. You will notice that

the revenue losses clearly show the devastating effect of the conces-

sion operation this year. Other concession operators have suffered

similar losses from the closure.

Knowing that there may be other budgetary uncertainties in the

future, which unfortunately might also require a shutdown of Gov-
ernment services, I would suggest some guidelines which might
make such experiences easier and more fairly handled.
Number one, in order to determine what visitors services must

be cut off and what might be continued, there should be an evalua-

tion of the type of services rendered, such as lodging, food, gift

sales, et cetera, and its relation to the loss of Government services.

For instance, many of the concession services enjoyed by park
visitors are dispensed with little or no involvement with Govern-
ment personnel, but with an across-the-board shutdown all services

are cut off.
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Number two, if the shutdown of all or a certain part of visitors

services must be done, then as much notice as possible should be
given to concessioners so that adequate notice to visitors can be
made who have reservations, may be involved with tour operator
programs, may have scheduled family events, such as weddings, in-

volving many others with complicated arrangements, et cetera.

Number three, the fact that we are vulnerable as concessioners
to Government shutdowns gives us an unfair disadvantage with
our comparables. Nervous guests tend to book elsewhere, future
reservations book elsewhere, et cetera. We should expect our rates

to be based on the risk factor of a Government shutdown plus the
intangible cost of visitor perception that their vacation plans may
be tentative and that they cannot rely on a concession being open.
What we deserve are rate approvals that factor in the possibility

of a Government shutdown. These rates will compensate us for the
risk and, at the same time, net the Government higher revenue
from franchise fees based on sales.

Further, realizing that such shutdowns have a devastating eco-

nomic effect on concessions operators and their employees, the NPS
should be prepared to grant reductions in franchise fees and/or in

other ways to assist in offsetting such economic losses that always
accompany such experiences.

Four, the NPS and its concessions operators should mutually
work toward a cooperative program which would consider a num-
ber of contingencies in the event of a Government shutdown for

budgetary or even other emergency reasons. This plan could antici-

pate various possible scenarios or circumstances and what proce-

dures would then be employed to deal with such happenings.
With reference to H.R. 2677 and H.R. 2706, addressing services

of State employees to assist the National Park System and the

Wildlife Refuge System in terms of shutdowns, it would seem that

such authorizing legislation would be helpful and maybe that the

State employees could be helpful in such situations, and there

should be some procedure adopted to make that possible in the fu-

ture.

I will be happy to answer any questions you may have and thank
you for the opportunity to testify.

[The exhibits to the statement of Mr. O'Connell may be found at

end of hearing.]

Mr. Hayworth. Mr. O'Connell, we thank you for your testimony.

The Chair would simply note and especially sympathize with the

experience in the wedding.
Mr. O'Connell. Yes.
Mr. Hayworth. And the distress of the mother of the bride. I

think it scarcely helped to ensure domestic tranquility, which of

course is one of the missions found in the Preamble of the Con-
stitution.

Thank you, Mr. O'Connell. We will have questions for you later.

Now we call on our friend, Mr. Frampton, for his testimony.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE T. FRAMPTON, JR., ASSISTANT SEC-
RETARY FOR FISH AND WILDLIFE AND PARKS, U.S. DEPART-
MENT OF THE INTERIOR

Mr. Frampton. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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The Park Service and the Fish and WildUfe Service are in busi-

ness to keep the parks and the refuges open for the American peo-

ple. We want to keep the parks and the refuges open for the Amer-
ican people. But when the Congress fails to appropriate any money,
any funds, for the Department of the Interior, the Park Service, the
Fish and Wildlife Service, to operate these systems, then we as
Federal employees have absolutely no choice. We are obligated by
Federal law, other laws passed by this body, to close these system
or at least to bring them down to the minimal point at which per-

sonal safety and protection of properties are at least safeguarded.
We don't have any choice in that matter. We follow the law.

Now, I heard Governor Symington say he felt that the closure of

Grand Canyon was arbitrary. Mr. Shadegg said he thought it was
the height of arrogance to close the park system.
You know, if Federal employees, doing their best to follow Fed-

eral law, including Federal laws that have criminal sanctions in

them, such as those in the Antideficiency Act, if that is arbitrary

or arrogant, then you gentlemen have a different idea about the

role of law in society than I do.

We want to keep the parks open. There are some perfectly avail-

able straightforward strategies for preventing this from happening
again, for keeping all the parks and refuges open, and the Congress
can help us with those strategies, and I want to outline those in

a minute.
But unfortunately, we don't think that Chairman Young's bill,

H.R. 2677, is a way to go. We have fundamental objections to that

bill. We believe it can seriously compromise visitors' safety as well

as the management of resources for which the Department of the

Interior is responsible. Each of these areas really does have unique
management problems, unique problems in keeping infrastructure

running, unique hazards.
The fact of the matter is that to be forced to turn over these

areas to State employees who are not trained in running these

areas, who are not familiar with them, poses some very serious

visitors' safety problems.
The idea that a transportation unit of the National Guard and

a few State policemen and some State park supervisors in Arizona
could protect the hundreds of thousands of people visiting Grand
Canyon every day I would suggest to you is a very hazardous as-

sumption.
Moving beyond the serious problems of visitor safety are the is-

sues that relate to resource management. State and Federal areas

and systems and wildlife areas have different missions and a dif-

ferent set of problems than National Parks and National Wildlife

Refuges. Protection of those resources is a national responsibility,

and if you have State employees exercising State responsibilities on

State standards for doing things like permitting, making compat-

ibility decisions, making resource protection decisions, there is no

way that the Secretary of Interior can exercise any responsibility

or hold those people accountable for managing these resources for

the American public pursuant to fundamental Federal law.

There are some other issues here that are not really addressed

in the Young bill. Liability is one of them. Under the Antideficiency

Act as we read it, not only can we not pay salaries or other ex-
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penses to keep the parks operating but we cannot assume liability.

So it is not really a matter of whether liability would be assumed
by the State for State employees.
You know what happens the first time a National Guard flatbed

truck rolls over some kid? Does the Federal Government get sued
for that? It is the liability for Federal functions as well during the
period from which there is no appropriations.
And issues like what happens with fees and who collects the fees

are also not addressed in the bill. Under current Federal law, fees

go—Park Service fees go in the General Treasury, and there is no
legal provision for the State to assume those fees. If the State
doesn't collect fees, does the Federal Government sue the State for

failure to collect fees? These are some of the issues that are not ad-
dressed in Mr. Young's bill, H.R. 2677.
But we don't have to face these, Mr. Chairman, because there are

perfectly available ways to keep the parks and refuges open. Strat-

egy number one is get us a bill. We are two and a half months into

a fiscal year, and Congress still has not sent an appropriations bill

for the Department to the President.
If the Congress cannot get us a bill, then get us a CR, a clean

CR that the President can sign and continue to provide the money
to keep these units open.

If neither of those strategies is going to be adopted, then there
are other strategies available to keep the parks and refuges open.
The most obvious is that we are prepared to try to work out, under
existing law, procedures in which States could deposit money in an
account for all of the expenses of the operation of a particular park
or refuge and indemnify the Federal Government for liability, and
we would go ahead and continue to operate the park or refuge with
those funds and that assumption of liability.

Indeed, I was a little bit surprised to hear Governor Symington
say—and I wrote down what he said—that they were prepared to

assume, Arizona was prepared to assume, all the costs and liabil-

ities of running Grand Canyon National Park, because in fact when
he made what he characterized as his original good faith offer,

which we received in the form of a letter and press release, that
he was taking a National Guard unit to Grand Canyon to take over
the park, we made sure that, by the time he got there, a letter was
delivered offering on behalf of the administration to work out, sit

down and work out, with the State a system in which they would
pay the operational costs of the park on a day-by-day basis and as-

sume liability, indemnify the Park Service, and we would continue
to operate the park.
That was two and a half weeks ago, and there were some discus-

sions back and forth in which we offered to sit down on that basis,

the basis he said this morning he was willing to accept, and there
are a lot of details to try to work that out , and we have had radio
silence, Mr. Chairman, from Arizona for two and a half weeks. So
we have been waiting to sit down and work that out.

Now, Senator Kyi and I have seen his bill, at least in draft form.
He testified that he believed that the Federal Government should
be allowed to enter into agreements with—for States that are will-

ing to assume—pay the entire tab and assume liability to continue
to keep parks or refuges open. Now, that is very much along the
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lines of what we offered to try to work out on Grand Canyon and
have received no response to it.

I think that is—again, that is a basis on which this Congress
could help us, in the event of a shutdown, keep parks and refuges
open. Write legislation that would authorize the Secretary to re-

ceive money from the State for the costs on a day-to-day basis and
assume liability, and we would continue to operate these units with
our own well trained people, keep people safe, and avoid all the
problems of the Antideficiency Act.

You know, there are several strategies, with or without legisla-

tion, that are available. You could help us to do that without re-

quiring the Secretary to take whatever State employees or National
Guard units show up in a National Park and try to protect visitors.

Let me just close by saying a word about Congresswoman Lin-
coln's bill, which is H.R. 2706. That is not, Mr. Chairman, very
similar to Mr. Young's bill. It is much more similar to what Gov-
ernor Symington described this morning that he is willing to do, if

he is really willing to do it, and much more similar to what the leg-

islation that Senator Kyle, I understand, has introduced or is about
to introduce.

Her bill basically authorizes the Secretary to enter into agree-

ments to—not to manage whole units but to manage hunts for

State employees who are qualified, trained, and familiar with the
area, to manage hunts at State expense in the event of a shutdown.
Now, we do that already. Fish and Wildlife Service does have

about 20 percent, 15 or 20 percent, of the hunting that might have
been otherwise curtailed during the shutdown several weeks ago,

in fact, were hunts managed by State employees pursuant to coop-

erative management agreements, and we did keep those open, and
the Fish and Wildlife Service would like to negotiate more of those

agreements.
In fact, it is not absolutely clear that H.R. 2706 is necessary and

that I think we pretty much have the authority to do that now. It

is not that easy. I am not sure it would be a sensible use of re-

sources to do that for every one of the 272 refuges on which there

is some kind of hunting in the system, which is a little more than
half the system.
But we would be very interested in exploring and would hope,

you know, that we could support a bill that made more specific the

authority of the Secretary to enter into these kinds of agreements,

and we would certainly look favorably at the possibiHty of support-

ing a bill such as Senator Kyi's or bills along the line that I sug-

gested in which you authorize the Secretary to accept money and
indemnities in order to keep park and refuge units open in the case

of States that want to do that for, let's say, a big park that gen-

erates significant tourism revenues.

So we are eager to try to explore those kinds of possibilities, but

that is very different from being required to accept untrained peo-

ple who are not knowledgeable, who may be State employees, who
know nothing about parks or park management with—on a totally

mandatory basis, and then impose liabiHty oli the Federal Govern-

ment for actions of State employees. That is a formula in H.R. 2677

that we think takes us in the wrong direction if we really want to

develop ways to keep these units open during shutdowns.
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Now, I am here this morning with John Leshy, who is the Sohci-

tor of the Department of the Interior, and he and his office have
had the principal discussions with Governor Symington, and so he
is here both to answer questions about some of the legal aspects
and provide any additional information on that. I don't know
whether he wants to supplement my comments with respect to the
Grand Canyon or not.

Mr. Leshy. Mr. Chairman, with your indulgence I could take
about one minute and rehash the discussions we have had with the

State of Arizona.
Mr. Hayworth. That would be fine.

Mr. Leshy. Thank you very much.
To respond to a couple things the governor said, let me just give

you a very quick chronology. On November 16th, which was the

day after, I believe, the Government shutdown, we received a letter

from Governor Symington.
Mr. COOLEY. The 14th.

Mr. Leshy. The letter from Governor Symington was addressed
November 16th, to the Secretary, and made an offer which would
have the Federal employees stay at the Grand Canyon and essen-
tially become State employees under some sort of arrangement.
The letter didn't specify what kind of arrangement. It did not

specify anything about liability, and it said that the Federal em-
ployees would become State employees, would collect money, and
keep half, and give half back to the Treasury. It was a very vague
letter.

The next thing, we immediately put a team of people to work to

explore that, to see if there was a basis where we could go forward.
The next thing we knew, we understood the governor was head-

ing for the Grand Canyon with some National Guard people. We
accelerated our work on how we could respond to the governor's let-

ter and on the next day handed the governor a letter, when he ar-

rived at the Grand Canyon, from me which outlined the problems
with the governor's proposal, and there were a number of them.
The letter speaks for itself

At the same time, I had a conversation with the attorney general
of the State of Arizona. The attorney general of the State of Ari-

zona had written a short opinion which pointed out some legal

problems with the governor's proposal under State law. Of course
the park then reopened a couple of days later.

We had some further conversations with the governor's office

about proceeding on the basis of what I outlined in my letter,

which Mr. Frampton has talked about as a basis we might be able

to reach some sort of agreement to go forward.
The last conversation we had with the governor's office was No-

vember 22nd in which we said we need to talk about the conditions

as outlined in my letter. We have had a deafening silence since

that time.

We identified the basic problem as a concern about liability, and
since November 22nd we have heard absolutely nothing from the
governor's office until this morning, when we hear the governor ba-

sically say that he is prepared to meet and talk about the condi-

tions that we outlined in terms of the State assuming total cost
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and liability. This is absolutely the first time we have heard that.

We have lost nearly three weeks in this process.
This is not something that we have ever done before, and, as my

letter of November 17th pointed out, we are in some uncharted ter-

ritory, and this has to be very carefully done, and we have lost an
awful lot of time waiting for the Governor of Arizona to get back
to us. That has really been a great concern to us.

I just wanted to set the record straight on what the discussions
had been back and forth.

Thank you very much.
[The statement of Mr. Frampton may be found at end of hear-

ing.]

Mr. Hayworth. Thank you, Mr. Leshy. We also thank Mr.
Frampton for his testimony.
And, indeed, as we begin the questions, Mr. Leshy, on an unre-

lated matter, Chairman Young, who is unable to be with us today
but of course whose presence we all note even when he is not phys-
ically here, wanted to know the status of an official request he gave
you regarding Alaskan land conveyance. When will that informa-
tion be sent to the Chairman?
Mr. Leshy. I reviewed that this morning, and we have kept the

Chairman's staff informed of the progress. That letter should be to

him today or Monday.
It is easy to ask questions and difficult to answer them. There

are about 40 pages' worth of answers that he will get very shortly.

I signed off on it last night, and now it is just really a question of

putting it together and getting it to him.
Mr. Hayworth. Thank you very much. I know he looks forward

to receiving that information and he thanks you for those answers.
Now, Mr. Frampton, I appreciate your testimony today, espe-

cially in your closing remarks about the notion of cooperation and
some positive things to say about the Kyle legislation, which of

course we are constrained from fully discussing here because of the
rules of this committee.

I would just like to note for the record that you made what I will

interpret, I believe charitably, to be a request rather than a de-

mand or an order when you said that we in the Congress should,

quote, get us a clean CR, end quote.

I would simply note for the record that it certainly is historical

fact that we provided the President with a clean CR that he chose

not to sign, and I know that you in fact were requesting rather

than demanding or ordering the Congress of the United States to

provide a clean continuing resolution.

Now, Mr. Frampton, if a Government shutdown occurred on De-
cember 16th—and we all hope that can be averted, but if it were
to occur, and, again, it affected your Department, what changes
will you make in your shutdown policy and procedures regarding

units of the National Park System and the National Refuge Sys-

tem?
Mr. Frampton. Mr. Chairman, I can get you detailed answers to

that question.

I know that the original shutdown plan which began to be devel-

oped in July by OMB and resulted in a guidance and a depart-

mental plan and changes in that plan, and which was the plan that
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we followed the last time around, that there have been some minor
changes to that based on the experience we had.
But as far as I know, the overall thrust of our shutdown would

be the same, and that is that we would try to—depending on what
the prospects were for how many days it would be, we would have
to bring the Park Service and Fish and Wildlife Park System and
Fish and Wildlife Refuges basically to the point where we were re-

ducing employment by 80 to 90 percent, which is about what it

took to get to the point where all we were doing was protecting per-

sonal safety and property.

So as far as I know, there would not be major changes in the ap-
proach that we used, but I would have to—to the extent that the
plan has been tinkered with, I would want to get back to you on
that.

We tried to use sort of a rule of reason with respect to visitors

who were staying in campgrounds and concession facilities in the
hopes that if we didn't, you know, we gave people some time, we
didn't really start to try to move some of those people out for a day
or two in many of the parks in the hopes that perhaps something
would happen and we would get a CR.
What we have learned about whether we would apply the same

guidelines or somewhat different guidelines, I would have to get
back to you.

[The information was not received at time of printing.]

Mr. Hayworth. So for all intents and purposes, to paraphrase,
aside from perhaps tinkering around the edges or nibbling around
the edges, basically there would be no fundamental change in a
broad philosophical sense from what transpired in November.
Mr. Frampton. Not as far as I know, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hayworth. And, Mr. Frampton, were you relatively pleased

with the actions in the wake of the shutdown and think that was
the way to go?
Mr. Frampton. I was very upset to have the parks closed. Con-

trary to, I think, the suggestion that you made in terms of Govern-
ment funding has been interrupted in the parks, I don't believe

there has ever been a time in the history of the National Park Sys-
tem when the parks were shut down across the system for any sig-

nificant period of time.

Previous shutdowns, my understanding is, have occurred for, you
know, overnight or a few hours at a time, and we sort of waited
a day to start closing parks or occurred over a weekend. So I don't

believe there has ever been a time when the gates were really shut
across the park system for a number of days and visitors moved
out, and I would very much hope that that doesn't have to happen
again.

Mr. Hayworth. Mr. Frampton, I understand that the Atlanta re-

gional director of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service negotiated
agreements with the States of Arkansas and Mississippi that al-

lowed States to keep hunting programs open on certain refuges.

These States were surprised when this agreement was rejected by
officials here in Washington.

I guess my final question would be: Why was this agreement,
which was negotiated by your career professionals in the field, re-

jected by officials here in Washington, D.C.?
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Mr. Frampton. I am not familiar with that agreement, Mr.
Chairman. You know, the guideUnes and the guidance that we are

operating under basically come from 0MB, and it may be that that

agreement, if there was something in draft that was negotiated,

didn't meet Federal law or didn't meet those guidelines.

The approach that we followed with respect to keeping hunting
open, hunts ongoing, was as follows: Of the 506 refuges in the sys-

tem, there are 272 that are open to hunting in one way or another.

Of those 272, hunting was only restricted or hunts were canceled

in situations where they would have had to be managed by Federal

employees who could not be employed; so there was a safety issue,

or a resource issue, and that is about half. About 130 of the 505
refuges had hunting adversely affected.

In roughly the other 140 refuges in which there was some hunt-

ing, hunting was not impacted during the shutdown, either because
we had preexisting agreements with States to—for State employees
to manage the hunt or because the hunting really wasn't managed
very much by the Federal folks anyway.

In other words, if it was a matter of somebody climbing over a
fence, we didn't shut down hunts that weren't managed, we only

shut down hunts that required active management and salaries to

be paid. And then there were some of those refuges where there

was no hunting season.

So where we had preexisting agreements with the States, those

allowed us to keep the hunting open, and where the hunting really

was not very insensitively managed, we left the hunting open. It

was only where we could not administer the program, and that is

some way or another on about 130 refuges, where hunting was ad-

versely affected.

Mr. Hayworth. Mr. Frampton, I thank you for that and also ac-

knowledge your admission at the outset that you were somewhat
uncertain of the reasons but offered your conjecture.

I would ask for a written response for the reasons that this

agreement was fundamentally rejected, and I am sure you will be
happy to provide that to the committee.
Mr. Frampton. We will, Mr. Chairman.
[The information was not received at time of printing.]

Mr. Hayworth. Thank you, Mr. Frampton.
Turning to our friends on the Minority side, I am glad to see my

good friend from Michigan is here. But we will defer, based on a
time-honored custom, to our colleague from Hawaii for his ques-

tions in his five minutes.
Mr. Abercrombie. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Frampton, I presume you have been here for all of the testi-

mony and observations and commentary to this point?

Mr. Frampton. Yes, Mr. Abercrombie, I have.

Mr. Abercrombie. I would just like to say for the record that

Hawaii is one State that is very, very happy to have Federal em-
ployees in the Federal park system operating. As a matter of fact,

the State of Hawaii considers that it is a real advantage and oppor-

tunity made available to us, both in terms of the scope of the ac-

tivities and the quality of the employees that are in the National
Parks in Hawaii. They are uniformly excellent.
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If there is any complaint about Federal employees, park system
employees, in Hawaii, I am unaware of it. On the contrary, frankly,

what we receive are compliments that should be rightfully shared
with the Department of Interior and the Park Service, I think we
get credit.

Most people are not really aware of the difference between the
State and the park system with respect to areas like Volcanoes Na-
tional Park, if you had the opportunity to be there—I don't know
whether any of you have had that chance—or Haleakala, even
Kalaupapa, which as a matter of fact we saw as a distinct—again,

a distinct advantage.
For those who are not familiar, Kalaupapa is where Father

Damien carried on his work among victims of Hansen's disease.

And we would simply be incapable, very frankly, as a State, with
dealing with the implications of what is likely to be the impending
designation of sainthood for Father Damien. He is a short step

away from that. Pilgrims coming from all over the world to a re-

mote corner of the island of Molokai, virtually inaccessible except
by air and a difficult trail.

These kind of things make us recognize how important the work
is that Federal employees do and Park Service employees do.

Now, I put that forward not only by way of compliment in an at-

mosphere which I think has not been seen that way, I also want
to establish the context that I am very distressed at the rather oc-

casionally seemingly cavalier expression of—of reflection on Fed-
eral employees, particularly in the park system, so that we are
looking upon balkanizing, in effect, the park system in this coun-
try; that somehow at the village or county or State level there are
excellent parks with wonderful employees, always well funded, able
to carry out all of their functions with no fiscal difficulties but
when we reach the Federal level suddenly there is a different kind
of employee apparently. I don't accept that, and I presume that you
do not as well.

In that context, I would say—and I will ask you to comment on
this—I don't think you can just simply take State or local employ-
ees, thrust them into a National Park situation, and expect the
same kind of service to take place.

What I mean by that is not that people would be unwilling, but
if you are in Volcanoes National Park, you can't just walk in there
and, simply because you have been trained in another context, take
over the administration or management of that park. Neither can
you do it with Haleakala. We have the most rare species in the
world, silver swords, for example, in Haleakala; the city of Refuge,
with its Hawaiian history and Polynesian history there.

Would you agree that National Parks do not necessarily lend
themselves to interchangeable personnel management and admin-
istration on the spur of the moment?
Mr. Frampton. I would agree. That was the point. You made the

point much better than I did, that I was trying to make earlier,

that National Parks work well because you have dedicated people
with decades of training and familiarity not only with visitor serv-

ices and safety, protection of health and safety, but with the infra-

structure and the management of a park; the radio systems, the
water treatment systems.
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Mr. Abercrombie. If you are taking a park—I don't want to take

all the time. In other words, you agree with my observation, I take

it, in general?
Mr. Frampton. I do.

Mr. Abercrombie. All right. In fact, to give as an example, Vol-

canoes National Park, I would hate to be accepting guidance from

somebody as to where it was safe to walk in Volcanoes National

Park from somebody who was brought in for the day from the Na-
tional Guard. That is not what the National Guard is trained for

in Hawaii, at least as far as I know. I hope they are not. I am on

the National Security Committee, and I would hope that their

training takes them into a little bit different area. Otherwise, we
may be wasting our money at this end.

May I then take it from your comments and from Mr. Leshy's

comments that, rather than proceeding with lengthy legislative ac-

tivity, am I correct in my conclusion that you believe you have suf-

ficient executive authority right now to be able to conduct at least

a dialog at this stage as to whether or not the park system can be

operated under duress—financial, governmental, administrative or

otherwise—and that if you would like to explore that opportunity

before we move to the legislative level?

Mr. Frampton. That is correct.

As Mr. Leshy said, we have never done this before, and there are

certainly a lot of details and issues. But we believe that we prob-

ably would be able to enter into an arrangement, without legisla-

tion—we would hope to be able to enter into a relationship with the

State in which we estimated the total daily costs of running even

a big park, if the State deposited that—those funds in advance for

several days in the account, and work out the liability issues, and
go forward to continue to keep the park open.

We are optimistic that under that—without any legislation, that

we could find a way to deal with the problems in the Antideficiency

Act and other legal problems to do that.

Mr. Abercrombie. Thank you.

Could you grant me one more minute, Mr. Chairman, so Mr.

Leshy could comment? I think he does want to. I realize I am at

the end of my time.

Mr. Hayworth. The Chair would be happy to agree to one more
minute.
Mr. Abercrombie. Thank you.

Could you do it in 30 seconds so I can conclude, Mr. Leshy?
Mr. Leshy. Sure. Nobody has challenged the limitations that we

see. The State of Arizona has not challenged the problems that we
have identified with moving forward.

I would point out the reason that we think we can do something
like this is that the Park Service is unlike almost every other Fed-

eral agency in that it has the authority to accept cash gifts. Most
agencies do not. That is the lever here we are trying to pull. This

is high political drama, but there is a very simple principle at the

bottom of it. Congress has made it a crime for a Federal employee
to spend money or incur any obligation where there is not an ap-

propriation to cover it, and that is the problem we are trying to

deal with through this sort of cash contribution.
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Mr. Abercrombie. Keeping that in mind, and in conclusion, Mr.
Chairman, I conclude from the conversation that we have had so

far today that the Department of the Interior, through its Park
Service, is prepared, without having to go to legislative—the legis-

lative area, it seems to me they are prepared to negotiate an agree-

ment that might be satisfactory, would meet Mr. O'Connell's very
real difficulties, and others.

And I can assure you, Mr. Chairman, that the State of Hawaii
takes no back seat to anyone in terms of the recognition of how im-
portant tourism is. Our economy is utterly, totally, completely de-

pendent upon it, and I think that anything that can be done on the
part of Mr. Frampton and his associates to conclude this, short of

the legislative grind, would be most welcome.
Mr. Hayworth. The time for the gentleman from Hawaii has ex-

pired.

We thank the gentleman for his point of view on tourism in his

home State, and we should also note for the record that the pro-

posed legislation does not force States into the action, it simply of-

fers an option to the several States.

With that in mind, we turn to the Majority side, and the gen-
tleman from Oregon is recognized for five minutes.
Mr. COOLEY. Mr. Frampton, I wish we had done this under oath;

I really do. It seems like we are getting on the same trail that we
did when we had your testimony on the Endangered Species Act.

Are you familiar with the Volunteers and Park Guideline, one of

your own publications?

Mr. Frampton. I am not intimately familiar with it, no.

Mr. CoOLEY. That's interesting. It has a section which says,

"What can volunteers do? Volunteers can be utilized in any and all

parts of the park management system. All levels and types of skills

can be utilized, and almost any type of work can be performed as

long as the work that would not otherwise get done during a par-

ticular fiscal year because of funding and personnel limitations."

Would you please define to me what a ranger is, for the record?

Mr. Frampton. Well, a ranger is a series of job classifications

within the National Park Service.

Mr. CooLEY. So when you say a man is a chief ranger, what do
you mean?
Mr. Frampton. Well, in a park, the chief ranger is the supervisor

of a portion of the park employees, other rangers in the park.

Rangers provide a variety of services, including visitor protection,

interpretation, and other management functions. In a given large

western park, for example, there could be a large division of rang-

ers, a separate maintenance division, a natural resource manage-
ment division, and an administration division.

Mr. CoOLEY. And they all have chief rangers?
Mr. Frampton. No. The chief ranger is the person who is the

head of the ranger division within the park. The maintenance peo-

ple, the natural resource management people, in most parks would
report through a slightly different reporting chain ultimately to the
superintendent.
Mr. CoOLEY. OK. The shutdown occurred on the 14th, and it ran

through the 18th. Agreed?
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Mr. Frampton. That sounds right to me. I am not sure those are

the correct dates.

Mr. COOLEY. You don't know when the shutdown was? You are

the deputy director of the Department of Interior, and you don't

know when the shutdown was? Come on.

Mr. Frampton. I will take your word for it. I don't remember the
exact days.

Mr. CoOLEY. OK. Congressional staff called the Park Service and
talked to the chief rangers of each one of these parks. These staff-

ers asked about the staffing level during the government shutdown.
We found that there were 134 operating rangers on duty during

the shutdown compared to 138 the day before the shutdown.
It is surprising to me that we didn't cut back on our personnel.

Rocky Mountain: On the 13th we had 6 rangers, and on the 18th

we had 6 rangers. This was during the shutdown period. Chat-
tahoochee River: We had 5 on the 13th and 6 on the 18th, during
the shutdown period. The Golden Gate: The 13th, we had 16 rang-
ers and 54 park police. On the 18th, we had 13 rangers and 41
park police. Death Valley: We had 12 on the 13th and 13 on the
18th. One more. Yosemite: We had 17 on the 13th and 16 on the
18th, one less.

Grand Canyon: We had 12 on—now, this was on the South Dis-

trict. We had 12 on the 13th and 15 on the 18th. Yet we couldn't

let anybody in, but we had more rangers.

Hawaii Volcanic: We had 3 on the 13th, but we dropped to 2 on
the 18th. Blue Ridge Parkway: We had 21 on the 13th and 20 on
the 18th. Everglades: We had 13 on the 18th—I mean 21 on the
13th and 18 on the 16th. And Cape Cod National Seashore: We had
9 on the 13th and 8 on the 18th. And Indiana Dunes National
Lakeshore: We had 3 on the 13th and 3 on the 18th.

Mr. Frampton. Do you want me to explain why that is?

Mr. CoOLEY. No. I just want to point out to you that
Mr. Frampton. I certainly hope we had more rangers than-
Mr. CoOLEY. We have almost more rangers in half of the

parks
Mr. Frampton. That is correct.

Mr. CoOLEY [continuing], after the shutdown has occurred.

Mr. Frampton. That is correct.

Mr. CoOLEY. We couldn't pay anybody, we couldn't let anybody
in, but we had more rangers there.

Mr. Frampton. No, that is inaccurate that we couldn't pay any-
body.
Mr. CoOLEY. No, I said you didn't let anybody in. You shut the

parks down.
Mr. Frampton. Let me explain why I hope your numbers are cor-

rect.

Mr. CoOLEY. My numbers are correct. We can have all of the
chief rangers contacted to verify their accura,cy.

Mr. Frampton. Of the total

Mr. CoOLEY. This is necessary, to-

Mr. Abercrombie. Point of order, Mr. Chairman. Point of order,

I don't think it is necessary to imply to a witness—twice I have
heard so far—imply that they are subject to perjury charges in just
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answering a question. I think we can assume good faith answers
here.

Mr. Hayworth. I thank the gentleman from Hawaii for his

point.

The time of the gentleman from Oregon has expired.

Mr. Frampton. Mr. Chairman, could I respond to that?

Mr. Hayworth. Certainly.

Mr. Frampton. It seems to have been raised perhaps that we
didn't really close the park system. Overall, of the 19,000 employ-
ees in the park system, about 3,200 were considered to be employ-
ees who needed to stay on the job to exercise shutdown functions,

and that means basically the protection of personal safety and
property; 3,200 out of 19,000.

Of those 3,200, about 700 were park police, as far as I know, all

of whom, or almost all of whom, continued to work, and many of

the rest were rangers, because it is the ranger corps in the Park
Service that almost—it is a requirement for a ranger to have law
enforcement training and public safety training. They go to the
Federal Law Enforcement Training Institute, along with the FBI
and the Secret Service people.

So naturally, if you are going to try to reduce your work force

to a skeleton staff, with the goal of protecting personal safety and
property, what you are going to do is put—keep on the job every
single person in the organization with Federal law enforcement
training.

So I am sure that not only was everybody who had law enforce-

ment training who was there the day before asked to continue on
duty, but people who may have been on vacation or people who
may have been on leave the day before were asked to come back
in order to fulfill shutdown functions.

So I would certainly hope that the Park Service did its best to

make sure that the skeleton staff included everyone within the or-

ganization who was well trained and had experience in law enforce-

ment, emergency medical training, and property protection.

Mr. COOLEY. You actually increased people in some places. If you
have no visitors, you have no obligations or liabilities, with no
Mr. Hayworth. With all due respect

Mr. CoOLEY. And you add people to it. I don't see any justifica-

tion for that. But that is a matter of management.
Mr. Frampton. The first two days, we had tens of thousands of

people in the park.

Mr. Hayworth. The time of the gentleman from Oregon has ex-

pired. We thank the gentleman testifying for his response.

Now we will turn to our friend from Michigan for his five min-
utes.

Mr. KiLDEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I apologize for being late, but this is a Catholic holy day. Having

been to church, I am in a very gentle, kindly, charitable mood this

morning toward everyone on the committee and those testifying.

I have great respect for Mr. Frampton, and to imply that because
you might want to check on this, the 14th or the 18th or the 19th

is something neither incompetent nor being cagy, as a matter of

fact, I think they went back to work on the 20th. I have great re-
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spect for you and those whom you direct, Mr. Frampton. I have
great respect for those who serve in the Park Service in Michigan.

In Michigan, the Park Service employees are not only respected,

they are revered, and I can't quite understand some of the strong

feelings expressed here. I know we want to seek the truth, but I

have always found you to be one who is very cooperative and can-

did with this committee, and I have always appreciated that.

In the Grand Canyon there are 380 employees, 88 emergency em-
ployees.

Have a good day, Mr. Cooley.

Mr. Cooley. You too.

Mr. KiLDEE. God bless you.

We have 88 emergency employees, law enforcement employees,

and those who are responsible for protection of the resources and
facilities, and I can understand there can be—some were on
leave—I can understand the situation there very well.

I think the Park Service did very well when Congress did not

complete its responsibility. I think we put a great burden on all the

agencies of government. I think that the agencies of government
should be commended for responding as well as they did. It was us
who didn't do our duty, and I appreciate you not mentioning that.

I can mention that, Mr. Frampton.
But I just want to say that I respect those whom you supervise.

I think they do a great job, and I think they did a very fine job

under circumstances created by the Congress of the United States.

Mr. Hayworth. I thank my Michigan friend for his words.
Any response that the gentlemen here would care to give?

Mr. Frampton. No.
Mr. Hayworth. OK. Thank you. And in that spirit of charity and

accuracy, I would simply point out to my friend from Michigan that

during his—perhaps before he arrived there was a clean continuing
resolution offered to the other end of Pennsylvania that was turned
down. So perhaps we have a difference of opinion on where the re-

sponsibility may lie.

With that taken into account, I would turn to my colleague from
Arizona for his allotted five minutes.

Mr. Shadegg. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In that spirit of charity, let me just try to set the record straight.

Mr. Frampton, you quoted that I had said that it was arrogant

to shut the park, and that is not what I said. What I said is that

it is arrogant to presume that you must have a Federal bureaucrat
standing by your side in order to enjoy the park, and there is a sig-

nificant difference.

I would not and did not insinuate that Federal employees ought
not to abide by the law. Indeed, they should. I am simply saying
that we ought to, I think, create a structure which clearly we are

in agreement on, where, if the State or somebody other than the

Federal Government wants to step in and allow people to enjoy the

park, we ought to try to do that.

Mr. Frampton. I apologize if I misunderstood you.

Mr. Shadegg. Sure.

I do also applaud you for your clear supportive remarks regard-

ing the bill that Senator Kyi, the Chairman, myself, and other

members of the Arizona delegation have all introduced or cospon-
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sored, and I assume from your remarks and from what I heard Mr.
Leshy say, that the essence of the conversation which Senator Kyi
has related to the Arizona delegation and to Governor Symington,
which is that if the bill does provide that the State would pay the
entire tab and assume all liability, those are the terms on which
we could in fact legislate and solve this kind of problem. Is that
correct?

Mr. Frampton. I was referring to his description of the bill. My
recollection of seeing a draft is that it offered a choice or an alter-

native of payment or accepting State employees, that the problem
with using State employees poses many problems that receiving a
donation of money does not.

Mr. Shadegg. I think also—my time is limited.

Mr. Frampton. My recollection is that the draft of the bill at

least, or the final version of Senator Kyi's bill that I saw, provided
that the State would assume liability for the actions of State em-
ployees, or would indemnify the Federal Government for the ac-

tions of State employees. What we have—that may or may not

Mr. Shadegg. Let me clarify that point if I might, and I don't

want to cut you off, except my time is limited, and the Chairman
is going to cut me off, and we all have to get on airplanes, or some
of us do.

We did chat with Senator Kyi on that very point this morning
and recognized, well, there are two issues of liability. There could

be liability committed by a State employee who, while operating
the park, ran over somebody. There could also be an issue of an
existing negligent condition that the Federal Government had left.

And how do we deal with those two? I think clearly we have to ad-

dress both of those.

Mr. Leshy, I think given Mr. Frampton's answer, maybe I need
to ask you directly. Senator Kyi has told us that he had a conversa-
tion with you over the outlines of this bill. Obviously you did not
have text in front of you, although maybe he did bring you the bill;

I am not sure.

But the essence of what he related to us was that if the statute
provided that the State would pay the entire tab—and maybe that
does mean Federal employees; I am not certain that I care—and
the State assumed all liability, that there were—what he related

to us was, no show stoppers; that is, there is no conceptual reason
why such legislation couldn't work. Is that correct?

Mr. Leshy. That is basically what I said, although let me make
a couple of cautions. Number one, I didn't have the text of the bill

in front of me. He later shared a draft of the bill. I understand the
bill, as introduced, is actually changed from the draft, and I haven't
had an opportunity to study it.

Of course, that bill, let me remind you, is not before this commit-
tee, and we can't speak to the administration position on the bill.

Mr. Shadegg. I am not sure it will be before the Congress.
Mr. Leshy. Third, I would note, just in passing, that the Attor-

ney General of Arizona has, in commenting on the original Federal
Government proposal, said that the liability issue was a significant

one and recommended—and I quote—that "the State seek indem-
nification from the United States for any claims or damages that
might accrue to Arizona as a result of the arrangement."
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So at least the governor's chief lawyer is telling him that liability

ought to shift to the United States, and I am a little surprised that
the governor this morning said that he was willing to assume li-

ability.

Mr. Shadegg. Liability is a touchy issue. As a matter of fact, I

discussed that with the Arizona delegation in my remarks this

morning, saying liability questions are always difficult. I was the
one who raised the issue of, well, clearly the State can assume li-

ability for its own employees. Is it also going to assume liability for

Federal employees or for acts of negligence by the Federal Govern-
ment? So we are indeed in unchartered territory. I think we are
trying to chart it.

There is a very important point I want to bring out here, and
that is, Mr. O'Connell, have your concessions ever been shut down
in the past as a rule?

Mr. O'Connell. Never due to a Government shutdown. We have
been shut down due to hurricanes and other bad weather.
Mr. Shadegg. As a matter of fact, if I told you that in the 32

times that the Federal Government has shut down in the last two
decades, that the National Park Service had never shut down a pri-

vate concessionaire, would you have any reason to dispute that?
Mr. O'Connell. No.
Mr. Shadegg. Would you, Mr. Frampton?
Mr. Frampton. No, except that I don't think the Park Service

has been shut down in the last 20 years.

Mr. Shadegg. Well, the Federal Government has had, in the last

two decades, 32 shutdowns.
Mr. Frampton. But the Park Service has always managed to

keep most of the parks open.
Mr. Shadegg. I understand your explanation.
As I understand your explanation of that point, it is that the

Park Service, because those shutdowns have been more brief than
this one, 2 days, let's say, the Park Service has essentially fudged
that issue. And I guess my question is: How is it that you fudged
it in the past when it was 2 days and you couldn't fudge it now
because it is 3 days?

I mean, where—and maybe I ought to ask, and I only want to

make a point here—where in the Antideficiency Act does it say
that you can fudge for 2 days but you can't fudge for 3 or 4?
Mr. Frampton. Well, I think my understanding of the way the

administration read the Antideficiency Act was that, you know, we
were entitled to engage in an orderly shutdown. That is the reason,
for example, why people came to work on a morning for which
there was no appropriation to get their orders to shut down rather
than simply walk out, and, in effect, the Park Service made a deci-

sion that the orderly shutdown of concession operations might take
a day or two, that you can't rouse everybody up from midnight
from hotels in the middle of nowhere and tell them to get on the
road.

So this was part of our interpretation of what an orderly shut-
down amounted to. But I don't think you can have a 5 or 6-day or-

derly shutdown.
Mr. Shadegg. In Arizona we have had—because we are constitu-

tionally mandated to have a balanced budget, we have had shut-
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downs, and what the governor, this governor, has done in Arizona
is to anticipate those shutdowns because you have knowledge of

them in advance—and Mr. Leshy has been in Arizona when this

lias occurred—and prepare the Government and begin phasing of

tiie shutdown so that you don't continue to operate past the budg-
etary authority you have.

1 want to turn to a different point. Mr. O'Connell's business is

a private business. It occurs to me here that I am a Httle confused
about what rules we apply to private businesses. There is an Attor-

ney General's opinion, which I am looking at here, which goes at

this issue, and it specifically says that, with respect to short-term
shutdowns, a short-term lapse in appropriations, the practice of

past administrations has been to assume the continued operation
of the private economy.
They say, for example, "We assume that private airlines are

going to continue to fly. Therefore, air traffic controllers are essen-
tial, and therefore we keep them at work."
And the opinion goes on to say, "we"—they give another example

of meat inspectors. They say, "Well, we assume meat packing
plaiiis are going to continue to operate. They are part of the private

ecoromy. Therefore, we must keep Government employees who are
meat inspectors at those plants."

I guess my question is—and it is a question which has some sym-
pathy with Mr. O'Connell—why is it that the Government assumes
that the private economy within the park, i.e., a concessionaire, is

going to close and, therefore, it withdrew park employees, versus
taking the opposite assumption?

I mean it seems to me, why wasn't it exactly the same as the
other examples here? And that is, well, we are going to assume
that a private concessionaire such as Mr. O'Connell is going to con-

tinue to operate, like the private airline industry continued to oper-

ate, like the private meat packing industry continued to operate,

and, therefore, at least those employees of the Park Service which
are essential within the park to enable that private economy to

continue—and I am quoting directly out of this opinion—why was
the opposite assumption made in this instance?
Mr. Frampton. Well, I am not familiar with the opinion, but I

assume what it addresses is the basic assumptions you have to

make to determine what services the Government is going to pro-

vide to protect health and safety. I mean, you—it is—it may be nec-

essary to—you know, if you have a Government shutdown and the
Government withdraws air traffic controllers or starts letting con-

taminated meat go on the market, that is arguably, I guess, a dif-

ferent business than whether the Government is obligated to con-

tinue to run all of its operations for the benefit of private busi-

nesses.

Mr. Shadegg. Yes, that might be a valid point. The opinion—and
I will refer to Mr. Leshy and I guess ask him or you to give me
a written response, since we are probably going to run out of time.

It is an opinion dated August 16, 1995. It is a memorandum from
the Department of Justice for Alice Rivlin, director of the Office of

Management and Budget. It was written by Mr. Walter—from Wal-
ter Bellinger, assistant attorney general.
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And I guess my only point on that last issue is, it says—it says
nothing about safety. It makes a reference to air traffic controllers,

meat inspectors, and then says "other similarly situated person-

nel." And I guess Mr. O'Connell would say—and it specifically uses
the words, "the practice has been to assume that the continued op-

eration of the private economy".
Mr. O'Connell is the private economy. If we assumed his contin-

ued operation and ran it parallel to these other instances—and it

does say "other similarly situated personnel"—it seems to me there

is an argument that the Park Service had to keep personnel there

to allow him to continue the operation of the private economy that

he was running.
With that, I will yield back the balance of my time, Mr. Chair-

man.
Mr. Hayworth. I thank the gentleman from Arizona.
Mr. Leshy, do you have any comments?
Mr. Leshy. We will be happy to give you a written response on

that point.

I just would briefly say that I think the difference here is, you
know, if it were a Federally-owned meat packing plant, it would
shut down. The Federal Government provides ancillary services

that makes private meatpacking go.

On the question of the parks, it is really the flip side of that.

That is, the concessionaires provide ancillary services that enable
the people to experience the parks. Because of the shutdown, the

people could not experience the parks. So I think that is the dis-

tinction, but I would be glad to elaborate on it in writing.

[The information was not received at time of printing.]

Mr. Shadegg. Well, it is not set forth in the opinion, and I don't

think—I mean you can make the argument that the Federal Gov-
ernment does control and operate the air traffic control towers, and
so I am not certain the point holds, and I am certain the park con-

cessionaires would like an explanation.
Mr. Hayworth. I thank the gentleman from Arizona for his

time.

Moving along, let me turn then to our friend, Mr. O'Connell, who
is here and quite patiently listened to the exchange.
What about this situation for you in a private business setting?

What is your evaluation of the course of action that should be fol-

lowed?
Mr. O'Connell. Well, I understand the issue of safety and secu-

rity in the park, but the reality of the situation is that I am a pri-

vate businessman trying to make a living. I have 100 employees
working for me, trying to make a living. We are just trying to every

day make ends meet. All of a sudden, the Government shuts down,
and 3 days later I am asked for an explanation and I am told safe-

ty and security. It may or may not make a lot of sense, depending
on the parks.
Parks are different. Each park needs to be looked at individually,

I would say. Certainly, in my situation there is concurrent jurisdic-

tion with local law enforcements. So there was no loss of law en-

forcement coverage in the park.

Also, given the nature of the park that I operate in, there was
no reason why we needed to be closed at all, flat out.
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Now, granted, there are some parks this may or may not hold
true, but certainly it is—a blanket shutdown was not the proper
course of action.

Every park is different. The Blue Ridge Parkway is different

from Yosemite, different from Big Bend, different from Yellowstone.
The Statue of Liberty is different from Acadia can't. Every park is

different, and they require different services to maintain safety and
security, and my stand is that they should be looked at individually

and different courses of action should be taken as appropriate.

Mr. Hayworth. Well, let's pursue that with reference to the
business which you operate. You mentioned earlier, and we spoke
parenthetically, about the dilemma of the wedding, which gave us
all a chuckle in retrospect but certainly wasn't funny for the folks

involved in it. You also talked about the challenges of Thanks-
giving Day, and again there is a tendency to kind of get tongue in

cheek about this, although I am certain that it had business con-

sequences for you. Let's pursue the business consequences.
If the Government shuts down, which of your services would be

directly and, I dare say, adversely impacted by that decision?

Mr. O'CONNELL. Well, strictly speaking, when the Government
shuts down, it has little or no effect on my operation as far as Gov-
ernment employees are concerned.
Granted, in theory, there would be no rangers patrolling the

parkway. All right. I very seldom see rangers except when there is

an accident, and in that case, as I said, there is concurrent jurisdic-

tion in our area, which means we would have the local county sher-

iffs or the other law enforcement agencies.

Visitor interpretation: Due to budget cutbacks, there is very little

visitor interpretation left anyway, so it would be hardly missed.
Other administrative functions that the Blue Ridge Parkway pro-

vides: For example, the superintendent's office, the concession spe-

cialist, all of the secretaries; if they are sent home, it really doesn't
affect my business in the least, certainly not for—in the short-term
it wouldn't, certainly the Government would be expected to reopen
within a week, I would hope.
And I can't see any effect on me, and why I couldn't have been

allowed to operate for a week makes no sense. There would have
been no adverse effect on the visitor and certainly no risk to the
environment.
We are in a partnership with the Park Service, you have to re-

member that. It would not behoove me to damage or in any way
abuse the park environment. That is not what I am here to do. And
whether there is a Federal agency here to oversee and protect the
park or not, I like to look at it as, we are in a partnership, and
I will bail out the Federal Government, I will bail out the Park
Service. When they are forced to go home because of a budgetary
shutdown or a budgetary limitation, then I will offer as a conces-

sioner, in their stead, to watch over the park resource. I have no
desire to abuse it at all.

Mr. Hayworth. Thank you very much, Mr. O'Connell.
Mr. Leshy, a question for you, sir. Do the States which manage

hunts on National Wildlife Refuges assume all liability for the ac-

tivities on those refuges?
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Mr. Leshy. Mr. Chairman, I am not actually sure of the answer.
To some extent, this area is covered by statute; to some extent, it

is covered by individual agreements; and I just would have to look
at those. I am happy to look into it and get back to you.
Mr. Hayworth. Well, we thank you very much for your willing-

ness to take a look at it and to get back to us with your findings.

[The information was not received at time of printing.]

Mr. Hayworth. With that in mind, I again turn to my good
friend from Michigan for any questions or comments he might
have.
Mr. KiLDEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I think I better go back

to church.
Mr. Hayworth. I think that is an observation that we all could

use in these times. And thank you very much for your comments.
If there are no further questions, I want to thank the witnesses

for their valuable testimony and, of course, the Members for their
questions, many of whom have had to vacate the premises to catch
airplanes, and my good friend from Michigan for his closing obser-
vation.

If there is no further business, the Chairman again thanks the
members of the committee, and this committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the committee was adjourned; and

the following was submitted for the record:]
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104th congress
1st Session H. R. 2677

To ri'quirc tlu' Sccrotaiy of the Interior to accept from a State donations

of sen-ices of State employees to perform, in a period of Government

budgetary' shutdowii, otherwise authorized functions in any unit of the

National Wildlife Refuge System or the National Park System.

IX TPIE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

November 20, 1995

Mr. YouxG of Alaska (for himself, Mr. H.VNSEX, Mr. Saxtox, Mr. CAL^^RT,

and Mr. ILu^AVOKTH) introduced the following bill; wliich was referred to

the Committee on Resources

A BILL
To require the Secretarj^ of the Interior to accept from

a State donations of services of State employees to per-

form, in a period of Government budgetar>^ shutdown,

otherwise authorized functions in any unit of the Na-

tional Wildlife Refuge System or the National Park

System.

1 Be it enacted hy the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States ofAmerica in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

4 Tliis Act may be cited as the "National Parks and

5 National Wildlife Refuge Systems Freedom Act of 1995".
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2

1 SEC. 2. REQUIREMENT FOR SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR

2 TO ACCEPT STATE DONATIONS OF STATE EM-

3 PLOYEE SERVICES.

4 (a) Requirement.—The Secretarv- shall accept from

5 any State donations of services of qualified State employ-

6 ees to perform in a Unit, in a period of Government budg-

7 etary shutdowii, functions otherwise authorized to be per-

8 formed by Department of Interior personnel.

9 (b) Limitations.—^An employee of a State may per-

10 form functions under tliis section only mthin areas of a

1

1

Unit that are located in the State.

12 (c) Exclusion From Treatment as Federal Em-

13 plo^t:es.—^A State employee who performs functions

14 under tliis section shall not be treated as a Federal em-

15 ployee for purposes of any Federal law relating to pay or

1

6

benefits for Federal employees.

17 (d) Definitions.—In this section

—

18 (1) the term "Government budgetars^ shut-

19 down" means a period during which there are no

20 amounts available for the operation of the National

21 Wildlife Refuge System and the National Park Sys-

22 tern, because of

—

23 (A) a failure to enact an annual appropria-

24 tions bill for the period for the Department of

25 the Interior; and

•HR 2677 IH
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3

1 (B) a failure to enact a bill (or joint reso-

2 hition) continuing the availability of appropria-

3 tions for the Department of the Interior for a

4 temporan,^ period pending the enactment of

5 such an annual appropriations bill;

6 (2) the term "Secretary" means the Secretary

7 of the Interior; and

8 (3) the term "Unit" means a unit of

—

9 (A) the National Wildlife Refuge System,

10 or

11 (B) the National Park System.

O

•HR 2677 ffl
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104th congress
1st Session H. R. 2706

To authorize the Secretary of the Interior to accept from a State donations

of services of State employees to perform hunting management functions

in a National Wildlife Refuge in a period of Government budgetary

shutdown.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

December 5, 1995

Mrs. Lincoln introduced the following bill; which was referred to the

Committee on Resources

A BILL
To authorize the Secretary of the Interior to accept from

a State donations of services of State employees to per-

form hunting management functions in a National Wild-

life Refuge in a period of Government budgetary shut-

down.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 fives of the United States ofAmerica in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

4 This Act may be cited as the "National Wildlife Ref-

5 uge Management Contingency Act of 1995".
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1 SEC. 2. AUTHORITY OF SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR TO

2 ACCEPT STATE DONATIONS OF STATE EM-

3 PLOYEE SERVICES TO PERFORM HUNTING

4 MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS.

5 (a) In General.—The Secretary shall accept from

6 any quaUfied State donations of services of State employ-

7 ees to perform in a National Wildlife Refuge, in a period

8 of Government budgetary shutdown, hunting management

9 functions otherwise authorized to be performed by Depart-

10 ment of Interior personnel.

1

1

(b) Limitations.—^An employee of a State may per-

12 form functions under this section only

—

13 (1) within areas of a National Wildhfe Refuge

14 that are located in the State; and

15 (2) in accordance with an agreement entered

16 into by the Secretary and the Governor of the State

17 under subsection (c).

18 (c) Agreements.—
19 (1) In general.—For purposes of this section,

20 the Secretary may enter into an agreement in ac-

21 cordance with this subsection with the Governor of

22 any State in which is located any part of a National

23 Wildlife Refuge.

24 (2) Terms conditions.—^An agreement under

25 this subsection shall

—

•HR 2706 IH
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1 (A) require that each individual performing

2 functions under the agreement shall have

—

3 (i) provisions to ensure resource and

4 visitor protection acceptable under the

5 standards of the United States Fish and

6 Wildlife Service;

7 (ii) adequate safety training;

8 (iii) knowledge of the terrain in which

9 the individual will perform those functions;

10 and

11 (iv) knowledge of and adherence to

12 Federal regulations relating to those func-

13 tions; and

14 (B) specify other terms and conditions

15 under which a State employee may perform

16 such functions.

17 (d) Exclusion From Treatment as Federal Em-

18 PLOYEES.—^A State employee who performs functions

19 under this section shall not be treated as a Federal em-

20 ployee for purposes of any Federal law relating to pay or

21 benefits for Federal employees.

22 (e) Definitions.—In this section

—

23 (1) the term "Government budgetary shut-

24 down" means a period during which there are no

•HR 2706 IH

21-952 - 96 - 3
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4

1 amounts available for the operation of the National

2 Wildlife Refuge System, because of

—

3 (A) a failure to enact an annual appropria-

4 tions bill for the period for the Department of

5 the Interior; and

6 (B) a failure to enact a bill (or joint reso-

7 lution) continuing the availability of appropria-

8 tions for the Department of the Interior for a

9 temporary period pending the enactment of

10 such an annual appropriations bill;

11 (2) the term "qualified State" means a State

12 that has entered into an agreement uith the Sec-

13 retary in accordance with subsection (c); and

14 (3) the term "Secretary" means the Secretary

15 of the Interior.

O

•HR 2706 IH
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JIA.&, J^ouit of leiepre^entatibes;

Committee on ^^teovxui

VBa^inBttm, fiC 20515

December 7, 1995

Hon. Don Young
Chairman

Committee on Resources

1324 Longworth

By Hand

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Your staff has informed the minority that you are seeicing to bring H.R. 2677, "The National Parks

and National Wildlife Refuge Systems Freedom Act," to the floor next week under Suspension of the

Rules. By this letter, 1 am informing you and the Republican leadership that it would be premature

to schedule this bill — which will be subject to a hearing only tomorrow, when the House will not

even be in session — for the floor.

All Democratic Members are aware of the significant inconveniences caused by the recent closure of

many parks, refuges and other federal sites during the recent government shut-down. Many of us had

sites and constituents who were affected by the closures which were occasioned by the failure of the

Congress to pass the necessary appropriations bills that are required to fund these functions of

government.

Hastily passing a bill like H.R. 2677, however, is an inappropriate response. Many serious questions

have already been raised about this legislation concerning the fmancial and technical capability of

states to administer federal facilities, questions of liability, impacts on the ability of states to maintain

their own parks if personnel are diverted to federal sites, and many more. The need for the

legislation has also been called into question since most government shut-downs have occurred for

very short periods of time, generally a day or two.

Of course, when a federal shut-down occurs, far more than the parks and refiiges are affected. Is it

the Republican plan to permit states to take over other areas of federal responsibility as well? In

addition, some have raised concerns that this legislation may be the fu-st step in a broader plan to

remove parks and other lands from federal management and turn them over to the states on a

permanent basis. Indeed, some Republican members of this Committee have proposed just such a

divestiture of federal assets to the states, few of which have the fiscal or personnel resources to

manage these federal lands.
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Page 2

Hon. Don Young

December 7, 1995

Page Two

Some Members are also expressing dismay at the suggestion that H.R. 2677 would be brought to the

floor after a single perftinctory hearing, with no ability to seek additional witness comments, to

develop amendments, or to participate in mark-ups at the subcommittee or even the committee level.

Treating this complex subject in this fashion may be designed to suggest this is a simple matter, but

it most certainly is not. Your staff is already aware of multiple legal, operational and policy

concerns that have been raised by the Department of the Interior concerning this legislation.

1 would hope there is no suggestion, because we are recommending the normal legislative

consideration of an untested and unsupported change in federal policy, that Democratic Members are

less concerned about the impacts of parks, refuge and other closures on federal employees, our

constituents or other citizens, because we certainly are concerned and committed to acting to

minimize the chances that such closures will occur again.

Accordingly, we will strongly object to any effort to bring H.R. 2677 to the floor under a Unanimous

Consent request or a Suspension of the Rules until such time as the Committee on Resources has had

an opportunity to give this proposal full legislative consideration. This legislation is not a simple

proposal but rather a radical departure from federal resource management practices that could place

the taxpayers and federal resources at serious risk and that, therefore, deserves full committee

scrutiny.

Copies: Members of the Committee on Resources

Hon. Richard A. Gephardt

Hon. Richard Armey
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Testimony on HR 2677 for House Resources Committee
Governor Fife Symington, Arizona

8 December 1995

Thank you for the chance to come here today to discuss the merits of HR 2677. I've

had the chance to reviev^ this bill and the bill drafted by Arizona Senators Kyi and
McCain. I applaud both chambers for responding so quickly to this problem, and I

am confident that we can keep the parks open in the event of a second budget
impasse. Today, I'd like to outline for you the importance of Grand Canyon
National Park to Arizona, recap the steps we took last month in a bid to reopen the

park, and underscore some of the critical questions the legislation needs to ar\swer.

In the wake of the federal government shutdown last month, some folks asked in

jest: if the news media hadn't told you the government was closed, would you have

noticed? While this question reflects a healthy indifference toward both

Washington and the press, the answer unfortunately for us in Arizona was yes.

The administration's decision to close Grand Canyon National Park on November
15th, two days after the general government shutdown, was a jolt to many in my
state. We estimate that visitors to the Grand Canyon spend $250 million in

Arizona each year. This activity sustains communities in Northern Arizona and
generates about $12.5 million annually in sales tax revenue for the state, roughly the

cost to operate the park.

Besides the economic consequences of the closure, I was disturbed by the way it hit a

number of individuals. Visitors come to see the canyon from around the coimtry

and the world. We in Arizona pride ourselves on being good hosts. Thus, I

really was annoyed when a couple from New Zealand who had spent $10,000 to visit

the park was tiimed away at the gate. If s a little arrogant I think to seal off one of

the natiu"al wonders of the world while our federal government squabbles over its

continuing fiscal excess.

In response to the closure, Arizona asked the federal government to let us reopen

the park using state resources. We backed up our offer by going to the park the next

day vdth the manpower necessary to do the job. The caravan I led on November
17th included State Parks staff, employees from our Department of Public Safety, and
unarmed National Guardsmen. We had come to work, not to fight.

Upon arrival, I met with Park Superintendent Rob Amberger. He was somewhat
uneasy about our campaign. However, he relaxed enough to point out to me a fact

that clearly illustrates the absurdity of this episode. He mentioned that there is

evidence of human habitation of the Grand Canyon that goes back 4,000 years. So

while Mother Nature could not in 4 millerxnia keep people out of the Canyon, the
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federal government managed to drive them out last month.

While we were at the park, the administration declined our offer to reopen it.

They cited several concerns. I urge you today to view these as legitimate but

surmountable obstacles. 1 think we can craft legislation to keep the parks open that

addresses these issues. Please consider these points as you go into mark-up.

The first hurdle dted by the Interior Department in rejecting my offer involved the

responsibility of the Secretary to operate parks in "a safe and sound manner,
consistent with federal law and regulations, and to manage their resources in such a

way as to preserve them for future generations." Legislation should give states an
option. Let us open parks by paying the salaries and benefits of federal employees

or by using state employees. I am concerned that the Department is going to urge

you to bar the use of state employees by establishing arbitrary standards of experience

or training. Don't buy mto this Washington-knows-best mentality.

In connection with this issue, please also consider the opportunities we have to

serve the public through partial reopenings of various parks. Consider, for

example, the possibilities at Grand Canyon National Park. The federal government
had the flexibility during the first two days of the budget deadlock to keep the park

open but dose the visitors' center. In the event of a second budget impasse this

month, the state of Arizona might at a minimum reopen Mather Point. Please

turn your attention to the map of the park we've provided. During last month's

budget impasse, the federal government blocked access to the road that goes out to

this overlook. Removing this roadblock and allowing visitors to enjoy perhaps the

best view of the canyon, as shown in the picture before you, would not be hard. It

would not entail putting the full contingent of 200 or so "non-essential" park

employees back on the job. It would require only a handful of employees in

relatively simple positions.

A second objection raised by the Interior Department involves the Antidefidency

Act. Under this law, the federal government cannot obligate funds that have not

been appropriated. On the basis of this, the Department rejected our offer to reopen

the Grand Canyon National Park because we did not discuss covering the

incremental costs of things such as power and water supplies arising from an
expansion of park operations beyond the "essential" level. This objection highlights

only a minor flaw in our original proposal, as non-salary expenses account for only

about 10 percent of the park's operating budget. I propose that you consider adding
these infrastructure costs to the definition of essential services, so the Interior

Department can keep paying them. Alternatively, at least let states cover these

costs along with salaries when making a bid to keep a park open.

The third problem the Department had with Arizona's offer concerned liability at

times when a state would provide services to the federal government. I think we
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can deal with this by clarifying the issue in legislation. One acceptable solution

that 1 understand is taking shape would involve indemnification of a state for any
liability to the United States arising from the actions of a state employee. In any
case, I think our society is eventually going to paralyze itself with fears and threats

about legal liability. When God gave us the Grand Canyon, 1 don't think he ever

intended for the lawyers to rope it off and secret it away.

In addition to addressing the Administration's concerns, I would ask you to coi\sider

in legislation the issue of compensating states for expenses. This could be done
through a fee sharing arrangement as we had proposed or through reimbursement
once the federal government resumes normal operations.

Last week, at a meeting of the Western Governors' Association, we passed a

resolution in support of your efforts to keep the parks open. Because the west is

home to most of the key holdings of the National Park System, we need to be heard

on this issue. In our view, the decision to close the parks was a good sign of the

need to transfer responsibility for important matters closer to home.

I urge you to move this bill forward promptly, so we can be prepared to keep the

parks open in case budget talks again deadlock. Thank you again for the

opportunity to testify.
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RESOLUTION RECEIVED AFTER THE DEADLINE

Western governors' Association December 1, 1995
Proposed Resolution 95 - D Las Vegas. Nevada

SPONSOR: Governor Symington

SUBJECT: National Parks and National Wildlife Refuge Systems Freedom Act of 1995

A. BACKGROUND

1

.

The federal government was shutdown during budget negotiations between

the President and Congress in November 1995, The federal government

faces the potential of a second budgetarv shutdown later in December.

2. The budgetary shutdowns closed the National Parks and National Wildlife

Refuge systems to the citizens of this country. These unnecessary closures

represent a significant economic threat to the western states.

3. The State of Arizona, during the November 1995 budgetary shutdown,

offered to supply temporary funds or state personnel to keep the Grand

Canyon National Park open to visitors.

4. The Secretary of Interior is prohibited under current statutes from delegating

or allowing the responsibilities for operating the National Park and National

Wildlife Refuge systems to the states. The Secretary, further believes that

if there are no lawfully appropriated funds to operate the Park and Wildlife

Refuge systems, the Department of Interior is precluded under the

Antideficiency Act from entering into any anangement with a state that would

have the effect of obligating funds, regardless of the conditions.

5. The National Parks and National Wildlife Refuge Systems Freedom Act of

1995 was introduced to address these issues and to require the Secretary

of Interior to accept state donated services of qualified state employees

during a period of government budgetary shutdown to perform authorized

functions.

GOVERNORS' POLICY STATEMENT

1. The Western Governors believe that the closure of the National Park and

National Wildlife Refuge systems is avoidable in the event of a federal

government budget impasse if the Secretary of Interior has the authority to

accept state donations of personnel to perform necessary functions.
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The Western Governors support the intent and immediate passage of the

National Park and Wildlife Refuge Systems Act of 1995.

C. GOVERNORS' MANAGEMENT DIRECTIVE

1. The Western Governors' Association shall convey this resolution to the

President, the Secretary of Interior, and appropriate members and
committees of Congress.

2 The Western Governors' Association staff will continue to monitor

congressional activities in this area and report back to the Governors as

necessary.

96f»sosV»»os^«1u a
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STATEMENT BY

BRUCE O'CONNELL

PISGAH INN - BLUE RIDGE PARKWAY

ON BEHALF OF

NATIONAL PARK HOSPITALITY ASSOCIATION

December 8, 1995

EXHIBIT A
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National Park Concessions, Inc.
f.FNFRAI CillKI>'

MAMMOTH CAVh hi M I ICKV A??\<^W'2I
('.11X1771 /19)

CALCUl^Kl) LOSS KtSUnjNG FKOM NAUUNAl. PARK CLOSURE

Nation.nl Hflrk CodcckkJ ..nf. , ) „>. . hat; cfllmlated the loBb of ri-vcnue
ilirciily iclaicd tr. the dlrecilve i.f the Natjonol I'aik Service to close
bit "en<' Nntloiinl Park., Icxas.

The NalloTi.nl F,n k Service cloied My, Bend National r.Tik on NoVL-n.hci
v.. 1995 and mand.iled Nations) I'aik ConccsEious, Jnc. too close all
of jis operatloriB on Novemher 17. 1995. Copies oJ tbc two olfjcl.il
letters Novcoibcr ) . 1993 auJ Noveirhei 14. 1995 oie «llachfd. b, sddlti.
tlieielu tclc|.I.onic conmiunlcat Jupb were received by Natluu,-il t.-iik

CoiuiBfcJou^, Inc. m,nnaj;eaieiit from Hk Natlon.-il Fnik Service.

It Is eolculated ih.u Nal loual K.iik CouceNKJons, Inc. snlfctcd
U'j^iii of revenue ar-. a result o£ the CIX)SUKE In the miouiil c.f <.S/,200.74
Sir the sltached rnlculailou slieils.

i-.Tl'

0*: :. .\'sy.c*iK r*i%h

y:r Mn.vi
Cins

«>j>irRAn?
iMOTOSUIITJH
r.:»vviiiAiiON

'I'CtiSonii'

NS*XW1TVI0'.
•I'Xt&tJj^iC.

ao* BOAT :-

.••1f^vii^l^^.;I.

>MRI.v7M

In addition tu the direct loss of revenue. National Hark ConccsFJoi
Inr. suffered additjon.nl losses. Big Bend Niitlonal I'ark 5s located
about 100 miles Irora any town and as such must honsc and letil It
employees. )t la e.-.l Inialed that the o.lnlmuui LApen>,e Involved to house
and feed the slafl diirln); this period auiuunled to $/.,550.00.

Had we not kept oor blaf( duiinj; ibis period of lime wc sjoiply
would have loal a lar^e pon Umi of those etuployees. Payroll cost to
ictalu ihoKc employee?; Jk cstlmartJ at a mininium of J2/,7iU.OO. Our
nilllty expenses n.ntimied dortut: the 'shut dowu' period, the Insurjiue
ton tontlnutd during this 'shut down' period, along with the cost of
talJlnt; our gne-.l who held reservations, lelters, ;»nd other cor.li;
cmitJnned and we liavt not attempted to calculate .1)1 of these and ol her
expenses at this pojiil in i Imp

tip; total I'STlHATFn loss OV KKVKNUL, TUt LMI'I^YLE CO^IPENSATJO^ PAID
AND THK KXPENSf; IN(:U«1(KI> 10 UOUSK AND Ktf.n TllE STAFK IS J84,50U.74.
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Thf n.nnlli ol Novt-mbfr ib oiu ol llir hi.jvle.sl vi si liil i on pri iods al hjf,

Bcnrt Natioii.i) V.nV. Tlir Nalicnal I'Pik Service Oln-ili'd Natlnn.il Fark Concf:;K j nns

,

Inc. lo (oicf rcnielcird RuCbl lo Ic.tvc- oui Trailer I'.Trk even ihnuf.h tlit-y held

reservfll ion;, (or a longi-r period o( time.

The N.Ttli'Utfl Park Strvici- diircli-d u:. to f i.n € our rrj;iBtcrfd gocsl in Ihc

Ludge ovi-rrifihl .irrommodnt ioKS ti> check out t vni though thry held rcKcrvoC Ions

It' »il»y flddltjoii.l] nlc.htK.

Ihe Guest were very unhnppy, and we linvc lecelved written and lelephorn'

threalM ol legal arlinn for otir failure to comply with o ronflnsed reKcrvatioii

I on! rHCt

.

^:

Garnp^ I), ll.-inson, CHA

Vretldent & Ccnersl Muii«j;cr
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15 KOVWBfcR 1993

MLMUKANPHH

TO: KONDFI.) t. SANDI KS

FROM; C;l;UAI-I) K. WILLI "5

^iUDJ: P,t^!A^tKS K\l'i. lo C-Ht^is lii;tTRt:0 j N(. KAkK (l.OSUKL

WlllLU PASSINi.. i.'Ul' COIlK.S OF NATVINAL r-ARK (;O.NCTS<.:uNS , INC. l.LJTLR AN)) NATIONAL
TAHK bhKVlCL l.KMKK COK(M<MN(. THK KAKK CI.O'^tKL 1 HFAKf) IHC KOil.OWlNl. NF.I.A'llVL

COMMKN'TS

:

l.>
" I'VL Un-.N WAlTINi.. 'JO CO.MK lOK l^ YKAKJ. ANIJ NOW 1 HAVE TO I. LAV)' F.AKLY."

:.) "
T!ll> IS klDid'LOlir OUK I'Ol.ll 1 ( I ANF, CAN '

i KlIN OUR C;OVi;RN>iFNI .

"

3.'' "
U'L'Ul HERE VKOM l.NCLANl\ WE DO lll.DhkSTiUJi'. OUK (.OVtKNMIlNT IS r.VKN WORSE."

i.) "
] 'K HIKINv, Jill; TkAllS TOMORROW. JHLV CAN iHROW MK OUl IF THFY (AN FINfi MF.."

'>.) " ISN'T THJS SILLY' M ' S A SHAMl- OUR rOI.IT i CJ ANi: CAN", KtACH AN At-KLI-.Mr.NT

ON SOMETHINC I.IKI. TH3P."

T!!L NU.SREK TIVL STATKMKNT WAS K,Y FAR THF M;.i.I COMMON. IT MAY HAVE btLN WORDEI' A

MITLE DIH-KKLNTLY KJ'J JT KA.S F.;:;.KNi 1 ALLY Jilt .SAIIL.

'nKRAl.d K. WILLI?
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NOTES TO FILtS

Kovemher 30. 199.S

Manager, Ronnie Sanririe, Mf; l<end Nailonsl Park Oijeratlons of Nallona] I'aik

ConcfFBlcMiF , Inc. rtctivcri ;i call at a|ii)ioxlti.fil elv 9:A0 AM C'S'i from Willlani Connell,
Alloriiey of ll.e Inw f J i in I'f Cpiinell and Taylor, SIHS filU Avenue, New York, New Voik,

Etallur. lie re(ire(.ent cd Andre.-. (:. Itomlollno vi Italy nnd thai Nftllonal Park

Concessions, Inc. I>si1 bieflclitd « ccntvocl with lilt, client. SanilelJ. flllctnplerf U-

cxplnln the situation !<• Mr. Connr] ] , bin wHliOUl succei.s In pnllsfylng Mr. Connell.

!>andcvE: referred AUt'vney Connell if llx T'lcf-idmi and General Manager of National

Park ConresFlone, Inc., Gsiner 11. Hanson .it K.immoth Cnvt , Kentucky.

Novcm^ci 30, )995i

Cainer P. Hunson, President an<l General Mtmaper, National Park C;oncest;ions , Inc.

rcrcjvcil .n cflll f ii'iu Attorney, Willl.im Cr.nncll on the siih,1ect of N.itJon.Tl Park
Concet;!-lon!-, Inc. failure to fulfll.l a retervarlon contract with his client Andrea C.

Rondollno of Astl, Tt.'ily. CiMiuell wanted Nrttioii.i] Park Concc sfI ont , Inc. f.T>: numbei ,

which he was provided. Mr. Co'mcll received blncere apulogle.s from Hanson for the

inconvenience hlfc client had suffered, offered kondollno o free nip.hts lodglnf, f.t

Foric future date, and e>:>ilaliied thai Nntioniil I'nrk Conccspioiif., Inc. was orderec; by

the United Slstes lieparLment of the Intoicj, N.itional P.iik Seivlce, Hg bend

National Park lu close- and th.-it we lind nr> choice In the tuallcr. He was advised that

the National I'ark Sti'vlci- Kan^ieir. were the ones who n.inncd the cntiy R.Ttcs to the

pari; .ind 7cfnpcd vl^-lrorf entry. Mr. Connell was advised that National I'ail.

C.r,\u chsU-nf. , Inc. liaJ liiiinedifl ely proceM-ed i credit I <- Rondolino's American Lxpi cs>.

cvedll card account ii^r the rtdv.nu r ) rir.w ! .• j.c 1 vjit Ion dej^otJl as a jffvind.

^^a^t^y
Garner 11. Hanson
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0* HANSON
poaoonmo

CC^ChAI. MAWCiK

National Park Concessions, Inc.
GLNLKAi omcrs

MAMMOTH CAVE. KtmUCKY 42Zi9 0027
I'jOZI 773 2191

lte;UKJrftVf»»5

Mr. Andr*« C. londollno
•tratfa dalla Barrs (8

UOIO V«»ll«r«no d'Astl
(A«tl), Italy

I>«*r Mr. Roodoltnni

IIOTU
LOOOtS

FCXWSOMCl
om

HAfoawm
PHOTO SUIlUtS
(WVKIBTKnON
ACCTiSonrj.

iHANtPOKTATION
SIOITKDNC
KCMDOATS

CUDXCnSHING
CAMTlNOSUWUt!-

TRAILOI SfTLS

SKIIUtKTAl.

U« alnearcly rcgrst. that you vera wsabl* to vlalt vttb u* at

Chlao* NouDtalna Lod(* tfo* to tb» actloiu of tha D. 8., DapaxtsaDt
of tba Interior, National Park Sarvlcc ordarlnc the Park to ba

Cloaad ill* to Budgetary problaas.

Certainly «• can appreciate yonr dlaappointsant In not being
abla to enter blQ Band Kotlonal Park aa scbeduled.

National Park Coocaaalona, toe. la a private covpaoy tbat

operataa tbe Chlaoa Houatalne Lo4ge under a long terv contract
wltb tb« U. 6. Dap«rt«ect of tbe Interior, National Pack Sarrlca.
Ha vera ordered by tbe OovercoMnt to cloae onr opertlona, w« bad
00 choice In the Matter.

To«r advance room raaarvatlon dapoalt which vaa Bade by a

charge to y»ur Aaarlcao Bxpraaa haa no« Vaan cradlted to J^T
account aa of Hovnaber 21, 1993 in the oaoaoC of $60.42. A' copy
of tbat cradlt ta ancloaad for your Inforaatlon.

We elncaroly apologlce for the Inconvenience the closure of
tba Park haa cauevd ynu. Wo aerloualy doubt that tbe V.8. DepartaenC

of tbe Interior, National Park Service, vlll be In a poaltloo to Bake

any payseota to anyone aa result of tbelr actlona to cloae the Parkt

hmMver, we nta oondlnfk n ropy of yout l*ttcr to the SopatlDtendent

for hla Inforsatlon, coualdcratlon, and further reapooaa to you.

Uopefully you vlll be eble to plen a future vlalt to Big Band

and Ktvo ua an opportunity to ecrvc yoo at the Cbleos Kountalne
Lodge.

. Very truly youre.

Gamer B. Uaaaoo, Cli
Praaldant t Oaoeral Haaagar

SvperlBtendeot, BBlNP, w/c IneoiilTig
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Kinvembrr 1 b. 1 ^IfiC.

Mcrnoi?ri(ium

lo: rifelf) UirrcUw:. on<) CiL'^-cd'"' wii Coofdnu'iK-rr.

Piorii: T'cpuly Din.rlcir ( ioik'^I Jr.l-in J Iu-yi10ltif)

SubjCTl; C"onnc't>s.ion fifici C.:ampf.ili cl'jiocinwn [jruccciuiC'j-

Nt) proy.i'bS lias; lincri iiiCicJfi in it iiViniiii^iMi tli.ii vvoLJid prtiviclL- viv.

iipptopnations. Aucc'idinriiv, now thm pink 1acililins aio rlos^ed

,-ind f.n('.'ic-d nnd ;;tan ic-fiiicdii lo ci i-niniriuiiri v/f ',vill bctyir\

IrfipleniLniing Hip following bdciitiorifil r'lio&o 2 ck'f.priovvn t-topr- e;<

t'ccubic'v "to emsuic Ihh |)rC'lC't;tion <,'! Ihc idnifininsj visiloiP;

1 \'ii(loi:- 111 'ill o\L'Miif)lu oucc .riiriodcjiiuiii'- aii'i cornp^jtcuiidc.

ri'e to I:: givan 4-8 lioji;., t.luiiric] from C; pin r?T, Wodncaddy,
W', 've'iib.T 15, i'l Vv'liicli til nuke cahrir aruinyenuMiib afxJ Ic^cive ihn

P':iik, \\\\h ci|;ipli(»;-. to \it-il.)rs \\\ Ixth t\IPS diiCi f onr.c :.siOI'u:T

opt-r,ueci fcicilitios.

2. Ail cOliCOC.'^ion (;()r:r3tOri ViMlOi vfiviro!. ifui lacilitis?^

&ie to tu'. ckisecl un'(;:-.j> tl'iey /wc ticomea ir-.seraicii ff'f honlth ur

cnfets' purposc-s CI 'Ti: lu-'cdt-n lo t.u|.'pC'ii i.mpoinij (.-isentifji ptirk

Cipo:atiC''!s corcef'^'. m' dijerritod nijirino? aie 'ci be clor-ed.

RC'Ulinfi i-ecunty irms! lit inai'i' jIul-J. Acn^s to piivcitoly owned
boots rit pc-fiviitteci. Pu; Li-jfi U-.r locrealidnt;! raiipcr.oK v^itlmi thi.'

pink hC'U:iClHry dei"\i6(i.

:!. In Liibon nre.ii '.'/horo Ihuin k- u neeil U^ i oiilii\ij£; d.ill

Ilw ftnfcicomHnt cci\f-;<j!jc dm? to the niHliiihly \v cciitfol \'i.'.itin

ciC cos:., COMC-OLiEioii OpCiT'itiuiiS tniiy Pe jlUiWf^rl lu LOlltinUPt to

c)1)L'KUl'. Iri thctf inr-lnricCii, thpio It iivi jC'Ofinrcly t') the

vibiiing public.

4. Arctif, to pf-fsi.iuil rind (.C'li'i'iieiriiil mholdinys ii.

pc'irmttc-'i huwever, n.- ic-:rHiiiii'ii.;i! u-h;. c'iUi'ij:'f< of the inlioldinp

un |.>fiik 1,-inHs nrr- tC' be [orniiticcl

Col"iC.«r.;.om.-.-L. rnir-.t b iV4i(y .. ( tl"if<^>t.' ..".tiC'ri"^. m-m ic i)i.il(.<'v -Ms;).

I wiint ti.- ..ipdoii oti. i.ouni o< c-i.;.bi.iiji erri|.;i:.yn:ri. Dy f;('B loOijy.

pruvidc .' Brij; r rbA.ifh-r vi.i CH M>^il .) pnrl b\ p?.-! littii.ci i.'l

tbC' iiuniOfti of os-^.fi.b.il iTiii'iltiyi. ff.. Al u iruMuclfi youi ti>i?il

iiiiKibfii C'1 dinplciv^^'ii. 'in\v on <.,iiill. Rdviow your (iesiHiiiitiOii of

tbcsi eini'iC'Vf'f"-- c;)if-.tilly fviily n x'f-iy Mii.-i'il pci .
. i itafJO .'lioiilo
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rnmciin

I he <-:iUi8li(M^ I'.. ( !iH|-i(jifiC) lui'idly. Wcj v;ill fioiify you r-.'

cifcuinstnnccs cIicIpic
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TAKli

Uinifd Sialfs l)c'j)aniiiciii oj the Intcnor *MtRtt*

r62 (BJBE-C)

Nov«mbBr 14, 199S

NAI KlNAI PAKk SI l<\ K 1

r(l); I'.. ..|l N..l...|,..| l-.uk.

l;i-.'.i..nii< WiM ..i.'i s.^,,.. I'.iv. ,

111 11. .V k"'

r.l;; I). .,.l\.:-i..i.il l-.nl l.< .%,!• .•.

Mr. Hon Sandar*
Realdent Manager
Chiao* Mountains Lodge
Big Band National Park, Texas 79834

Daar Hr. 5ande>9:

On Novembar 3, ve notified you that the Covernnient was oj>erating under a
continuing resolution, which would expire on Noven^bej 13, 1995. Wo also
informed you that if agresmsnt was not reached. Big Bend National Park would
be closed until a budget or a continuing rasolutlon paeaed or the debt celling
was lifted to provide funding for our operation.

Unfortunately, that aituation has occurred, and Big Bend National Park io now
closed to the public aa of 11 a.m., Noventbar 14, 1995. The two main entrances
to the park (US 3Bb and TX 118) are closed and ataffed by cooxniseloned
peraonnel, who will keep the vieltlng public from entering the park but will
allow local and eeeential busineae traffic to enter.

We hope that this budget impaeae will be resolved shortly, and so we do not
plan to iTOTiedlately disrupt Overnight visitors. Our closure plan calls for
the Rio Grande Village RV Campground and National Park Service campgrounds to
remain open through tonight. The Chlsos Mountains Lodge overnight visitora
must vacate the park by the morning of Novainber 16; the restaurant and Panther
Junction service station will close down at the end of buelneeB on November
16. All other National Park Conceeeions, Inc., facJJitiee will close down at
the end of business on November 16.

Xll park baekcountry roads, trails, and the river are closed to public and
residents' use. The main park roads will be open to residential use. Freight
and other deliveries to your business will continue. Voui office operations
may continue as scheduled.

We recognlic the many problems that this situation is posing for you, the
commercial outfitters, and park visitors. We regret that the budget impasse
in Washington has brought us to this close down. If you have any questions,
through this process, please contact the Incident Comfi\ander Roger Modor at
(915) 477-2251.

Sincerely,

:../('

Jose A. Clsn«roB
Superintendent

Mr. Garner B. Haneor, President and General Manager, National Park
Concessions, Inc.
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Tnilfd St<ilcs nt^])a) unriil ol tlic Inloioi

.KIIIVEDm I •

rtJ (BIBE-C)

Novambar 3, 199&

NAilO.N'AI I'AUKM KVICL
lly. H(mlN..iioi,;ill'.Ml

Kk. (.i.,i„l< WiI.UihIS. ...ir )Cnc,

)(> liov )•'"

llii. \\,,.\ N..i....ii..l r..il- li-x 1. V-i.'.-.4.fll2

'"'"^

Hr. Carnar B. Hanaon
Praaidant and Oanaral Managar
National Park Concaaalona, Inc.
MaiMnoth Cava National Park, Kantucky 422S9'002'7

Daar Mr. Hanaom

Aa you probably know, tha Covarnment ia oparatlnq under a continuing
raaolution, which axpirea on Novamber 13, 199!>. Once again, wa ai« waiting to
aee if an agraamant will be reached to prevent a Government ehut-down. If
agreement ia not reached. Big bend National Park will be cloaad until a budget
or a continuing resolution paeeos or tlie debt ceiling lifte to provide funding
for Our operation.

If an agreeinent ie not laached, large nigns will be poeted at Marathon, Study
Butte, and Alpine, wliich read "Big Bend National I'atk may be cloaed beginning
Noven4ber 14. Call 91S-477-2251 for Inlorir.at ion .

" 'iho uorda -may be" will be
covered if the clooure occura.

The two main entrances to the pai k (US 3et and TX 118) will be cloaed and
ataffed by commiBSlonad personnel, who will keep the visiting public from
entering the park and allow local and esaential business traffic to enter.
Rangara will provide lasponaea to emergency medical events, wildland fires,
and Btiuctural fires. They will also raapond to other life and safety
ai.tuationa that may affect park residents and will protect govoinnient and
personal property and natuial and cultural reaourcee located within the park.

We do not plan to immediately disrupt ovei night visitors. Overnight
acconvnodat ions, the Chisos Hountaina Lodge, Rio Grande Village XV Campground,
and National Park Service campgioundb, will remain open iiUtially. If the
closure extends beyond one or lw;j days, however, park visitors will have to
leave.

We hot* that aoraeinent about the Deuartment of IntPrior'B bvui;»>t wi'i f^r

reached and that all of the shut-down planning will be unneceseary. In the
meantime, we will remain in cloee contact with Resident Manager Sandors to
keep him informed about the on-going budget procees.

Sincerely,

r,.-y''.-...-
Jose A. CianoioB
Superintendent

cci Mr. Ron Sandora, Resident Kanagei , Chisos Hountaina Lodge
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November 37, 5 '^15!

Mr. Garner llctiison

Pi-esidenf and Genera! Mdiidyer
National V^t\^ Concessions, Inc.
MaiiUHOth Cave, Kentucky 4r2!:.0

Dear Garner:

We are now in the Uii)ii day ol c. parlial cloeurt- of tl>c federrtl
yovi-rninciit , awaiting nn approved budyev for Die operation of Ihf-

Nationa] Park service. Accordincjly , now that park facilities are
closed and secured, and stalf reduced to a minimuin, v;e have boon
instructed to l.cgin implement intj components of Phase 1 J. of the
Service Closedown Plan.

All cuncx'ssiion operated visitor services and fdciliticf; arc to be
closed. Visitozs in al] ovei'njcjht accommodations are to be asked
to leave by the clot^edown time of TjiOO p.m. CST on Friday,
November 17, 39'jS. Naticoial iMrk Concessioi-^s , Inc. will be
permitted to maintain a minimum stafl noccr;£iary to provide lor
security and c:are ol i t ' .i facilities. This notice of closvire was
transmitted verbally to National Park Concfssions , Inc. Kcsident
Manager, Grey Davis at cuj- noon Incident Command meeting on
Thvir.=;d.Ty , November 16, 199b.

When an approved apprc>pr iat iont; bill is signed by the Pre.<;idcnt,
National Park Concessions, Inc. as^ well as norrnctl j-jark operationti
wi ] J Ije permitted to leopen. However, all services within tho
park must remain c;losed until puch time. Tlic '.itu.^tjon can
c-hange very rapidly and tlie above guidance may bi^ modified.

Sincerely,

Ronald R. Switzer
.'Superintendent
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STATEMENT OF GEORGE T. FRAMPTON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR FISH AND
WILDLIFE AND PARKS, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON RESOURCES, CONCERNING H.R. 2677, A BILL TO REQUIRE THE
SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR TO ACCEPT FROM A STATE DONATIONS OF
SERVICES OF STATE EMPLOYEES TO PERFORM, IN A PERIOD OF GOVERNMENT
BUDGETARY SHUTDOWN, OTHERWISE AUTHORIZED FUNCTIONS IN ANY UNIT
OF THE NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE SYSTEM OR THE NATIONAL PARK
SYSTEM, AND H.R. 2706 TO AUTHORIZE THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR TO
ACCEPT FROM A STATE DONATIONS OF SERVICES TO PERFORM HUNTING
MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS IN A NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE DURING A
GOVERNMENT BUDGETARY SHUTDOWN.

December 8, 1995

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to present the Department of the Interior's views on

H.R. 2677 and H.R. 2706. H.R. 2677 requires the Secretary of the Interior to accept from states

donations of services of qualified state employees during a government budgetary shutdown. Under

the legislation, state employees would assume the duties otherwise performed by federal employees

in any unit of the National Wildlife Refuge System or the National Park System. H.R. 2677 also

prohibits state employees from being treated as federal employees for purposes relating to pay or

benefits and it limits state employees to performing authorized functions only at national parks or

refiiges within the state. H.R. 2706 authorizes the Secretary of Interior to accept services of state

employees to manage hunting in National Wildlife Refuges. The Department of the Interior opposes

H.R. 2677. We have concerns with H R. 2706, but we are hopeful that, with the appropriate

amendments, we can support H.R. 2706.

It should first be noted that there would be no need for such legislation in this or any year if Congress

would enact an Interior Appropriations Act acceptable to the President or a continuing resolution

I
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until such time as an acceptable appropriations bill is enacted. We realize that the recent federal

government shutdown caused some hardship around the country, but such events are infrequent and

temporary.

Our objections to H.R. 2677 are fundamental. We oppose this bill also because it would seriously

compromise our management of resources for which the Department is responsible. In many cases,

state parks and wildlife management areas have different missions than do National Parks and

National Wildlife Refuges. Preservation and management of the National Park System and National

Wildlife Refuges are national responsibilities. These areas have been designated by Congress and are

held and operated by the Department on behalf of all Americans. Federal law directs the National

Park Service and the Fish and Wildlife Service to preserve and protect these national resources for

future generations. Each park unit and each refuge has unique management needs.

The Secretary has statutory responsibility for ensuring parks and refuges are operated in a safe

manner consistent with all applicable federal laws and regulations. Since the bill provides no

restrictions on the kinds of functions that state personnel would perform, there is a possibility that

compatibility determinations on new public uses and other decisions requiring highly specialized

training would be made during a shutdown by state employees who are not familiar with the

requirements for such decisions. The Secretary, who is legally responsible for such decision-making,

would have no means to exercise control or oversight over such actions of the State employees,

which might involve the use or disposal of Federal wildlife refuge resources. Many refuges and parks

have no long-term management plans that are readily available to provide guidance for management

21-952 - 96 - 4
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decisions The public and the resources could be put at risk if management responsibilities are

suddenly turned over to state employees who may be unfamiliar with federal standards or regulations,

with specific infirastructure needs or weaknesses, or with the specific management challenges of a

refuge or park. The implications from a resource management and liability standpoint are immense.

Another of our main concerns is the cost of implementing H.R. 2677. In these times of increasing

fiscal constraint it seems imprudent to spend State and Federal taxpayer dollars training State

employees to manage National Parks and Wildlife Refuges in case of a government shutdown and

verifying state employees' qualifications to perform necessary duties. It would be unwise to use

scarce fmancial resources to train possibly thousands of state employees who would only use their

training during such a rare event as a government shutdown. In fact, because the Department has

no lawfully appropriated fijnds to operate parks and refliges during a shutdown, any obligation of

funds for facility operations beyond emergency costs directly contradicts the Antideficiency Act.

We are also concerned that H R. 2677 does not address important liability issues. For instance, it

appears that under this legislation, the federal government could be liable for tort claims if visitors

in parks and refuges are injured during a federal government shutdown, even if the cause of injury

were attributable to conduct of state employees. The same problems exist with regard to claims by

concessionaires who feel their contracts are violated.

Moreover, although the bill says state employees are not to be treated as federal employees for the

purposes of pay or benefits, it does not specify who is liable if state employees are injured or killed

while working in national parks and refijges or which entity is responsible for providing workmen's

3
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compensation Of course risks will be higher with State employees who are not familiar with a

particular unit. The bill also runs counter to long-standing provisions in the Antideficiency Act to

protect the interests of federal employees by generally restricting the acceptability of volunteer

services to fulfill the primary duties of federal employees.

In addition, H.R. 2677 is silent on numerous other management issues that could cause serious

problems in the day-to-day operation of parks and refuges. The bill gives no indication how fees are

to be collected or whether the revenue generated from fees is the responsibility of the federal

government or the state government. Under existing law, these fees could not be made available to

the states, but must be deposited in the Treasury. Nor does the bill provide any guidance for cases

in which park units or refuges are in two or more states, such as Yellowstone National Park and

Upper Mississippi National Wildlife and Fish Refuge. It does, however, specify that, "An employee

ofa State may perform functions under this section only within areas of a Unit that are located in the

State." Under this provision, we can foresee many management and visitor safety problems in federal

areas that span the boundaries oftwo or more states.

It might be possible to continue operation of specific parks and refuges with legislation to authorize

the National Park Service and the Fish and Wildlife Service to accept and expend funds fi-om states

to continue operating federal facilities with trained and experienced federal employees during a

budgetary shutdown There are a number of issues to take into account, but we are willing to work

with Congress to explore this possibility. Such legislation would have to cover all operational costs

associated with the park or refuge during the period of shutdown and address issues of liability.
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H.R. 2706 addresses only the State management of hunting programs on National Wildlife Refuges

during a shutdown By conditioning the acceptance of State assistance upon an agreement between

the Secretary and the State in question, and by specifying reasonable terms for the agreements and

qualifications for State employees, the bill ensures that those replacing the refuge stafT would both

be needed and, in fact, qualified By limiting the scope of the replacements' activities to a particular

type ofprogram, rather than overall management of the unit, the bill ensures that the Secretary would

maintain control over the overall management of the refijge.

At the same time, however, we believe the bill should be amended to address concerns we have about

liability and cost issues. We also believe that the Secretary should have the authority to enter into

these agreements, but should not be mandated to do so.

We recognize that in some areas of the country, refuges represent a significant portion of the available

public hunting areas, and we want to do all we can to maintain or expand those hunting opportunities.

The Fish and Wildlife Service currently has a number of agreements with State agencies for

cooperative management of hunting and other recreational programs on units of the National Wildlife

Refuge System, and those programs did proceed during the shutdown.

Notwithstanding the recent shutdown, for both budgetary and policy reasons, the Service is likely to

pursue an increasing number of cooperative agreements with States and other entities in the future,

covering hunting programs on refuges These agreements could — but will not necessarily — provide

for continuation of the program during shutdowns, depending upon whether the cooperating State
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or other entity is willing to assume the liability and costs arising from the program during a shutdown.

Importantly, these agreements result in an orderly sharing of responsibility and training.

It must be recognized, however, that the Service and the State wildlife agencies have differing legal

mandates. As a result, achieving such agreements for cooperative management of refuge hunting

programs may be difficult even during the course of normal business, and not all such agreements in

the past have been successful. We cannot guarantee that such agreements could be negotiated and

finalized for all refijges in the foreseeable future.

To undertake the monumental task of securing such agreements, including provisions for training

State employees and addressing liability, for the sole or primary purpose of operating hunting

programs during those extremely rare periods ofFederal shutdowns may simply not be practical. The

necessary resources to do this could only be made available by taking them away from other State

and Service programs We question whether this is a wise or even reasonable use of those limited

resources Certainly, it would be far more practical for the states to provide the Service with funding

as we have proposed regarding H.R. 2677.

This concludes my written remarks, Mr. Chairman. I will be pleased to answer any questions you

may have.
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National Parks
and Oanservation Association

STATEMENT OF
WILLIAM J. CHANDLER

VICE PRESIDENT, CONSERVATION POLICY
NATIONAL PARKS AND CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION

TO THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATIONAL PARKS, FORESTS, AND LANDS

ON

H.R. 2677, THE NATIONAL PARKS AND
NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE SYSTEMS FREEDOM ACT OF 1995

Submitted December 8, 1995

On behalf of the more than 450,000 members of the National Parks and Conservation

Association, I am pleased to submit NPCA's comments on H.R. 2677, the National Parks

and National Wildlife Refuge Systems Freedom Act of 1995. Despite the bill's good

intentions. NPCA opposes this legislation as the wrong way to keep the National Parks open

during periods of government shutdown.

NPCA believes that this bill is a response to the negative publicity and the adverse economic

impacts to the local park communities that resulted from the recent shutdown - a shutdown

that could have been avoided if Congress had passed an Interior Appropriations bill that the

President would sign. As it currently stands. Congress has been unable to send any bill to

the President. In fact, the House of Representatives has twice voted to recommit H.R. 1977,

the Interior Appropriations bill for FY 1996, to the conference committee because of an

excessive number of anti-environmental riders.

While H.R. 2677 is the product of good intentions. Congress could eliminate its need by

stripping the Interior Appropriations bill of unnecessary riders so that the President would

sign the bill. This would avert another national parks shutdown and provide fiscal stability

for the National Park Service. Rather than spending its time, attention, and resources on

H.R. 2677, we urge the members of the Resources Committee to help Chairman Regula

remove the extraneous riders from the bill.

1776 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036-1904

Telephone (202) 223-NPCA(6722) • Fax (202) 659-0650
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Exemplified by Governor Symington's generous offer to keep Grand Canyon National Park

open by using state employees, this proposed legislation is likely to create more problems than

It seeks to resolve. The most serious question is: Will these "qualified State employees" (Sec

2(a)) be properly trained to uphold the management standards of the National Park System?

We believe it is unlikely that state employees would possess adequate knowledge with resf>ect

to the myriad of relevant federal statutes. National Park Service regulations, management

policies and plans to effectively undertake this responsibility.

Such volunteered employees would likely require substantial training, which would cost money
and take time, in order to develop an adequate base of knowledge to run a park unit. Without

passing judgement on the quality of state park systems or their employees, it is fair to say that

they have their own budgetary and personnel shortages that could seriously undermine their

ability to properly manage a unit of the National Park System. In addition, undertaking the

challenge of operating national park units could cripple their own operations. Not only does

this problem exist in many states, it certainly exists in the District of Columbia which clearly

lacks the financial resources to appropriately operate the National Mall and monuments.

The use of state employees to operate the parks also raises serious legal, safety, and logisticai

questions that would need to be addressed before the proposed temporary transfer of

management could take place. Would state employees be acting on behalf of the federal

government, or their respective state? Would the federal government be a liable party in a

lawsuit which resulted from the negligence of a state employee? Where would the state

workers be housed?

H.R. 2677 seeks only a partial reopening of the parks because it only applies to those units in

which an offer of assistance is made. In this respect, it undermines one of the fundamental

premises of why we have a National Park System. There is no doubt that the Grand Canyon

is spectacular, but all 369 park areas make unique and important contributions to the

preservation of our natural and cultural heritage. Congress should either support normal

operation of all 369 units of the system, or it should not allow any operation in the 369 units

during shutdowns.

The good intentions of this bill could be met in a different, but more logical and efficient

way — designation of National Park Service employees as "essential." In making this

suggestion, the line could be drawn at "those employees necessary to ensure normal operations

at the 369 units of the National Park Service." It is our understanding that such a

determination could be made administratively; therefore. Congress could pass a "sense of the

Congress resolution" or report language in an appropriate bill urging that course of action.

The November shutdown of the government, and consequently the National Park System, has

reminded all of us of the important place parks hold in the hearts of Americans, and the

important roll they play in the local communities near the parks. This recent experience

should prompt Congress to focus on passing the fiscal year 1996 Interior Appropriations bill,

rather then expending time and money on flawed backup strategies such as H.R. 2677.

Thank you for your consideration of the views of the National Parks and Conservation

Association on H.R. 2677, the National Parks and National Wildlife Svstems Freedom Act of

1995.
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SHUTDOWN OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT:
EFFECTS ON THE FEDERAL WORKFORCE

SUMMARY

The partial shutdown of the Federal Government, which began at 12:01

a.m., on Tuesday, November 14, and immediately furloughed an estimated

800,000 Federal employees, was due to the expiration of a continuing funding

resolution (P.L. 104-31) agreed to by President Clinton and the congressional

leadership on September 30, 1995. The shutdown was precipitated by President

Clinton's veto on November 13 of two bills sent to his desk, a second continuing

resolution (H.J.Res. 115), which would have continued to fund the Government
until December 5, and a debt limit extension bill (H.R. 2586), which would have

raised the Treasury's borrowing limit through December 12.

On November 19, the White House and Republican congressional leaders

announced jointly that agreement had been reached to end the partial shutdown
of the Federal Government. Furloughed Federal employees returned to work on

Monday morning, November 20, 1995.

An impasse between the Administration and the Republican-controlled

104th Congress over passage of either permanent appropriations bills or a

further continuing resolution set in motion a partial shutdown of the Federal

Government. An appropriations impasse of this sort automatically leads to lack

of budget authority to fund the Federal agencies, and taken together with lack

of agreement on a continuing budget resolution to act as a stop-gap funding

measure, most of the Federal Government is forced to shut down.

The most immediate and critical outcome of such an event is the

furloughing of Federal employees. The only exemptions from furloughs under

a Federal shutdown situation are Presidential appointees, uniformed military

personnel, and Federal civilian employees rated "essential." Employees

considered "essential" are those performing duties which are vital to national

defense, public health and safety, or other crucial operations, and who are

required therefore to be at work regardless of any shutdown action. The.

Administration reviewed presidential authority in a Federal shutdown and was

guided in that undertaking by an August 16 memorandum prepared by Assistant

Attorney General Walter Dellinger.
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SHUTDOWN OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT:
EFFECTS ON THE FEDERAL WORKFORCE

INTRODUCTION

The continuing resolution (P.L. 104-31), which was enacted on September
30, 1995, and which funded the Government through November 13, expired.

The partial shutdown of the Federal Government that followed was precipitated

by President Clinton's veto of two measures, a second continuing resolution

(H.J.Res. 115)' and a debt limit extension bill (H.R. 2586).^ The impasse arose

because of extensive disagreements with the congressional Republican majority

over provisions in the bills. On Monday, November 13, the President instructed

agencies to begin closedown operations, and on Tuesday morning at 12:01 a.m.,

an estimated 800,000 "nonessential" Federal employees went on furlough.

On November 19, the White House and Republican congressional leaders

announced jointly that agreement had been reached to end the partial shutdown
of the Federal Government, that furloughed Federal employees would return to

work on Monday, November 20, and that furloughed Federal employees would
be paid retroactively. Agreement was reached when the House and Senate

passed a one-day funding resolution (H.J.Res. 123) to be followed by expected

approval of continuing resolution H.J.Res. 122 (introduced November 15) that

would extend funding through December 15. Agreement ending the impasse

occurred when both sides agreed to a seven-year timetable to balance the

Federal budget, or by 2002.

Bv law, agencies are prohibited from spending money, not otherwise

authorized by law, during a lapse in appropriations. It should be noted that the

term "shutdown of the Federal Government" is a significant misnomer since as

the Office of Legal Counsel, Department of Justice, has pointed out "... a

majority of current expenditures occur under multi-year, permanent or

indefinite appropriations that do not lapse on the expiration of the current fiscal

year."^

' Second Continuing Resolution for Fiscal Year 1996-Veto Message From the

President of the United States (H. Doc. No. 104-134). Congressional Record, v. 141, No.

180, Nov. 14, 1995. p. H 12238.

^ Temporary Increase in the Statutory Debt Limit-Veto Message from the President

of the United States (H Doc. No. 104-132). Congressional Record, v. 141, No. 179, Nov.

13, 1995. p. H12150.

^ U.S. Department of Justice. Office of Legal Counsel. Testimony of Walter

Bellinger, Assistant Attorney General, Office of Legal Counsel, Before a Joint Hearing

of the Senate Budget Committee and the House Budget Committee, Sept. 19, 1995, p. 4,

(unpublished).
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This report examines the cause of Federal shutdowns, their implementation,

and their efTects. It describes the basic authority for closing down the Federal

government, presents some background on "lapses in appropriations" history,

and discusses past and present Justice Department legal opinions critical to

enforcing Federal shutdowns. Definitions of "essential" versus "non-essential"

Federal services and personnel during a shutdown, crucial in determining who
reports for work and who does not are included. The impact on Federal

compensation and the rules governing shutdown furloughs are explained.

Finally, the report concludes with a discussion of recent Federal shutdown

experiences, the likely number of Federal employees affected, and some cost

estimates of past Federal shutdowns.

SHUTDOWN CAUSE AND PROCESS

The shutdown of the Federal Government occurred because there was:

• Failure to pass regular appropriations bills by the October 1, 1995

deadline;

• Lack of an agreement on stop-gap funding for Federal Government

operations through a continuing appropriation act/resolution; and

• No agreement to lift the Federal debt ceiling.

Appropriations Lapse

The basic authority for closing down the Government because of a lapse in

appropriations stems from an April 25, 1980 opinion of Attorney General

Benjamin R. Civiletti prepared for President Jimmy Carter which states:

It is my opinion that, during periods of "lapsed appropriations," no

funds may be expended except as necessary to bring about the orderly

termination of an agency's functions, and that the obligation or

expenditure of funds for aify purpose not otherwise authorized by law

would be a violation of the Antideficiency Act (31 USC 665).''

Administration implementation of the Federal shutdown essentially follows the

same rules applied in the wake of the Civiletti ruling, except that the definition

of what constitutes an "emergency" in a shutdown situation has been more

narrowly drawn.

On August 16. 1995. at the request ofOMB Director Alice Rivlin, Assistant

Attorney General Walter Dellinger, Office of Legal Counsel, Department of

Ju stice, issued an opinion regarding the "permissible scope of Government

'' U.S. Congress. House. Subcommittee on Civil Service. Committee on Post Office

and Civil Service. Cost of Shutting Down Federal Government on November 23. 1981.

[Committee Print No 97-6] 97th Cong. 2d Sess. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,

March 25, 1982, p. 23. (Hereafter cited as Cost of Shutting Down.)
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operations during a lapse in appropriations."^ The Dellinger opinion updates
t hft 1981 Civiletti opinion. It again enumerates the basic prohibitions set forth

in the Antideficiency Act (31 USC 665) against Government spending during

lapsed appropriations, entering into contracts or other obligations, and providing

Government services and employees beyond those essential "to emergency
situations, where the failure to perform those functions would result in an
imminent threat to the safety of human life or the protection of property."^

The Dellinger opinion points out that, since the 1981 Civiletti ruling, the

Antideficiency Act has been amended in one key area. In 1990, language was
added which modified the "emergency" definition for employing Federal

personnel in a shutdown action.' The 1990 amendment states in relevant part:

"as used in this section, the term 'emergencies involving the safety ofhuman life

or the protection of property' does not include ongoing, regular functions of

Government the suspension of which would not imminently threaten the safety

of human life or the protection of property."*

The 1990 amendment to the Act was intended to preclude an overly broad

definition and interpretation of the term "emergency" to ensure that threats to

the "safety of human life or the protection of property" are compelling and
immediate and not slight, distant, or perfunctory. The example cited in the

Dellinger memorandum to illustrate the point is: "The brief delay of routine

maintenance on Government vehicles ought not to constitute an 'emergency,'

for example, and yet it is quite possible to conclude that the failure to maintain

vehicles properly may 'compromise, to some degree' the safety of the human life

of the occupants or the protection of the vehicles, which are Government
property."^

Lapses in appropriations to fund the Government are not uncommon. From
FY1962 to FY1981, the two decades immediately preceding the Civiletti decision,

the General Accounting Office (GAO) found that interruptions in agency

funding took place thirty-two times. Such lapses appeared to be the rule rather

than the exception, according to GAP, which noted that from 1961 to 1980. "85

percent of appropriations bills for Federal agencies have passed after the start

of the fiscal year." Prior to the landmark 1980 opinion. Federal agency

managers, while cognizant of the anomaly of continuing to operate during a

lapse in appropriations, and while concerned about the legal implications

thereof, did precisely that. They did so under the belief that "Congress does not

* U.S. Department of Justice. Office of Legal Counsel. Memorandum for Alice

Rivlin, Director, Office ofManagement and Budget. Government Operations in the Event

of a Lapse in Appropriations. Washington, Aug. 16, 1995, 9p. (Hereafter cited as

Government Operations ILapse in Appropriations.)

^ Ibid., p. 3.

^ Ibid., p. 2.

* See, 31 USC 1342.

Government OperationsILapse in Appropriations, p. 9.
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actually intend that the Federal Government shut down while the agencies wait

for the enactment of appropriations or the passage of a continuing

resolution."'" GAO found that Congress had "implicitly lent credence to this

view" by retroactively passing contingency resolutions to fund the Government
to the beginning of the fiscal year, and did not apply the enforcement feature

of the Antideficiency Act against agencies operating during a lapse in

appropriations." The discretionary attitude of agency managers came to an
abrupt end with the issuance of the Attorney General opinion of April 1980,

which stated in relevant part, ".
. . the Department of Justice will take actions

to enforce the criminal provisions of the Act in appropriate cases in the future

when violations of the Antideficiency Act are alleged."'^ In the wake of the

Civiletti ruling, there have been several brief Federal Government shutdowns,

most of them occurring over weekend time periods.

Once an appropriations bill for those agencies is enacted and signed by the

President, those agencies are funded and authorized to incur obligations and

make payments. As such, each agency is immune from any imminent shutdown
action, and, should this action take place after a Federal shutdown has begun,

furloughed employees are immediately authorized to return to work.

The Bellinger memorandum points out that significant Government
spending is not only authorized but mandatory during a shutdown period.

Not all government functions are funded with annual

appropriations. Some operate under multi-year appropriations and
others operate under indefinite appropriations provisions that do not

require passage of annual appropriations legislation. Social Security is

a prominent example of a program that operates under an indefinite

appropriation. In such cases, benefit checks continue to be honored by

the treasury, because there is no lapse in the relevant

appropriations.'^

The prelude to the funding impasse was the threatened veto by President

Clinton of at least six of the appropriations bills pending in Congress. A larger

issue is disagreement between the Republican-passed budget proposal to balance

the Federal budget in seven years and the Administration's ten-year counter-

proposal, with each side presenting dramatically different blueprints, in terms

of spending. Federal cut-back proposals, and long-term funding priorities. When

'" U.S. General Accounting Office. Funding Gaps Jeopardize Federal Government

Operations. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off, March 3, 1981, p. 1. (Hereafter cited as

Funding Gaps.)

"Ibid., p. 2.

'^ U.S. Department of Justice. Office of the Attorney General. Letter Legal Opinion

of Attorney General Benjamin R. Civiletti to the President. Washington, April 25, 1980,

p. 6.

'^ Government Operations/Lapse in Appropriations, pp. 3-4.
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the continuing resolution was vetoed, President Clinton told Congress that he
would sign a clean bill that dealt only with interim funding of the Government.

Insofar as Congress and the legislative branch are concerned, most
presidents have routinely signed the legislative branch appropriations act, and
they have not had to face shutdown action because of a lapse in appropriations.

This year, however, President Clinton vetoed it,
''' thereby relegating Congress

and the legislative branch agencies to a shutdown status similar to the executive

branch.

It should be noted that the Constitution (Article II, Section 1) forbids the

salary of the President or of Article III judges (Article III, Section 1) to be

reduced while they are in office, a provision that effectively guarantees their

compensation regardless ofany shutdown action. However, the funding to cover

the payment of the salaries'* has not been enacted and payment may be

delayed. There is a permanent appropriation for salaries of Members of

Congress (see 2 USC 31, note) but not for legislative staff. In general, House
and Senate staff, although affected by a shutdown, have in the past reported to

work.

Bills were introduced in Congress that would greatly mitigate the effects of

a Federal shutdown. Representatives George W. Gekas (D-Pa.), James P. Moran
(D-Va.), and Albert Russell Wynn (D-Md.) introduced bills that would have
permitted the Federal Government to avoid shutdown during a funding lapse by
authorizing a permanent continuing funding resolution to take effect during

such periods. The effect of any such authorization would be to ensure

uninterrupted Government operations funded at the level of the preceding fiscal

year and uninterrupted Federal employee pay.'^ Similar recommendations
have been endorsed by the General Accounting Office over the years."

''' H.R. 1854 was vetoed October 3, 1995. See: Legislative Branch Appropriations

Act, 1996--Veto Message from the President of the United States. (H. Doc. No. 104-122)

Congressional Record, v. 141, October 6, 1995. p. H 9741-9742. H.R. 2492, a Legislative

Branch Appropriations Act for Fiscal 1996 identical to H.R. 1854, was approved by the

President November 19, 1995.

'* The President's salary is funded under the Treasury, Postal Service, and General

Government Appropriations Act, H.R. 2020. H.R. 2020 was signed by the President on
November 19, 1995. The regular appropriations for the judiciary are in the Commerce,
Justice, State, and Judiciary Appropriations Act of Fiscal 1996, H.R. 2076. There was
no conference action as of November 20, 1995.

'** See H.R. 2006, H.R. 2007 (Gekas); H.R, 2069 and H.R. 2184 (Moran); and H.R,

2273 (Wynn).

" U.S. General Accounting Office. Funding Gaps Jeopardize Federal Government
Operations. [PAD-81-31] Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off, Mar. 3, 1981, pp. 37-47.
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Debt Ceiling Impasse

It was feared that Federal agencies and employees would also experience

the negative fiscal effects of the failure by Congress and the White House to

agree on lifting the current Federal debt ceiling. As was noted earlier. President

Clinton, on November 13, 1995, vetoed debt ceiling legislation. The President

had said that unless "a clean debt ceiling bill" had been offered by the Congress,

he would be forced to take veto action.

Secretary of the Treasury Robert E. Rubin announced on November 15 that

he was taking action to "save the U.S. government from the first default in

history.""* Secretary Rubin has authorized withdrawal of the entire $21.5

billion held in the Federal employees' thrift savings plan known as the G-fund.

He is also withdrawing $39.8 billion of the $350 billion reportedly held in the

Civil Service Retirement Fund.'^

Shutdown Process

The Office of Management and Budget (0MB) is responsible for issuing

instructions to agencies on implementing a Federal shutdown, including the

furloughing of "non-essential" Federal employees. Throughout the shutdown

period, agencies are apprised of the latest developments in resolving the

budgetary impasse.

On July 26, 1995, OMB Director Alice Rivlin directed agencies to defer

action on furloughs or other cutback actions pending completion of a

government-wide plan.^° Concurrently, White House Chief of Staff Leon E.

Panetta requested that agencies submit contingency plans for shutting down the

Government for possibly as long as two months.^' On August 22, 1995, Ms.

Rivlin issued a new directive to Federal agencies, which effectively rescinded her

earlier memorandum, and instructed them to review their contingency shutdown

plans, conform them to the Dellinger ruling, and submit them to OMB no later

than September 5, 1995.-^ On September 19, 1995, Ms. Rivlin testified before

a joint hearing of the Senate Budget Committee and the House Budget

'* Clay Chandler, Rubin acts to prevent default. The Washington Post, November

16, 1995. p. Al, A30.

'® For a discussion of the debt limit issue, see The Debt Limit, a CRS Issue Brief No.

93054, by Philip D. Winters. Updated regularly.

^^ Information supplied by the Office of General Counsel, Office of Management and

Budget (OMB).

^' Devroy, Ann and Stephen Barr. "Panetta Asks Agencies for Contingency Plans on

Federal Shutdown." Washington Post, July 29, 1995, p. A7

^^ US. Executive Office of the President. Office of Management and Budget. Agency

Plans for Operations during Funding Hiatus. Washington, Aug. 22, 1995.
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Committee that contingency plans had been received from virtually all agencies

except the Department of Defense. ^^

ESSENTIAL SERVICES AND PERSONNEL

A memorandum issued by 0MB in 1980 defines "essential" Government

services and "essential" employees as those

• Providing for the national security, including the conduct of foreign

relations essential to the national security or the safety of life and

property;

• Providing for benefit pajonents and the performance of contract obligations

under no-year or multi-year or other funds remaining available for those

purposes;

• Conducting essential activities to the extent that they protect life and

property, including:

- Medical care of inpatients and emergency outpatient care;

- Activities essential to ensure continued public health and safety,

including safe use of food, drugs, and hazardous materials;

" The continuance of air traffic control and other transportation safety

functions and the protection of transport property;

- Border and coastal protection and surveillance;

- Protection of Federal lands, buildings, waterways, equipment and other

property owned by the United States;

- Care of prisoners and other persons in the custody of the United States;

~ Law enforcement and criminal investigations;

- Emergency and disaster assistance;

" Activities that ensure production of power and maintenance of the power

distribution system;
-- Activities essential to the preservation of the essential elements of the

money and banking system of the United States, including borrowing

and tax collection activities of the Treasury; and
" Activities necessary to maintain protection of research property.^''

The Dellinger opinion basically reaffirms the definition of "essential"

Government services and employees set forth in the 1980 OMB directive and

serves as a guideline to Administration shutdown plans. Pursuant to it and

White House directions to agencies through OMB, agencies are required to

determine which jobs fit these definitions, enumerate them in their individual

'^ Testimony of Alice M. Rivlin, Director, Office of Management and Budget, Before

a Joint Hearing of the Senate Budget Committee and the House Budget Committee,

September 19, 1995, p. 3, unpublished.

^ U.S. Executive Office of the President. Office of Management and Budget.

Memorandum from the Director of OMB to the Heads of Executive Departments and

Agencies: Agency Operations in the Absence of Appropriations. Washington, Sept. 30,

1980, pp. 1-2.
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shutdown plans, and instruct their employees accordingly. Since the definition

of "emergency" has been more narrowly drawn, pursuant to the 1990 amendment

to the Antideficiency Act, the likelihood is that fewer Federal employees may be

rated "essential." Those rated "essential," although guaranteed to be paid

retroactively, will not receive compensation until the appropriations bill for their

agency is enacted and signed.

FEDERAL FURLOUGHS

The immediate and critical effect of an impending government-wide

shutdown is the need to place all non-essential Federal employees on furlough.

Furloughs are the "placing of an employee in a temporary non-duty, non-pay

status because of a lack of work or funds, or other nondisciplinary reasons."^''

There are two different kinds of furloughs: adverse action furloughs and

reduction-in-force (RIF) furloughs. Furloughs occurring during a Federal

shutdown period are essentially adverse action furloughs, although they are

commonly referred to as "emergency" furloughs as well. They are administered

under the same authority (5 CFR 752) as the adverse action furlough, except

that the 30-day notice on furloughs does not apply in shutdown or "emergency"

situations. Under adverse action/shutdown/emergency furloughs. Federal

employees are placed in a temporary, non-duty, non-pay status for 22 working

days, or 30 calendar days, or fewer. ^^

While in furlough status, Federal employees may seek other jobs in the

private sector (except those that would violate conflict-of-interest or Hatch Act

statutes) and elsewhere in the Federal Government as well. They remain

eligible for unemployment insurance, although the length of any furlough and

differences in eligibility rules among States and localities may preclude any

significant benefits. Federal employees may not volunteer to work for their

agency in an unpaid status.

Employees subject to adverse action furloughs (includes

shutdown/emergency furloughs) have clearly defined legal rights, as follows:

2* See 5 use 7511.

^* Reduction-in-Force (RIF) furloughs, on the other hand, are administered under the

authority of 5 CFR 351. RIF furloughs last for more than 22 working days or 30

calendar days, but not longer than a year. RIF furloughs require a 60-day notice 1 120

days for Department of Defense employees), except that when a RIF is caused by

unforseen circumstances, a notice period of less than 60 days, but not less than 30 days

may be authorized. To mitigate their effect, RIF furloughs may be implemented on

consecutive days or discontinuously for one or two days per week or month. Agencies can

achieve budget savings from other agency accounts, such as travel, training, overtime,

office equipment purchases, etc., and implement hiring or promotion freezes, or do both

to reduce the need for REF furloughing.
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• 30 days' advance written notice by agency (may be waived in

shutdown/emergency furlough actions);

• 7 calendar days for employee to answer orally and in writing to the

proposed notice;

• Right of representation by attorney;

• A timely written decision by the agency; and
• An appeal right to the Merit Systems Protection Board (See 5 CFR 1201,

Subpart B.)

Shutdown furloughs are not considered a break in service and are generally

creditable, for retaining benefits, seniority, and for

• Career tenure, the first 30 calendar days of each non-pay period is

creditable service;

• Completion of probation, an aggregate of 22 workdays in a non-pay status

is creditable service;

• Time-in-grade requirements, non-pay status is creditable service;

• Retirement purposes, an aggregate non-pay status of 6 months in any

calendar year is creditable service;

• Health benefits, enrollment continues for no more than 365 days,

continuously, in a non-pay status;

• Life insurance, enrollment continues for 12 consecutive months in a non-

pay status, without cost to the employees or to the agency; and

• Annual and sick leave, an aggregate of 6 months non-pay status in a year

is creditable service.
^^

Federal Employees Health Benefits Program (FEHBP) benefits continue for

a year in a non-pay status, and the Government continues to pay its share of

the health premium costs. However, Federal employees are still liable for their

share of their health plan premium. They may continue to pay their share

while on furlough, or they may elect to have their premium costs accumulate

and have them deducted in a lump-sum from their pay once they return to

work.^*

Federal unions play a key role in planned (though not shut-down) furlough

situations, because agencies are required to negotiate about their terms and

impact on employees. If the union and the agency fail to agree on furlough

implementation, the union may take the issue to the Federal Service Impasses

Panel, under the Federal Labor Relations Authority.

As yet, no official figures exist for the number of Federal employees rated

as "non-essential" and furloughed during the current shutdown. Although they

^' U.S. Office of Personnel Management. Office of the Director. Memorandum to

Directors of Personnel: Personnel Implications of Sequestration . Washington, Aug. 15,

1990, p. 7.

^* U.S. Office of Personnel Management. Interagency Advisory Group.

Memorandum to Directors of Personnel. OPM's Updated Guidance on Furloughs.

Washington, Aug. 1, 1995 (unpublished), p. 10.
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clearly number in the hundreds of thousands, they are still a distinct minority

of the Federal workforce. In 1982, for instance, stafT estimates prepared by the

then House Post Office and Civil Service Committee showed 241,508 executive

branch employees dismissed as "non-essential" in the Federal shutdown that

took place on November 23, 1981, or 12 percent of total executive branch

employment, which was 2,081,110 at that time.'^ The term "shutdown of the

Federal government" is a significant misnomer, since a majority of current

government expenditures occur under multi-year, permanent or indefinite

appropriations that do not lapse on the expiration of the current fiscal year, and

a large majority of the Federal workforce may well report for duty. They
include most DOD civilian employees (849,099) and all U.S. Postal Service

employees (837,540), which together comprise 58 percent of the current

Federal employment (2,929,913).'"'

RECENT SHUTDOWN EXPERIENCES

There have been several shutdowns of the Federal Government over the

past two decades, all related to funding lapses requiring furloughs in the Federal

service, most of them quite brief One, which took place on November 23, 1981,

lasted one day; another, on October 17, 1986, lasted half a day. The most recent

took place over the Columbus Day Holiday weekend in October 1990, and its

effects were mitigated by the holiday. Federal facilities not otherwise closed

over the weekend period, notably national parks and museums, were shut down,

but agreement was reached between the President and Congress on the day after

the holiday and a longer furlough was averted. '''

Questions have arisen about whether Federal employees furloughed because

of Government shutdowns would receive retroactive pay for furlough days once

they are returned to on-duty status. There is no assurance of such

reimbursement. However, in prior shutdowns Federal employees placed on

furlough were paid retroactively when Congress passed and the President signed

subsequent legislation authorizing such payment.

^^ Cost of Shutting Down Federal Government on November 23, 1981, p. 14.

^° U.S. Office of Personnel Management. Office of Workforce Information. Federal

Civilian Workforce Statistics. Employment and Trends as ofMarch 1995., Washington,

U.S. Govt. Print. Off., June, 1995. 76 p.

^' U.S. General Accounting Office. Government Shutdowns: Data on Effects of 1990

Columbus Day Weekend Funding Lapse. Washington, US Govt Print. Off, Oct 1990,

36 p. (Hereafter cited as Government Shutdowns.) For a discussion of funding gaps since

1981, see CRS Report 95-77: Continuing Resolutions and Funding Gaps: Fiscal years

1981-1995, by Edward Davis and Robert Keith, Dec. 30, 1994.
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COSTS OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHUTDOWNS

The estimated costs of shutting down the Federal Government during a
lapse in appropriations are sketchy at best. GAO has attempted to evaluate

such government-wide costs, but incomplete and lack of response by various

agencies hampered this undertaking. Certain limited costs have been identified

over the years, however. GAO found costs of about $1 million resulting from
having to issue split or late paychecks in October 1979 and approximately $1.1

million from having to prepare agency shutdown plans in 1980.^"

In 1991, GAO found that the estimated partial costs for the Federal

Government shutdown over the Columbus Day Holiday week-end in 1990 was
$1.7 million. GAO also prepared hypothetical cost estimates keyed to a three-

day workweek shutdown and projected potential costs at approximately $400
million. The difficulties of compiling such cost data were summarized by GAO
as follows:

The data provided by the agencies were prepared in a very short time

frame (generally in less than 2 days). Thus, they can not be considered

a complete story of the effects that delays in the enactment of funding

legislation would have on agencies' operations and delivery of program
services to the public. When actual data were not available, we asked

the agencies to estimate. Thus, the data, particularly concerning costs

and savings, should often be viewed as preliminary estimates by the

agencies. ^^ In addition, certain intangible costs such as lost

productivity and adverse affects on Federal employee morale were
widespread throughout the agencies, according to the GAO.^''

Funding Gaps Jeopardize Federal Government Operations, p. 111.

^^ 'Government Shutdowns," pp. 2-3.

•"
Ibid., pp. 10-11, 18-20, 24.
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NAVA-HOPI TOURS, INC,

December 5, 1995

FAX 202-226-7388

The Natural Resource Committee
The House of Representatives
House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Gentlemen:

The closure of the Grand Canyon National Park, as
well as other Parks in Northern Arizona including Petrified
Forest-Painted Desert National Park, Walnut Canyon National
Monument, Sunset Crater Volcano-Wupatki National Monuments, and
Montezuma's Castle National Monument was a major economic
impact to our company — and for that matter, continues to be.

In regards to the closure of the Grand Canyon
National Park, we found the federal employees confused and
unavailable for direction. On the first day of the closure, we
began calling at 7:00 am to the East and South Gates to
ascertain if we could still enter and what services were going
to be provided. It took until 2:30 pm that afternoon to even
receive a fax reply from the Grand Canyon National Park.
Obviously, by that time our coaches had already left. Our
passengers were already told we didn't know what to expect upon
our arrival, because the Government couldn't decide what to do.

When the ultimate shutdown occurred, our
transportation bus which has serviced Grand Canyon since 1928
except for an interruption during World War II, discontinued
entering the Park, but stopped at a lodge outside of the Park
so that we could still provide transportation for visitors and
employees at the Grand Canyon National Park. Our ridership
dropped to near zero on the northbound and we were only
carrying a few passengers, mainly employees, southbound. We
felt it our responsibility to maintain this regularly scheduled
service and did so throughout the shutdown.

Post Otfia: Box ^y)

FlagsLitT. Anzori.1 86002

(602) 774-500.1. l-«00-892-«6«7
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The sightseeing tour was permitted to continue by
entering the Grand Canyon via the East Rim Drive, which we
always do on our tour. We were permitted to stop by Desert
View and then the other viewpoints were barricaded; however, we
did use wall stops for our passengers. We found that most of
the remaining Park Service employees at the Canyon during the
shutdown were amicable during a difficult situation; however,
because some were not, we were concerned that after the
re-opening our Conditional Use Permit at the Park may be in
jeopardy. Obviously, our tour was not the caliber of our
normal sightseeing tour; but at least we were able to provide
an opportunity for many visitors to see at least a portion of
the Grand Canyon.

We totally discontinued our tours to the other
National Parks and Monuments because these areas were totally
closed and barricaded.

The impact was great. Our drivers who usually drove
tours to other parks were without work. We operated the tour
and transportation to the Grand Canyon National Park, but with
greatly reduced ridership -- the transportation service was
down 90% and the tour at least 50%. Our costs for the
equipment and driver remained the same -- our revenue was
simply lost.

The impact continues. Our ridership has not
returned to normal yet and the travelling public is still
concerned about the Grand Canyon National Park closing on the
15th of December, thus many are not making plans to visit
during the holiday season. Our December looks like the worst
we have had in years. And to make matters worse -- the weather
is the prettiest and warmest on record. The visitors were here
until the Parks closed.

And, no, our drivers did not get back pay as other
government employees did for being off from work. As a small
business, we cannot afford to pay employees for not working, as
the Government is able to do!

But, beyond the closures themselves, tied into this
budget package is the park entry fees for 1996. We still
don't know what the park entry fees will be next year and can't
quote to our clients what fees should be expected in planning
either individual or group visits to Northern Arizona. Are the
fees going to be individual, are they going to be based upon
vehicle size (i.e. motorcoach); or is it going to be a
combination of both? We have heard everything. This is as
great an impact to our company as the closure.
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I urge you to take definitive steps to:

1. Never close our National Parks and Monuments

2. That State Route 64 which follows the East Rim
Drive always remains under the jurisdiction of the State of
Arizona and that access to the Grand Canyon always be
maintained through this route.

Note: The Management Plan now being implemented by
the Grand Canyon National Park provides for the removal and
relocating of this highway at a more southerly route; thereby
eliminating the possibility of seeing the Grand Canyon during
any Park closure by the Park Service.

3. That the fees for admission into the National
Parks and Monuments be projected and determined in a more
timely basis so visitors can anticipate their costs. These
fees need to be based on individual, per person access
regardless of mode of transportation. However, it would be my
hope that those modes of transportation providing for mass
transit (i.e. motorcoaches ) which is assisting the parking
problems created by private vehicles, which is also providing
interpretive information on the Park, and which is protecting
the resources through education and example, be provided an
incentive to continue their service rather than be burdened
with increased fees and bureaucratic red tape.

Sincerely,

Kerrren A. Vollmer
Vice President/Co-Owner
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southern highland craff guild

December 5, 1995

Don Young, Chatlrman
House Resources Committee
Congress of the United States

1324 Longworth HOB
Washington DC 20515

Deair Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for allowing me to submit testimony relating to your upcoming
Bill HR 2677. If you will allow me, I would like to discuss how this
has affected our organization.

On Thursday, November 16, 1995, Rick Wyatt, Concessions Specialist/
Blue Ridge Parkway, notified the Folk Art Center that our operations
would close at 6:00pm on Friday, November 17, because according to the
Deputy Director of the National Park Service "no progress has been made
or Is Imminent that would provide us appropriations".

The Southern Highland Craft Guild, headquartered at the Folk Art Center
on the Blue Ridge Pcirkway, Is a sixty-five year old non-profit member-
ship organization with over 700 members in a nine-state area. These
are 700 plus family businesses who depend on their sales through the
Guild, especially during the season from Thanksgiving through
Christmas. The income lost (perhaps $18,000 during the two days of
forced closing) had a huge impact on our organization and its members
because it cannot be recouped. Visitation to the Folk Art Center is

350,000 annually. The center, built on the Blue Ridge Parkway in 1980
through a cooperative agreement with the National Psirk Service, Is

located only 1/2 mile off Hwy. 70 and we also have another entrance
which makes us accessible without getting on the Parkway.

The Folk Art Center is privately owned, not federally funded. Guild
staff does not receive retroactive compensation after a shutdown. We
would like to encourage you and your colleagues to support legislation
to prevent private concessionaires from needless closures In the
future.

Thank you for sponsoring this heaurlng and for allowing me to submit
this testimony.

Sincerely,

Thomas B. Bailey ' '

)

Acting Director

Administrative Offices: P.O. Box 9545 • Asheville, NC 28815 • (704) 298-7928 FAX: (704) 298-7962
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